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tDropping the reins
Unbridled upsets favorites
the Kentucky Derby

Painful decision

Congratulations

Ross Elder resigns
as Lady Lakers' head coach

Calloway candidates for
MSU degrees are listed

Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

MSU regents establish provost position; OK budget
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Start Writer

Sunny, warmer
Monday sunny and wanner.
High in the lower 80s. Southwest wind 5 to 15 mph. Monday night fair and milder. Low
50 to 55. Tuesday partly sunny
and warm. High 80 to 85.

In order to better "streamline"
top-level decision-making at Murray State University, the board of
regents approved a reorganization
to the school's administration
Saturday, a move which removes
two of its four vice-presidents'
offices and adopts a much-

discussed provost system.
Aimed to cut costs and "fret up"
incoming President Dr. Ronald
Kurth from some of the day-to-day
duties of his office, the reorganization combines the four vice president offices into two, one of which
will act as provost.
The provost position will include
the duties of the current vice presidents for academic affairs and stu-

dent development while the second
vice president's office will include
the duties of the current vice presidents for university relations and
development and finance and administrative services.
Acting President Dr. James
Booth, who also serves as the vice
president of academic affairs, is the
"front-runner" for the provost post,
according to Regents Chairman

Proposed prison
in Fulton County
has government
officials excited

WASHINGTON — Leaders of Congress say serious budget negotiations with the White House now appear likely, with everything on the
table — including the possibility of new taxes.
WASHINGTON — Finance leaders of the world's seven largest
industrial powers are paving the way for a 50 percent boost in the
International Monetary Fund's capacity, far less than is being sought
by loan-hungry nations in Eastern Europe and the developing world.
ARLINGTON, Va. — Former hostage Frank Reed, in a riveting
account of the brutal beatings he suffered at the hands of his Islamic
captors, says he kept his spirits up by using matches to draw pictures
of his family.
MEXICO CITY — Pope John Paul II was cheered wildly by
crowds as he began an eight-day visit he hopes will lead to restored
diplomatic ties with this overwhelmingly Catholic nation that retains
strict anti-clerical laws.
DALLAS — A record flood crest on the rain-swollen Trinity River
surged southward toward the Gulf of Mexico today, threatening, to
swamp rural areas along the way after devastating a Dallas suburb.

LOUISVILLE — A ruling that would allow mare competition in
long-distance telephone rates means South Central Bell Telephone Co.
may have to reach out for other sources of revenue.
BURNSIDE — Recreation wasn't part of the original plans for Lake
Cumberland, but it drew millions of visitors last year, and some people
who live around the lake say the pleasure of going there is gone for
them.
BOWLING GREEN — Mel Taylor may have lost out to a 10-yearold in a Pee Wee Herman lookalike contest, but his resemblance to Pee
Wee and near-perfect imitation of his voice have provided some other
big adventures.

Area citizens showed their support of Life House Crisis Pregnancy Center in Murray by participating in a
fundraising Walk-a-thon Saturday. Participators received pledges for how many miles they walked and
the_money raised will go toward the expenses_ at Life_ House.
Staff photo by Todd 0. Bass

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — A
ruling that would allow more
cotnpetition in long-distance
telephone rates means South
Central Bell Telephone Co.
may have to reach out for
other sources of revenue.
"Every dollar that we would
lose would have to be made up
somewhere," said Bell District
Manager Mike Seebert.
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FULTON, Ky. (AP) — Local
governments in Fulton County are
"excited" about a proposed
medium-security prison that could
reap more than $I million a year
by taking excess federal and state
,inmates from as far away as Arkansas and Washington, D.C.
Diversified Municipal Services,
an investment group from Lebanon,
Ind., has proposed to build a
336-bed prison to house prisoners
serving the final 18 months of their
sentences.
DMS proposed leasing it to Fulton County, which would operate it
and keep all profits.
The prison would provide 50 to
60 jobs, a local payroll of $1.2 million and about $800,000 a year in
local purchases.
"The jobs would be great, but
all of us are even more excited
about the use of the revenue and
what that could mean to the community," said Fulton JudgeExecutive James Everett.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Calloway board to shorten system's school days
By TODD 0. ROSS

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Stretch-running Unbridled took the lead
from Summer Squall at the top of the lane and ran away with the Kentucky Derby at Churchill Downs on Saturday, giving 92-year-old owner Frances A. Genter a victory on her first try.
IRVING, Texas — Payne Stewart turned back Lanny Wadkins'
bold bid and beat his own north Texas jinx Sunday with a frontrunning, 2-stroke victory in the $1 million -Byron Nelson Classic.
NASHVILLE Tenn. — Ayako -Okamoto overtook Pat Bradley and
Dawn Coe on Sunday with a final-round, 4-under-par 68 for a 1-stroke
victory in the $425,000 LPGA Sara Lee Classic.

Kerry Harvey, but final decision on
the positions will be made July 1.
The provost system, which will
enable the president to concentrate
on outside constituencies, is more
similar with what Kurth is used to,
according to Harvey, who said
Kurth was consulted before the
move was decided.

The Calloway County Board of
Education decided to shorten the
system's school days by 20
minutes at a special meeting Saturday night.
The proposal to shorten the
school day had come up in the
January board meeting, and was
sent to a committee.
On the elementary school level,
there are three short recesses —

one at 10 a.m., one at noon (after
Such a move will put Calloway's
the meal) and one later in the after- vocational students at the Murraynoon. The recess at noon will be Calloway County Vocational Ceneliminated in the elementary ter 20 minutes earlier than Murray
schools to cut the day by 20 High's students. Murray High does
minutes.
not begin classes until 8:25 a.m.
A 20-minute advisor/advisee perThe board also decided to instiiod would be eliminated from Cal- tute the Channel 1 education netloway Middle School.
Itork in the school system. The
Calloway County High School, network provides TV monitors,
in order to eliminate 20 minutes, VCRs and other equipment to the
will be starting at 8:06 a.m. next schools to set up the network.
fall instead of the 8:26 a.m. starting
The programming consists of 10
time presently used.
mintues of top news stories and

features aimed at the teenager, and
two minutes of advertising.
Peter O'Rourke, Student Council
president at Calloway County
Middle School, presented a proposal to the board requesting doors be
put on the boys' bathroom stalls.
O'Rourke saidthe proposal has
come to the board several times in
the past few years, and cost has
always been a major factor. He and
cQrfimittee members proposed

Opposition formed
to fight proposed
Columbus landfill
near historic park
CLINTON, Ky. (AP) — In far
western Kentucky, near the Mississippi River, residents are getting
organized to fight a proposed landfill that would accept 20,000 tons
of baled garbage a day.
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Mark Muscovalley believes there
are many people in Hickman County who don't know of the plan by
Alternate Waste Disposal to develop a 750-acre landfill on 1,000
acres of land near the community
of Columbus it has leased. The
landfill would be approximately
one mile from the ColumbusBelmont State Park.

Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports

Substribers who have not received their home-delkered cop)
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

He believes they would reject
the idea if they knew about it.
Dorothy House, of Clinton,
believes traffic hauling garbage to
the site would "pulverize the
roads, and the state won't be able
to take care of them."

Four Seasons Restaurant in Hardin showed off its homecooked catfish, barbecue and meringue pies on a
float in the Hardin Day Parade Saturday. The parade was part of the Hardin Day celebration.
Staff pboto by Todd 0. Ram

House said she has studied landfills and knows that one carmot
built that won't leak.
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Landfill...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Joy Webb handed out articles at
an informational meeting Thursday
night that was organized by landfill
opponents. The articles referred to
the proposed landfill and copies of
Hazardous Waste News, which
include articles that quoted federal
Environmental Protection Agency
officials as saying even the best
landfills eventually leak.
The articles also said 43 out of
50 landfills studied by a university
showed ground water supplies outside the landfills were
contaminated.
About 200 people attended the
hourlong meeting, at which Corinne Whitehead, president of the
Coalition for Health Concerns, said
Kentucky 1§ 30 years behind other
states in regulating garbage. She
said that solid waste landfills like
the ones proposed for Columbus
have a history of becoming hazardous waste landfills.
John W. Horrell, president of the
Nashville company planning to
build the landfill, has said developers will drop their plans for Columbus if the majority of people who
are educated about the issue oppose
it.
At an earlier meeting, Hiirrell
said the company chose the site
because of its accessibility to
water, which would lower transportation costs for garbage coming
from outside the Purchase area.
At the earlier meeting, Horrell
said the proposed landfill would
handle only household garbage,
and most of it would be compressed into one-ton bales before
shipment to Columbus.
aling removes 90 percent of the
ater, which Horrell said was
responsible for pollution and odor
at landfills where garbage is, not
baled. Most would arrive at Coliimbus by barge.
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Kentucky school reform already influencing other states
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's school-reform efforts
have stretched beyond state Orders, touching states like Alabama,
where 15 school districts filed suit
against the state recently.
The Kentucky ruling "really
refueled our (equity) efforts," said
DeWayne Key, school superintendertLin Lawrence County, Ala. Key
heads the group of districts that
filed suit last Thursday.
But Alabama's constitution —
unlike all other states' — does not
make public education a state
respontibility. The 1956 amendment that makes that exemption —
and, incidentally, also authorizes
state support for segregated schools
— is under attack by Key's group.
Ira Harvey, a coalition consultant and the author of a book on
school finance in Alabama, said the
Kentucky example should help the
Alabama plaintiffs. He said the
states ,share similar economic and
image problems.
"We view the ,.. commitment
that Kentucky has made as being
very visionary," Key said.
Court cases are pending in at
least nine states over inequity in
school funding.
Kentucky's new law generates
"a kind of new excitement and
new interest," said Kern Alexander, former president of Western
Kentucky University and now a
professor at Virginia Tech..
When it comes to the issue of
funding inequity, most states have
confined the issue to school financing. But not in Kentucky, where
the state Supreme Court broadened
the issue by declaring the whole
school system inadequate.
Because the ruling "went beyond the plea of the plaintiffs, that
sets a precedent that could be used
in other states" to strike down the
entire school system, Alexander
said.

mama

Save up to '1,779
on Mazda Trucks #1 in
Customer Satisfaction according
to J.D. Powers and Assoc. during
the month of May.

•.,4 Carroll Mazda
800 Chestnut
Murray - 753-8850

The legislation passed by the Excellence Network, said the Ken1990 General Assembly and signed tucky reform package embraces
by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson was "all the right ideas.''
Kentucky's new funding formula
the result of the high court's ruling
almost a year ago that the state will shrink the gap between the
school
system
was best- and worst-funded school districts, while tax changes will prounconstitutional.
The ruling stemmed from a law- vide revenue for higher overall
suit brought against the state by 66 funding.
Courts in nine other states have
of Kentucky's poorest school
found similar inequity to that dissystems.
Kentucky's "enormously bold" covered in Kentucky, and court
effort will prove "far-reaching, not challenges are pending in at least
only for Kentucky but 1 think also nine more. Such a suit is set for
for the country," said former trial in Tennessee in October. A
Assistant U.S. Secretary of Educa- similar suit was filed in Alabama
just last week.
tion Chester Finn.
Kentucky's case also has caused
Finn, who is now a Vanderbilt
University professor and head of a stir in Virginia and Illinois,
the Washington-based Education where one educator said forces

Dr. Robert F. Sexton, executive zation of concerned citizens withdirector of the Kentucky citizen's out connection to state government,
education reform group known as to which he was named executive
the Prichard Committee for director.
Academic Excellence, will be guest
He was responsible for the comspeaker for graduation ceremonies mittee's report on elementary and
honoring the 1990 Leadership Mur- secondary education, "The Path to
ray class on Wednesday, May 9 at a Larger Life," and for its earlier
7 p.m. in the Curris Center report on higher education, "In
Ballroom.
Pursuit of Excellence."
Sexton also currently serves as
The Kentucky Center for Public
the president of the Kentucky Cen- Issues was created recently to analter for Public Issues.
yze public policy and encourage
In J980, Dr. Sexton was named citizen involvement. Among other
deputy executive director of the projects, the Center publishes the
Committee on Higher Education in monthly "Kentucky Journal."
Kentucky's Future by the Council
Dr. Sexton, a native of Louisvilon Higher Education.
le, received his bachelor's degree
In 1983, his committee created from Yale University in 1964 and
the Prichard Committee, an organi- his Ph.D. in American history from

the University of Washington in
1970.
Dr. Sexton has written on Kentucky political history and higher
education and served as general
editor of the papers of Kentucky's
governors.
He has taught at the high school
and college levels and served in
administrative positions at the University of Kentucky and state
government.
He has been president and board
member of many national organizations, including the American
Association for Higher Education
and the National Society for Internships and Experiential Education
Education.
Dr. Sexton was a founder of

nessee Could easily be accepted.
DMS-built prisons in Texas contract with Washington, D.C., to
house inmates. The federal prison
system is also looking for alternatives for housing inmates, paying
$55 a day to those providing cell
space.

Everett said.
A public hearing on the proposal
is scheduled for May 14.

Fulton prison...
(Cont'd from page I)
Fulton Fiscal Court and the
Hickman and Fulton city commissions voted unanimously Tuesday
to proceed with the proposed prison. The municipal bodies tentatively agreed to use any profits for Fulton County economic development.
If fully occupied, the prison
would net the county $1.6 million a
year, DMS figures show. At 90
percent occupancy, that figure
would be $1.1 million.
DMS has developed three similar
private detention centers in Texas,
each running at 90 percent occupancy or better.
Because of Fulton County's
location in far southwestern Kentucky, state and federal prisoners
from Missouri, Arkansas and Ten-

rj

"I've been all around the county
(Thursday)," Everett said,"and the
folks are saying, 'On first impulse,
it looks good.'

Kentucky's Governor's Scholars
Program and the Commonwealth
Institute for Teachers. He serves as
a consultant to universities, foundations and other organizations,
including the Shakertown Roundtable, Berea College and the Carnegie Corporation of New York.
Most recently, he chaired the
planning committee for the Carnegie Center for Literacy in Lexington appointed by Mayor Scotty
Baesler.
He and his wife, Pam, until
recently a vice-president at Central
Bank and Trust, live in Lexington.
He htt two children, Rebecca and
Robert, and three step-children,
Ouita, Paige and Perry.

Rash of burglaries
keep police busy
over weekend

Five different properties, including a local church, werewported
burglarized Saturday night netting
"I don't think anyone is saying
suspects
an undetermined amonnt
they
want
this next door, but it's
Under terms proposed by DMS,
of cash and merchandise, according
something we have to look at."
Fulton County would lease the
to reports from the Murray Police
facility for $1.2 million a year for
Everett raid that, if the prison is
Departmen
t.
20 years and then own it. DMS builtult
on County would offer to
A television set, VCR, sewing
would build the $11 million struc- house prisoners
for the state of
machine, stereo; weedeater, blower,
ture, help line up contracts with
Kentucky. Talks with the Correccomputer
and printer as well as a
state and city governments to house tions Cabinet
were to begin
quanity
of
money and jewelry were
prisoners, provide $250,000 in
Thursday.
reported stolen from the residence
operating capital until it begins
of Allen Duncan at 1203 Payne
"We hope the commonwealth
making money and provide conStreet between 9:30 p.m. and midwill
use
it,"
said
DMS
President
sulting services for a year after
night
Saturday, police said.
Joe Vaughn. He has been arranging
opening.
Suspects
gained entry to the
lease-purchase deals with governhome and storage building by pry"DMS has assured us they can ments for 27 years and formed
ing the door open while the owner
fill the facility in five days," DMS 22 years ago.
was out of town, police said.
Suspects also took an,„unknown
amount of cash from the cash
register at RoHo Service-Station at
Five Points Saturday night, police
said. Suspects gained entry by
breaking the glass in the garage
door, police said.
Ugly Duckling Car Rentals,
located at 112 S. 12th Street, was
also burglarized sometime Saturday
night, netting suspects two bank
bags containing titles and car keys
as well as $32 in rolled coins. The
burglars gained entry by removing
the office's door knob.
A set of scales was also reported
stolen sometime Saturday night
from the home of Mabel Pullen at
1801 Main Street. The scales were
kept on the unlockedback porch of
the home, police said.
The First Presbyterian Church at
1601 Main Street was also reported
entered Saturday night but no items
•Mother's Day Sale Starts Tues., May 8
have been reported stolen.
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tucky pattern.
"Since Kentucky came through
so well, it certainly puts a lot., of
pressure on our legislature to do
something," said Emerson, who
heads the group of 72 school districts that have brought suit against
the state.
But the Tennessee lawmakers
have adjourned, and unless they
return for a special session to deal
with school financing, the plaintiff
districts plan to go to trial Oct. 29,
Emerson said,
What the Kentucky court
required — rebuilding the whole
state school system, not just its
financing scheme — is "exactly
what Tennessee needs," Emerson
said.

Leadership Murray announces Wednesday graduation

140
Nt.

may be inspired to take their case
to court as well. Virginia Gov.
Douglas Wilder has named a special commission to study school
funding, in an effort to head off a
possible court challenge.
Eventually, all states will have
court orders forcing them to give
education priority over other funding needs, predicted Alexander,
who advised the complaining
school districts in Kentucky and is
now advising those in Tennessee,
Alabama and Virginia.
The school-equity case in Tennessee started out as a spinoff of
Kentucky's. And Crockett County
school Superintendent Bill Emerson said he wouldn't mind if his
state continued to follow the Ken-

•First 100 Customers receive a gift bag
filled with surprises for Mom!
•Register for $100 gift certificate to
be given away May 13th
'Refreshments served 6-9 p.m. in the
Catalo Department

Exploding paint
can brings firemen
to rescue Saturday
Murray firemen responded to a
call of an exploded paint can at KMart Saturday around 12:20 p.m.,
according to a report from the Murray Fire Department.
Firemen used exhaust fans to
dispursc the paint fumes, a spokesperson said.
Firemen also responded to a
structure fire alarm at a home
located at 413 N. 5th Street around
3:35 p.m. Saturday.
The fire, caused by an electrical
stove which had caught fire, was
extinguished with booster, according to the report.

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071

Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6

Sun. 1-5
759-9811
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Calloway candidates for degrees at
Murray State University are listed
A total of 800 students in the
spring class have applied for
degrees to be awarded in the 67th
annual spring commencement exercises at Murray State University on
Saturday, May 12.
Among that number are 601 for
bachelor's degrees, 173 for master's degrees and 26 for associate
degrees. They represent 24 states
and 10 foreign countries.
Also participating in the capand-gown ceremony will be 433
mid-year graduates as well as some
graduates from both the 1989 and
1990 summer classes since the
spring commencement will be the
only graduation exercise of the
year.
Speakers fot the 10 a.m ceremony in Racer Arena will be Eddie
Allen of Fancy Farm and Marcia
Ford of Murray, the Outstanding
Senior Man and Woman.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions
and registrar, said the exact number
of graduates will be determined
when school officials have checked
each cadidate to certify that all graduation requirements have been
met.

Among the candidates for
degrees in the spring class from
Calloway County are these:
Candidates for
Bachelor's Degrees
Calloway: David Scott Adams,
Brenda Gay Armstrong, Amy
Diane Asbridge, Elizabeth Ann
Bailey, Lauren Kirk Balmer, Phillip Graves Billington, Ross Lee
Bolen, Patricia E. Bomba, Leslie
Diane Borge, Tracey Marie Borge,
Valeria V. Bowser, Jill Ann Burkeen, Kelli LuJean Burkeen, Ramona Ann Burnley, Frankie Jeanne
Carroll, Ginger Dawn Covey.
Debra Lynn Farris Daniel, Michael
Wayne Damall, Deborah M. Deitz,
Huong Thi Thu Dinh, Elizabeth
Schneider Durbin, Melissa J.
Easley, James" Micah Edwards,
Vicki Lynn Edwards, Nancy Eells,
Tracey Ann Eldredge, Marcia Holt
Ford, Sandra L. Friend, Kimberly
A. Garrett, Marlene Daniel Geib,
Melissa Ann George, Lillian Olazabal Gierhart.
Terry Lee Griffin, Sandru Gail
Pajak Griffin-Jones, Patricia Taylor
Gullett, Dawn Renee Hale, Jon

School board...

"We are asking the board to put
more thought into it and maybe we

(Cont'd from page 1)
donating labor from parents or
even getting vocational students to
help with the labor.

could get them for next year,"
O'Rourke said. "People would take
good care of them."

Give.
4b,

The board passed the resolution
to put doors on the bathroom stalls.
In other business, the board:

American Heart
Association

WEPE FIGHTING FOP
\OUR LIFE

• made a presentation to Laurie
Jo Parker, student at North Calloway Elementary School. She was
the recipient of a certificate of participation in the 1990 Kentucky
Imagination Celebration Dance
Opportunity.

The Insurance Center
Of Murray
For A Free
Financial Security
Analysis
Tim Herndon

Call 753-8355
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MSU Regents...

- Fire on the roof

Mark Hall, Patrick James Hanna,
Richard Earl Harrison, Barbara
Lynn Heathe, William Douglas
Hendricks, Gloria J. Hutchens,
Mary Wallace Imes, Edwin H. Jennings, Rachel Lamb Johnson,
Anthony Earl Jones, James M.
Keeling, John Robert Kelso, Vickie
Hart Kesterson, Larry N. Killebrew, Carruth Kitrell, Dawn J.
Lanham, Kelly Dawn Lyles, Donovan Ray Malotte, Augusta Perdune
Manna, Sheila Lynn McClure, Lisa
Anne McMahan, Waynette Sue
McWherter, Lisa Gay Meadow,
Carlie M. Mechler, Marjory A.
Merrell.
Robert R. Nelson, John Warren
Nix, Joni Leigh Guthrie Orand,
Daniel Todd Parker, Choysandra
Rochea Perry, Edwin R. Phelps,
Joseph Clement Pierceall, Diana
Lynn Rippy, Eddie S. Rudolph,
Ezra George Schroeder, James T.
Shaheen Jr., Gretta L. Shepard,
Lisa Ann Shoemaker, Ann Orire
Smith, Charles N. Stribling Jr.,
Gavin Duane Thompson, Nancy C.
Thompson, Kendra Dianne Thurmond, Jannene Britt Travis, Suzanne M. Trimble, Leila Samia Umar,
Stephen D. Vidmer, Bradley Linn
Walker, Gary Michael Wicker,
Samantha Ann Wilder, Denise
Leigh Grogan Willis and Linda
McCuiston Wray.
Candidates for
Master's Degrees
Calloway: Gokul Bose, Jingwei
Lu, Mauricio Polania, Pramode
Chalugune, Zhuohong Huang,
Michael E. Anderson, Debbie
Emerson Carter, Lorene R. Celano,
William Hugh Chaney, Jennifer
Lenore Chapman, Kenneth Lee
Claud, Barbara Holsapple Davidson, Margaret Houston French,
Margaret Brandon Gibson, John W.
Glisson, Gina Denise Glover, Sharon Lynn Goodlow, Ailene Hodge
Greene, Jami Jo Hay, Annc-Kari
Romboe Heimdal, Deborah Ann
Henry, Dallas G. Jones, Randall
Lee Laren, Joseph Dion Mahoney,
Misty Bridges Morris, Mary Ras*,coe Nelson, Linda May Pierce,
Rebecca Gould Robertson, Salmet
Santos() Sarwono, and Gina Lynn
Shipley.
Candidates for
Associate's Degree
Calloway: Carol C. Brown,
Dalesa Darnell, Charlotte J.
Edmonson, Bret Allen Proctor,
Lori L. _Rogers, Jennifer ,Tabers
Vaughn and Michael Ray Welker.
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Murray firemen throw down smoking roofing materials on the roof of
Merle Norman Cosmetics in the Bel-Air Shopping Center Friday. Fire
Chief James Hornbuckle said the cause of the fire was unknown. Construction workers had been on the roof in the morning, and their
equipment and materials were left behind. Hornbuckle said no one
was injured and no damage was done to the building. Patrons of Murray Cablevision and Judy and Shere's were temporarily evacuated
while the fire was brought under control.
•

48-year-old wins $5 million lottery
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
48-year-old nursing home employee claimed a record jackpot in the
Kentucky Lottery today — $5
Patricia Kiefer was waiting at
the door of the Kentucky Lottery
Corp. when it opened at 8 a.m. for
business.
Ms. Kiefer, a Louisvillian, said
she used the birth dates of her five
children, plus her own birthday to
select the winning numbers:
09-10-13-18-27-41.
Lottery spokeswoman Vicki
Dennis said the prize will be paid
in 20 annual installments of

PAGE 3

$250,000 each. The first installment takes about a week to process, she said.
The larsgest previous jackpot was
$3.6. million, won earlier this year,
said Frank Keener, president of the
lottery corporation.
Keener said players spent about
$1.5 million on Lotto Kentucky
tickets Saturday, the day the winning numbers were drawn.
For matching five of the six
numbers, 130 players collected
5527 each. For matching four of
the numbers, 6,564 people won $22
each.

(Cont'd from page 1)
Kurth currently serves u president of the Naval War College in
Newport, R. I.
A search process will likely to
be used to fill thp vice presidents'
posts, according to Harvey.
Harvey would not confirm that
Vice President for Finance and
Administrative Services Dr. Ward
Zimmerman would remain on
board in one of the two new posts.
Vice President for Student Development Dr. Augustine Pounds and
Vice President for University Relations and Development Dr. David
Perrin have been told by the board
that their contracts will not be
renewed next year.
Faculty Senate President Dr. Farouk Umar, who recommended the
provost system to the board as a
member of a board-appointed committee set up to study the system
last fall, said the system will not
mean a change — at least negatively — for university faculty looking
to communicate with the new
president*
"We don't want to suggest that
(the provost system) will diminish
lines of communication with the
president at all," Umar said.
"That's an enigma that we have not
been able to overcome. The provost
system will simply relieve the president to do things outside the
university."
In other business, the board:
• approved the university's p6.4
million :990-91 budget, which
includes an average 9 percent pay
raise for faculty and staff, a 20 percent increase in library funding and
an estimated $1.6 million increase
in tuition revenue for next year.
• approved the contract of Dr.
Kurth, who will make 992,000 during -his first year with subsequent
salaries determined yearly.
• approved tenure to nine faculty
members and promoted 20 others.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who what where questions
about your new city)
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of •being
a newcomer •

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingehory King 492 8348

catchyour
whemver you
•

•

Three-way Calling is great for
telephone reunions and for planning
meetings. It lets you talk to two
different people trinvo-differen-t--- -locations-at the same time-even if.
the calls are long distance.(Long
distance rates may apply)
With RingMaster't service:vain
.
know who a call is for-or who's callingjust by the way the phone is ringing
Even when you're out catchIng a little
You get an additional.drstinctive ring
relaxation.
andphone number on your one
Call Forwarding lets you transfer
phone line.(RingMaster II. at a slightly
'your calls to any other number you
higher cost.gives you two additional
choose.So you don't have to stay by,
• rings and numbers.)eerfect for fam- the phone waiting forim portant cails.ilies with teenagers. people who take
And when you're not at home.you
business calls at home.roommates.Or
dont have to worry about an unas a -hotline- for special callers.
answered phone telling strangers
• Plus these 4esvices are affordable.
"yoU're, away
Prices range frorn\3215 to S5 95 a
. There are otherserwes that.
month each. Discounts may apply if
make your life easier. too.
order more than one service.
lets you call home. you
you order before May 31.
even \Alhen yoUr talkative teenager is And if
you can save the Si 5 50 connectiop.
on the telephone. Because Call lkaiting
"
charge Just call 1 557-6400,
will sound a tone to:let your teenager
toll-free.
know there's another call. And if you're
using your phone. you won't have to Save the S15.50 connection
worry about missing emergency or
charge if you order before
important calls.
Waiting
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PERSPECTIVE
Guest Editorial

Local group urges support
of National Nurses' Day
By Betty Powell
Assistant Professor of Nursing at Murray State University
and President, Chapter 13, Kentucky Nurses' Association
More than 2 million registered nurses work together every day in caring
for the health of this country. Chapter 13 of the Kentucky Nurses' Association is participating today, Monday, May 7, in the nationwide celebratidn
of National Nurses' Day.
Every year the American Nurses' Association and its constituent associatiSns sponsor this event on behalf of the nursing profession. The public
is encouraged to recognize nurses for their role in enhancing and promoting health care and the well-being of patients and family members during
emotionally and physically debilitating times.
In 1986 an increased demand for nurses outpaced the available supply
of RNs. Changes in health care have escalated the requirements for registered nurses. In hospitals, as patient acuity increased, the number of
nurses required to care for a specific number of patients almost doubled.
The growth of community-based and out-patient services, including home
health, ambulatory, and preventive care, has provided more opportunities
for nurses and increased demand for their skills.
In 1988, 1.6 million RNs were employed, the largest number of nurses
ever working. Even this high level of nurses in the workforce could not
alleviate the nurse shortage. For the past four ytars, there has been a shortage of registered nurses. Although there is still a shortage evident, positive gains in the effort to ease the shortage are becoming more evident as
employers begin to implement nursing's solutions to the shortage. Nursing's solution to the shortage includes: freeing nurses from performing
non-nursing duties; improving salaries and benefits; and implementing
career ladders and greater decision-making responsibilities.
Figures available for 1989 indicate that salaries for registered nurses
have increased and hospitals have improved benefit packages and implemented career ladders to provide for nurses' advancement and compensation as rewards for expertise and clinical excellence. Enrollment of students in schools of nursing at the LPN, ADN and BSN levels has begun to
increase.
In the next decade- there will be a need for 600,000 more nurses. With
an increase in technological advances, the responsibilities of nurses have
Increased. Nurses today require expert clinical knowledge and skills, the
ability to make intelligent and appropriate decisions, and the ability to
care for the patient and his family as a unit.
Public involvement and support of National Nurses' Day activities will
serve as a demonstration of the commitment of each individual to nursing.

•

Today is Monday, May 7, the 127th day of 1990. There are 238 days
left in the year.
Today's highlights in history:
On May 7, 1945, Germany signed an unconditional surrender at Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower's headquarters in Rheims, France, that was to take
effect the following day, ending the European stage of World War II.
Six years earlier, on May 7, 1939, Germany and Italy announced a military and political alliance known as the Rome-Berlin Axis.
On this date:
In 1789, the first inaugural ball was held in New York in honor of
President and Mrs. George Washington.
in 1812, the poet Robert Browning was born in London.
In 1825, Italian composer Antonio Salieri died in Vienna, Austria.
In 1833, composer Johannes Brahms was born in Hamburg, Germany.
In 1840, composer Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky was born in the Ural region of Russia.
In 1847, the American Medical Association was , founded in
Philadelphia.
In 1915, nearly 1,200 people died when a German torpedo sank the
British liner Lusitania off the Irish coast.
In 1954, the 55-day day Battle of Dien Bien Phu in Vietnam ended with
Vietnamese insurgents overrunning French forces, spelling the end of
French colonial rule in Indochina.
•
In 1960, Leonid Brezhnev replaced Marshal Kliment Voroshilov as
president of the Supreme Soviet.
In 1963, the United States launched the Telstar 2 communications
satellite.
In 1975, President Ford formally declared an end to the "Vietnam
era." In Ho Chi Minh City, formerly Saigon, the Viet Cong staged a rally
to celebrate their takeover.
In 1983, Sunny's Halo won the Kentucky Derby on a rainy day at
Churchill Downs.
In 1984, a $180 million, out-of-court settlement was announced in the
Agent Orange class-action suit brought by Vietnam veterans who charged
they had suffered injury from exposure to the defoliant.
Ten years ago: The official American delegation to the funeral of
Yugoslavia's President Tito, led by 'Vice President Walter Mondale,
arrived in Belgrade. There was criticism that President Carter was not
present.
Five years ago: Baseball Comissioner Peter Ueberroth announced plans
to institute mandatory drug testing for all baseball personnel except
major-league player.
One year ago: Both sides claimed victory in Panama's national elections, with the opposition also claiming a pattern of fraud.
Today's birthdays: Actor Darren McGavin is 68. Singer Teresa Brewer
is 59. U.S. Sen. Pete Dornenici, R-N.M., is 581 Former football quarterback Johnny Unitas is 57.
Thought for Today:
"When an old man dies, a library burns down." — African proverb.
— By The Associated Press
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hood. Way back, it was all Swedes
and Germans. Then they said: 'Oh,
oh, here come the poles, th• neighborhood is going, so we better
move out.' So they took off, Then
the Poles said: 'Oh, oh, here come
the Puerto Ricans,' and they took
off. Now a lot of Puerto Ricans are
worried that yuppies might move in
and gentrify. See, if it wasn't for
that, the Swedes would still be
stuck there."
What does that have to do with
the Japanese?
"Oh, yeah. Like I was saying,
they keep complaining that we're
bashing them, but they're saying
even worse stuff about us. I been
keeping track. Besides picking on
blacks and Puerto Ricans, they say
we're all lazy, that we ain't loyal
to our bosses like they are, that our
kids are stupid, that we don't know
how to run businesses and we're
crybabies because they make better
cars and CD players then we do."
True, their admiration for us
seems to have declined. But many
Americans believe their observations are valid and we should try to
mend our slothful ways.
"Yeah, and that's stupid. The
Japanese idea of a good time is to
get up in the morning a 2-by-4 flat,

Address
City

State
Phone(

I

run to their job early, jump up and
down and yell, 'I love my corporation, I rove myboss, I love my
assembly line,' work all day like a
loony, bow to their foreman and
assembly line, and jump up and
down and yell, 'Tomorrow tiferk
harder.—
They do seem driven.
"And they're going to be driven
crazy. How long do you think
they're going to keep going that
way before they start cracking up?
Or wondering when all that hard
work is going to get them their
own house? Theo average stiff in
this country has got the kind of
house they don't even dream
abouL"
But they seem content with their
lot.
"That's what their bosses tell us,
but I don't believe it, and I think
that's why they go in for so much
America-bashing. Down deep,
they're jealous."
How can you say that when they
have become such an economic
superpower?
"Yeah, but what have they got to
show for it? They make all that
great stuff, but they can't afford to
buy it for themselves, so they have
to sell it to us. And even if they
could afford it, they wouldn't have
any place to put it because they
live in such dinky little places.
That's why their corporations keep
brainwashing them that they are
superior. They don't want them to
wake up and figure out that some
American, doing the same kind of
job, is driving that fancy car they
make, living in a six-room house in
a suburb and playing golf every
weekend. Over there, if you ain't

the Big Corporate Sushi, you never
even see a golf course except on
But you are digressing. What
about their criticism of our shoddy
work habits, greed, lack of job loyalty, discipline, imagination and so
on?
"Listen, after 1945, when we
beat them and set up their democratic government and got their
economy moving, all they had to
do was their jobs. No big national
distractions. But we've had two big
wars — Korea and Vietnam. We've
had a president bumped off. We've
had all kinds of social revolutions
— civil rights, anti-war, flower
power, gay power, riots in our
cities, you name it, we've had it.
We've let in millions of new
Americans who can't speak English. For Pete's sake, we've even
had baseball strikes. Most countries
would have fallen apart by now.
What happened to us? We don't
make cars as good as them. Big
deal. All I know is that me and all
my friends have it better than the
Japanese doing the same kind of
jobs. And I don't have to yell
`Banzair and tell my boss I love
him."
Then you refuse to concede that
they are superior?
"Not with their most embarrassing seeret."
Which is?
"Guys who can't cut it with the
Cleveland Indians wind up as Stars
in the Japanese baseball league."
Yes, that could be embarrassing.
"Embarrassing? If I lost that
much face, I'd stick myself in the
stomach with my swizzle stick."
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
5 - 5 - 3.
Lotto:
9-10-13-18-27-41.
Estimated jackpot: $5
million.
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(Editors Note: Mike Royko is on
vacation until May 16. while he is
gone, we are retransmitting some
of his favorite columns of the past)
Slats Grobnik slammed down tit
glass and said: "You know, I'm
getting fed up with all this
America-bashing by the Japanese."
Don't you have that backwards?
We're the ones who are repeatedly
accused of Japan-bashing.
"That's what I mean. They keep
saying we're bashing them, but
while they're saying it, they bash
us worse than we bash them. Just
like in those old war movies. Real
sneaky."
Ah-ah. Let's not deal in racial
stereotypes. That's one of the
things that they are upset about.
They say we don't give them proper respect because we're racists.
"That's what I mean. They say
we're racists, but one of their biggest politicians said that the trouble
with this country is that we got too
many blacks and Puerto Ricans and
that they don't learn, so that's why
this country's going down the old
drain."
A deplorable statement. But in
all candor, haven't you heard many
Americans make the same sort of
racial slurs?
"Sure. But that's different. Saying rotten things about each other
has always been part of the American tradition. That's one of the
things that made this country great
— working your way up from the
bottom so you could look down on
somebody else."
I hadn't thought of it quite that
way.
"Sure. Look at our old neighbor-
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
A building permit for the proposed JCPenney Company store in
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center in
Murray has been approved, according to Steve Zea, city planner.
Calloway County Homemakers
will observe National Extension
Homemakers Week, May 4-10,
according to Judy Stahler, county
president.
Murray State University lost to
Western 10 to 5 in finals of Ohio
'Valley Conference Baseball Tournament at Bowling green.
R. Andrew Batts, assistant professor of economics at Murray
State University, has been -awarded
a Doctor of Philosophy degree at
University of Kentucky.
Twenty years ago
A total of $3,327.94 was collected in the 1970 Calloway County Easter Seal Drive, according to
J. Matt Sparkman, county treasurer.
Bob Spann, representing Murray
Woman's Club, was first place for
his essay, "What America Means
To Me," in contest by Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs. A
senior at Murray High School, he
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Spann.
New officers of Senior Citizens'
Club of Murray are O.C. McLemore, Bryan Tolley, Mrs. Jewell
Parks and Mrs. Dollie Haley.
Winners of Eighth Grade History
Contest of Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution were Quentin
Fannin, New Concord, first; Melinda Taylor, Lynn Grove, second;
Susan Hainsworth, Murray High,

third.
Thirty years ago
The Tappan Company's two-year
$3,000,000 expansion program to
increase production capacity is
nearing completion with incorporation of a new foundry operation
into its production system.
L.W. Smith, Loyd Boyd, Bobby
McDowell, Kenneth Cruse and Jim
Irby are new officers of MurrayCalloway County Jaycees.
Elected as officers of Alpha
Department of Murray Woman's
Club were Mrs. J.I. Hosick, Mrs.
E.J. Beale, Mrs. Wayne Williams
and Mrs. Rue Overbey.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Lantz and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Sievertson.
Forty years ago
The final unofficial tabulation of
Murray population shows 6,007
residents here, according to James
M. Lassitcr, county census supervisor. Any persons who have not
been counted arc asked to call 480.
Special evening classes which
have proved so successful during
the past semester at Murray State
College will be continued this summer, according to Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president.
A replica of the Liberty Bell will
be in Murray on behalf of Independence Savings Bond Drive on June
19, according to W.Z. Carter, local
chairman.
New officers of Murray High
School Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association are Mrs. George Hart,
Mrs. ES. Ferguson, Mrs. Roy Farmer and Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
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Ladies' golf play
at Murray Club to
be on Wednesday
Ladies' Day Golf at Murray
Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 9, at 9:30 a.m.
Hostesses will be Betty Scott
and Billie Cohoon.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee IA - Imis Orr, Betty Lowry,
Toni Hopson and Betty Stewart;
Tee 1B - Tonja Eike, Lula Bingham, Jerlene Sullivan and Margaret
Shuffett;
Tee 3 - Rainey Apperson,
Cathryn Garrott, Betty Scott and
Mary Bogard;
Tee 4 - Frances Hulse, Marie
Chaney, Betty Hinton and Edith
Garrison;
Tee 5 - Venela Sexton, Sue
Brown, Billie Cohoon and Frances
Richey;
Tee 6 - Louise Lamb, Nancy
Haverstock, Rowena Cullom and
Norma Frank;
Tee 7 - Madelyn Lamb, Billie
Wilson, Patti Claypool and Rebecca 'Nan;
Tee 8- Lois Keller, Mary Belle
Overbcy, Anna Mary Adams and
Mary Frances Bell;
Tee 9- Geri Anderson, LaVem
Ryan, Rebecca West and Marion
Pool;
Tee 9B - Martha Sue Ryan, Peggy Shoemaker and ,LaVem Claxton.
Play was not held Wednesday,
May 2, because of weather
conditions.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM •
Murray State Opera Workshop, directed by Prof. Randall Black. presented a program of five opera scenes at a recent meeting of Music
Department of Murray Woman's Club. Accompanists were Scott Ferguson and Marie Taylor. In top left are Shannan Peery, Maureen
Mahoney and Randall Watts; top right are Lara Dowdy, Amanda
Sims and Debbie Tracy; middle left are Maureen Mahoney, Shannan
Peery, Joeli Staley and Laura Buhlig; middle`right are Jimmy Evitts,
Scott Ferguson and Karl Thomsen; bottom side are Jeff Holden, Kellie Morris, Tina Esterle, Susan Taylor, Robert DeSimone and Rich
Gray.

1-800-432-9346

hearing
test
Ask yourself these
questions:
Do you feel like people
are mumbling or not
speaking clearly?
Do friends and loved ones
comment on your
Inability to understand
clearly?

IF YOU ANSWERED
YES...
Call
or
Visit
Our
Office
LEARN HOW THE NEW
AUDIBEL SECRETEAR
MAY HELP YOU...
HEAR CLEARLY AGAIN!
--WITH THIS COUPON -• FREE HEARING TEST
• FREE CONSULTATION
•'100.00 OFF SECRETEAR
• 30 DAY TRIAL
OFFER VOID AFTER 5,1890
FOR APPOINTMENT
CALL (502) 753-8055

STONRANG
HEARING AID CENTER
' 206 S 4th, MURRAY, KY

KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUNAN RESOURCES

TOBACCO INSURANCE
—Reduced Rates—
'Special Discounts For Large Producers

DATEBOOK
Families' Anonymous to meet.
Murray's Families Anonymous will meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, back of St. Leo's Catholic Church, 401 North 12th St.,
Murray. Murray's FA is a support group primarily for those who have or
have known a feeling of desperation concerning the destructive behavior
of someone very near to them, whether caused by emotional problems,
drugs, or alcohol. When a person attends FA, They are no longer alone,
but among friends who have experienced similar problems. FA members
respect the umfidence and anonymity of each member."We invite anyone
who needs the support group to attend, whether you are a parent, grandparent or a friend,' a FA spokesperson said.

Program to be at Good Shepherd
"I Am Peter," given by Billy Choate, dressed in costurne, will be Tuesday, May 8, at 7 p.m. at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, Highway 121 South, New Concord Road at Cherry Corner. "In his presentation, Choate enables one to experience the emotions Peter must have felt
at his first meeting with Jesus, his walking on the water, cutting off the
servant's ear, and -his betrayal of Jesus," a church spokesperson said. Choate has been a professional actor for many years. The public is invited and
there is no admission charge.

,

"Call Us For A Qocte Toady"

Stroke Group to meet Wednesday

Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th

Stroke Support Group will meet Wednesday, May 9, at 3:30 p.m. in
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Valerie Morris, L.S.W., will present a program on "Community Resources and Home
Services."

(.753-5842

For Your Real Estate Needs

Health Express will make stops
Health Express of Mtiffay-Calloway County Hospital wittinake runs on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, May 8, 9 and 10. Blood pressure
checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride screenings will be at all stops.
Also available will be a Stool for Occult Blood Screening- Kit for $4.
Stops on Tuesday will be at Jim's Garage, Dukedowm, Tenn., from 9 to
11 a.m. and at Cuba Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. On Wednesday the
express will be at Murray Post Office from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
p.m. Thursday stops will be at M & W Ctramics at Water Valley from 9
to 11:30 a.m. and at Pilot Oak Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502) 753-1222 or
Toll Free 1-800-251-HOME, Ext 711 -III

(Cont'd on page 6)

Castleberry elected as mayor

DENTON, Texas (AP) — Bob
Castleberry always wanted to be
Ernie Royal of Kirksey won honors at the Iris Festival Arts and Craft mayor but couldn't afford a nonShow and Sale held Saturday, May 5, at Dresden, Tenn. For his entry of paying job.
That is, until he won $10 million
two of his irises, he received two blue ribbons and a silver tray for Best of
in the Publishers Clearing House
Show.
Sweepstal
.p:iy
Castlebe , 60, beat two-term
incumbe
ay Stephens 50 percent
to 45 percent to become mayor
Ladies' day events will be at Lamb, Anita Gallimore and 'Sue Saturday.
Castleberry picked up his sweepOaks Country Club on Wednesday, Stone;
stakes bonanza a year ago. After
May 9.
Tee 16 - Vickie Oliver, Laura. Bridge with Urbena Koenen, Parker, Florence Hensley and Dot- announcing his candidacy, he
retired in January from his sales
753-4508, as hostess will start 4t tie Kraemer;
job in Denton, 35 miles from
9:30 a.m.
Tee 17 - Melva Hatcher, Robbie
Golf play with Sue Wells and Martin, Sina Richardson and Mabel Dallas;
He had eyed the mayor's race for
Mary C. Lamb as hostesses will Rogers;
years. His father served on the City
also start at 9:30 a.m.
Tee 18 - Wanda Brown, Vickie Council from 1929-30 and again
in
The line-up is as follows:
Singleton, Belinda Elliott and Nan- the early 1950s.
cy Rogers.
"I grew up watching my father
Tee 10 - Murrell Walker, Cheryl
Elkins, Debbie Shapla and Mary
Garner;
Tee 11 - Angie Glisson, Sue
ThweaU, Treasa Nonworthy and
Peggy Allgood;
Tee 12A - Patti Williams, Joanne
Honefanger, Margie Foster and
Debbie Ray;
Tee 12B - Isabel Parks, Grace
James-, Ada Sue Roberts and
Kathryn Outland:
Tee 13A - Crystal Parks, Burlene Brewer, Bobbie Burks and
Shirley Wade;
Tee 13B - Mary Wells, Doris
Rose, Hazel Beale and Linda
Roach;
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.
Tee 14 - Erma Tuck, Mary C.
Lamb, Lee Christenberry and Branda Parker;
Chostnut St.
Murray
753-0045
Tee 15 - Pat Holloway, Sue

Ernie Royal wins honors

Oaks' ladies' events planned

tsc

Western Kentucky
Insurance, Inc.

TJ's Bar B-12 & Burgers

giving everything to the community," Castleberry said. "Now I just
want to do what-I can." The S10 million comes in installments. He got $500,000 last year
and gets $2-50000 a year for the
next 27 years, when a lump sum of
$2 million is due.
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Morris-DeSimone vows said at church Wedding vows solemnized at church
Miss Kellic Dawn Morris and
Robert Wayne DeSimone lz• aicze
married Saturday, March 10, at
First United Methodist Church,
Mayfield.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Morris of Mayfield.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tim Hargrove of Louisville.
Dr. Cecil Kirk officiating. Music
was presented by Dr. John Dressier, organist, John Houston, pianist,
and members of Murray State University Concert Choir.
Miss Natalie Morris, Mayfield,
sister of the bride, served as maid
of honor. Bridesmaids were Susan
Doubek. Houston, Texas, and Candice DeSimone and Melissa DeSimone, Louisville.
The flower girl was Megan
McKintosh, daughter of 'Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry McKintosh, Nashville,
Tenn_ .
Steven Johnson, Owensboro,
served as best man. Groomsmen
were James Weil, Memphis. Tenn.,
Charles Proffitt, Glasboro, and Paul
Heitt, Henderson.
The ringbearer was Klinton Kelley, cousin of the bride, and son of
Mr. and Mrs. Klint Kelley,
Mayfield.
Tyler Morris, brother of the
bride, and Chris Morris, cousin of
the bride and son of Mr. and Mrs.
Serving as wedding coordinator
David Morris of Mayfield, served
was Robbie Kell of Wingo.
as candlelighters.
A reception followed at the
Tammy Torsak of Murray pres- home of Mr. and Mrs.,Klint Kelley.
ided at the registry table.
Reception music was provided

Mrs. Robert Wayne DeSimone Jr.
by Dorothy Mason, harpist.
After a wedding trip to Memphis, Tenn., the couple is now
residing at 309 South Fifth St.,
Murray.

The chapel of First Baptist
-Church of Murray was the setting
for the candlelight family marriage
ceremony on Feb. 17 of Miss Anne
Purdom Miller and Michael Lynn
Miller.
The bride is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Tim Miller of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wells Purdom Sr. of Murray and Mrs. Helen Miller and the
late Harlan Miller of
Elizabethtown.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Miller of St. Charles,
Mo.
Dr. Greg Earwood performed the
double ring ceremony.
Music was provided by Mn.
Dorothy Mason, harpist, and
Richard Jones, pianist. Vocal solos
and a duet were sung by the
brother of the groom, Randy Miller
and his wife, Shelley.
Miss Pam Doughty served as
maid of honor.
Best man was Barry Bartlett.
Ushers were Ron Miller
brother of the groom, and Mark
Wells Miller, brother of the bride.
The wedding was directed by
Mrs. Richard Knight.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Miller
spent their honeymoon in Cancun,
Mexico.
They are now residing in Memphis, Tenn.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Lynn Miller

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 5)

Veterans' counselors to be here
Roy Wood and Ray Pawlowski, counselors for Kentucky Division of
Veterans Affairs, will be at Murray National. Guard Armory, Coldwater
Road, on Wednesday, May 9, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. Veterans and their
families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for
state and federal benefits. This is a service provided by the state of Kentucky and their is no charge or fee of any kind, according to Larry Arnett,
director, Veterans Affairs Division.

CWF banquet to be Wednesday
Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church will have its
Mother-Daughter Banquet on Wednesday, May 9, at 6 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of the church. Each one is asked to bring a salad to share for the
dinner. Following the banquet, a Mother-Daughter Choir will rehearse to
sing on Mothers' Day, May 13.

Singles to see Karate event
The Singles Organizational Society will sponsor a Karate Demonstration on Tuesday, Ma"), 8, at 7 p.m. at Curris Center, third level, Murray
State University. The demonstration to be given by Sensei Dinh of Murray Tai Kwon Do and his top students will be about self-defense for men/
women on the street or anywhere. This is open for all interested singles.
For information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or Jackie,
1-52778175.

Skating party on Tuesday
A skating party for Carter and Robertson Elementary Centers will be
Tuesday, May 8, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray. The cost
will be $4 per student with $I going to PTA. Adults ntay skate
for. 25_
rents---earh.
—

- Alzheimer's group will meet
Aizheimer's Disease Information Educational meeting will be Tuesday,
May 8, at 4:30 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A video,"48 Hours: Stolen Memories" with Dan Rather as commentator, will be shown. for information call Cindy Ragsdale, 762-1100,
or JOretta Randolph, 753-5561.

Friendship Night on Tuesday
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will have
Friendship Night on Tuesday, May 8, at the Masoniefemple on Coldwater Road. A potluck supper will be served at 6 p.m. prior to the meeting.
All Eastern Star members are invited to attend; according to Dorothy Bazzell, worthy matron, and Hardin Alderdice, worthy patron.

Dr. and Mrs. Michael A. Kurz, 669 Westwinds, Iowa City, Iowa, are
the parents of a daughter, Emily Rose, weighing six pounds 10 ounces,
born Monday, April 16, at University of Iowa Medical Center, Iowa City.
The mother is the former Holly LaMastus. Grandparents are Paul and Pallie Kurz of Murray, Robert LaMastus of Paris, Tenn., and Robbie Martin
of Mayfield. Great-grandparents are Hudnell and Lucille LaMastus and
Josephine Holly -of Seaver Dam.

Mr. and Mrs. Harray Hardjakusumah of Madison, Wis.,
are the parents
of a son, Anhar Ibraham, weighing seven pounds six
ounces, measuring
191/2 inches, born on Friday, May 4, at 5 p.m. at a hospital
mother is the former Cynthia Murdock. The father is a doctoralthere. The
student at
the University of Wisconsin. They have two daughters,
Ratuna and Karlina. Grandparents are Mrs. Karnaen Hardjakusumah of
Boger, Indonesia,
and Dr. and Mrs. John T. Murdock of Middleton, Wis.
Maternal greatgrandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. Philip Murdock of Lynn Grove
and
he late Mr. and Mrs. John Workman of Murray.

Coming community events are announced
Monday, May 7
Monday, May 7
Murray-Calloway County CamAA and Al-Anon will have
era Club will meet at 7 p.m. in closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
meeting room of Calloway County Citizens' Center, Benton. For inforPublic Library.
-nration call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray Woman's Club will have
its memorial service, installation
and birthday celebration it 6:45
p.m. at club house.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center, SL Leo's Catholic
Church.

Tuesday, May 8
Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will have
Friendship Night starting with a
potluck supper at 6:30 p.m. at
Masonic Temple, Coldwater Road.
Prayer Coffee of Murray. Christian Women's Club will be at 9:30
a.m. at home of Betty Peyer.

Parents Anonymous will --meet- at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Murray Lodge No. -105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
'p.m. at lodge hall on Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Deacons meeting at 7 p.m. and Puppet Practice at
8 p.m.,

Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.

Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. as follows: Betty Sledd with Nell Earwood; Lottie Moon with Mary Nell
Riley.

Open non-smoking meeting of
Nar-Anon Family Group will be at
7:30 p.m. at University Church of
Christ. For information call
753-7046.

, Murray's Families Anonymous
will meet at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Welcome Wagon Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Rosenbaum home.
For information call 753-1738.
Tuesday, May II
Presentation of "I Am Peter" by
Billy Choate will be at 7 p.m. at

00011521i222212Z

THEOS, a support group for
widowed men and women, will
meet at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. in Curris Center, third level, Murray State University. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or
Jackie, 1-527-8175.
Homemakers Clubs will meet at
11 .a.m. AS follows: South Murray
at Golden Corral and Paris Road at
Sirloin Stockade.
Skating party for Carter and
Robertson Elementary Schools will
be from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray.
Health Express of Murray-

Tuesday, May 8
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Dukedom, Term., from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Cuba Grocery from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Alzheimer's Disease Information
Educational meeting will be at 4:30
p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10;30 a.m.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Murray State University 'Breds
baseball team will play Vanderbilt
at Reagan Field.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Murray High School Golf Team
will play at Mayfield.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 Lm. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 Lm.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
Senior Citizen Appreciation Week
at Piney Campground.

arzE

611061tectvgreteeu
A $48.00 Value. Includes: 2-8x10s,
4-5x7s, 26 wallets and18 Mini-portraits

Studio Days And Hours: Wed., May 9-Sun., May 13
Daily: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday: 12 Noon-5 p.m.
Studio Location: Murray

—
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on Tuesday,
May 8, at 9:30 a.nt at the home of Betty Peyer, Oxford Dr., Murray. All
interested women are invited, according to Susan Breeding, chairman of
MCWC.

Anhar Ibraham Hardjakusumah born

Emily Rose Kurz born

Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Price *triodes 92 doom* oaal al photography Eaco acklibonai suoaact
portrait adds $25,the wasp race also Paid at ithoto7a0V Got SO
porirees plus a FREE 10,13 tor °or,91495 No appomtment mammary
mart wirtornias Cabin &Aden *OWN and gouda %ma
anti advartiatid vacua ponralta our selector Not wand
wan any Ohm OP Oro acarertaaiO package
per tarraty POrMS.1 Sae aPerti.M.111

Prayer Coffee at Peyer home
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(Coni'd on page 7)

Specializing in Tap, Ballet, Pointe, Jazz
Gymnastics and Ladies Dancercize
We are pleased to announce that Missy Nesbitt,
bride-elect of,Greg Pogue,
has made-her domestic and
houseware selections from
our bridal registry.
Missy and Greg will be
married June 2, 1990.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
HOIVR.S:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-6

Bay; and Curls,..7.Ages Three through Adult

REGISTER NOW FOR

SUMMER GYMNASTIC CAMP
, Classes beginning June 11th
To Register Now Call 753-0605
If no answer call 753-5352

A

lane 'Wagar Chapman

903 Arcadia Circle

Dawn Hale Thompson
bride of
Ron Thompson
has made
her selection
•
from
l's
Bridal Registry.

Thrector/Oanur

Murray
Ey
plann

I .'
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Community...
Toodai, My $
BingiiTi—
ponsoreri by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 cm. at First •United Methodist
Church.
Circles of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 9:30
a.m. as follows: Waters/Doran at
church; Tucker/Frost with B. Paul.
Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at 2 p.m.

Toaday, May 8
at West View Nursing Home.

NEW YORK (AP) --On-One 1.4-ounce envelope whipped
Mother's Day, treat Mom to a spe- topping mix
cial dessert — Fruit Filled Choco1 tablespoon cocoa

Group I of CWF of First Christian Church will meet at 10 a.m. in
home of Odessa Stubblefield.

late Dreams.
This recipe, provided by Hershey's Cocoa, is easy to prepare.
Dad and the kids can make the
chocolate shells without any fuss.
Fill each shell with Mom's favorite
seasonal frith. Top with dark chocolate sauce.
Fruit Filled
Chocolate Dreams
1/4 cup cold milk.
1/4 teaspoon vanilla extract

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9
.
.30 am and CARE at 6:30 p.m.
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Estelle Gray with Jessie Smith at 9
a.m.; Rebecca Whittaker with
Maude Jones at 2 p.m.

In small, deep, narrow-bottom
bowl blend milk, vanilla, topping
mix and cocoa. Whip at high speed
with electric mixer until topping
peaks, about 2 minutes. Continue
beating 2 minutes longer until topping is light and fluffy. Spoon mix-

SYDNEY, Australia (AP) —
"'Crocodile' Dundee" star Paul
Hogan and his co-star Linda Kozlowski were married Saturday at
the $2 million mansion he built for
her as a wedding gift.
Reporters were barred from the
ceremony at the mansion in Byron
Bay, in the far north of pastern
Australia's state of New South
Wales, but Hogan said about 100
friends, relatives and "a couple of
mates" were invited.
Rumor had it that film stars like
Sylvester Stallone and Clint Eastwood were flying in for the wedding, but no official announcement
was made about whether they
attended.

Halloween Costumes Cause
Trouble in Couple's Paradise
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
To order, send •long, business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95($4.50 in Canada)to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054. (Postage is
included.)

(Recipe from: Hershey's Cocoa)
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YUGO
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ITS TIME TO GET BACK TO BASICS.
Clarksville Yugo
1111 Ft. Campbell Blvd.
Clarksville, TN 37042

ST1LL THE LOWEST PRICED
NEW CAR SOLD IN AMERICA"

615-552-1111

STARTING AT ONLY

For the First Year Or 12,000 Mlles
Yugo Covers Everything, Only Gas Is Extra!
Maintenance. Adjustments, Parts
Fillets. Windshield Wipers YOU
otters you this type ot coverage
COVERAGE 4 yeari40.000 mile

$298800

Service, Labor. Oil, Oil Changes, ii
NAME IT ITS COVERED Ony Yugo
in its class CARE-FREE/COST-FREE
powettran limited warranty

14.• 0••••• ••v4. tat lab a Lose*

Price does not include freight. transportation. shipping, dealer prep ,
licensing costs,
iegistration fees and taxes

YUGO
YUGO
YUGO

SIMPLE. DEPENDABLE. INEXPENSIVE.

DAD OR GRAD AND SAVE

olo INTEREST!
NO DOWN PAYMENT NO PAYMENTS 71 AUGUST!

On ,ipproved Radio Shack ValuePlus Credit Account purchases of S100 or more.
Interest accrues as of August 1990. Hurry—otter ends 5/14/90

PC-Compatible
System for
Home or Office
Save $81975

Keep Your Memories Alive With
An Easy-to-Use Camcorder

1599
Low As 549 Per Month •

• 286-Based
•640K RAM
MS-DOS Is
. Built In!
With CM -5 color monitor, mouse and 20MB
SmartDrive". *25-1602/
1043/1045/1333
Includes Software!
Lotus Spreadsheet for
DeskMate. DeskMate O&A
Write and DeskMate'

DEAR ABBY:Benjamin Franklin
wrote in Poor Richard's Almanac:"A
learned blockhead is a greater blockhead than an ignorant one." What is
your interpretation of that assessment?
CURIOUS

HO VHS

Compact 8mm

Save $100

Save s200

'999

'799

Reg
1099.00

Reg Separate
Items 2418.75

see

Reg
999.00

Low As $30 Per Month •

Low As $25 Per Month•

Just point and shoot'
Full-size VHS with edit
features found in "pro"
equipment *16-825

Enjoy superb video and
hi-fi AFM audio in a tiny
camcorder that goes
anywhere *16-852

fimm

High -Speed, Full-Feature Fax
Cut $300

$799

Reg.
1099 00

Low As $25 Per Month •

k Eliminate your courier and express mail costs WS as
quick and easy as making a phone call' *43-1200

DEAR CURIOUS:An educated
fool is a greater fool than the fool
who has no education, because
an uneducated (ignorant) person cannot be blamed for being
foolish, but an educated person
should know better.

Everything you'll need to know about
planning•wedding can be found in Abby's

I tablespoon butter or margarine
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
In small saucepan combine
sugar, cocoa and 'cornstarch; stir in
water. Cook over medium heat,
stirring constantly, until mixture
comes to a boil; boil 1 minute.
Remove from heat; add mararine
and vanilla, stirring until smooth.
Chill thoroughly. Makes about 1
cup sauce.
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NOW FOR MOM,

DEAR "EVE": It was your
husband's fault,that's whose!He
may not admit it — even to himself. He wanted to show you off,
but he got more than he bargained for. It takes two to make
a quarrel, so if Bert brings it up
again, let him talk to himself.

•••

ture into five mounds onto an aluminum foil-covered cookie sheet.
With spoon, shape into shells.
Freeze. To serve, fill center of each
frozen shell with fresh, cut-up
fruit; drizzle with Chocolate Sauce.
Serve immediately. Makes 5
servings.
Chocolate Sauce
1/6 cup sugar
1-3rd cup cocoa
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1/6 cup water

Assorted fresh fruit
Chocolate Sauce (recipe below)

'Crocodile' Dundee
married Saturday
at mansion home

Van Buren

DEAR ABBY:Some time ago, you
advised "Kid Sister" to contact her
Department of Motor Vehicles and
suggest that her older sister be retested because age-related changes
made her driving hazardous to herself and others.
Please tell "Kid Sister" and all
others with a similar problem to take
big sister by the hand and run,do not
walk,to the American Association of
Retired Persons(AARP)and sign up
both of them in a "55-Alive Mature
Driving Course."
This classroom -refresher course
was designed specifically for those
55 and older. It makes those who
participate aware of age-related
changes (hearing and vision) that
affect our driving, teaches us methods to compensate for these changes,
and also to recognize that eventually
we must give up driving in some
situations, or altogether.
A large-scale study in California
showed that those who have completed the course are approximately
16 percent less likely to be in an
accident involving injury or death. It
is well worth the $7 fee.
An added incentive: Marty insurance companies give a reduction in
automobile insurance premiums to
those who have taken the "55-Alive"
course. If you cannot find such a
course listed with local information,
write to: 55-Alive, American Association of Retired Persons, 1909 K
Street NW., Washington, D.C.
20049.
DOROTHY W. GUEST,
CHARLESTON, W.VA
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Special Mother's Day recipe listed for children

(Coat'd from Page 6)

By Abigail

DEAR ABBY: My husband,
"Bert," and I are both "thirtysomething," and for the first time in our
six-year marriage we are quarreling. Please settle it if you can.
Last Halloween our country club
had a costume party and afi the
members were asked to come in
costume. Bert and I went to a costume rental place, and after trying
on several costumes, we decided to
go as Adam and Eve. Our costumes
were almost identical — flesh-colored elasticized tights decorated with
some strategically placed leaves and
vines. (I carried a snake and an
apple.)
At first I was very hesitant about
my costume because I usually dress
very modestly, and this costume
made me look naked. Bert kept telling me he thought I looked great, so
even though I was a little self-conscious, I wore it.
Well, I attracted a lot of attention
from the men — and some unfriendly
stares from their wives. I was the
belle of the ball — dancing every
dance and loving it. Bert was furious.
Abby,that was seven months ago,
and he still brings it up, telling me I
flirted with all the men at the club
and made a poor choice ofcostumes,
etc. Abby. I chose that costume only
to please him. Now he won't let me
forget it. Whose fault was it?
"EVE"

MONDAY, MAY 7, 1990
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Clow
Law

HO VHS VCR With Remote
Reg
Cut $120 27995 399.95

Dot-Matrix Printer
Reg
Save $160
21995 379.95

Low As $15 Per Month •

Low As $15 Per Month •

Remote on-screen programming
of 21 day/6-event timer. #16-516

Built-in push tractor saves paper
Prints up to 160 cps 026-2815

Remote batter es e"

Hi-Speed Dual Cassette
Salve VW

19995

Dual-Cassette Rack Stereo

259.95
Reg'

Low As $15 Per Month •
Dolby B-C NR, synchro-start dubbing.
auto-reverse *14-646

Sam* $80 13995
Low As $15 Per Month.

Super value' AM/FM tuner, turntable. matching speakers *13-1239

Three-Way
Speaker With
12" Woofer
HO VHS Hi-Fl Stereo VCR
Save $170 32995

Hi-Power Stereo Receiver

Reg
499 95

Save $130 29995

Low As $15 Per Month •

Reg
429.95

Low As $15 Per Month.

Hear super stereo sound you've been
missing' Includes remote *16-615

00 A 3M. pp,
IOC

Remote r,a'te,,e5 ev,a

.),- -ns into 8 oRm& from
11, mufe the,005% 1H0

Save $80

11
12
10
11
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Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dealer Nearest You
!
•
, 4 DOS

•Rad* Shack ValuePlus' revolving credit

t.orn kt,c• ,cor. otp 'TM Dote,
atories Locellising Corp
.Latx,
Payment May vary

depending on your purchases

Transportable Cellular
Telephone
Our Lowest
Price Ever!

gpep,

. Reg 169.95
Designed toNhandle today's digital equipment
Walnut veneer finish
#40-1122

f
l
o
c
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ae
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e
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Reg

219.95

499

* Low As $20
Per Month •

Reg

•
-543t01 D'ke •eaa..es V.
cr.
,
,vvrwl. '`
RaC-•
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,
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Items 1140.85
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117-1005/203/23-181

CREATING NEW STANDARDS
PROVEN LEADERSHIP
Over 7000 USA locations 39.000 employees
seven R&D centers. 27 -USA and four
overseas manufacturing plants

Nobody Compares
RELIABLE QUALITY
Over 1500 engineers and technicians
develop, evaluate, and test to Our exacting
standards

Nobody Compares
EXPERIENCED SALES TEAM
Knowledgeable and friendly to help you make
the smartest buying decisions

Nobody Compares

Most Major Credit
Cards WelcOine
PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

4

N
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Be Kind to An
and

National P

Unibed Way

May 6PAWS members admire 'Brady,' a 7-month-old Golden Retriever
being trained by Christie Walters (holding leash). 'Brady' will
become a Canine Companion for Independence and will eventually
live with and assist a handicapped person. Pets Are Wonderful Society (PAWS) consists of children in grades 3-8 who share a concern for
animal welfare and community commitment. PAWS is part of the
educational program sponsored by the Humane Society.
Humane Society photo

Give your pet a do
of love and care ti
Local children show off their favorite stuffed animals in the
Animal Contest during the Pet Fair last year in the Murray Stuffed
-Callo
County Park. Nicky Houston (center), 9, won first place with her way
koala bear 'Fuzzy.'

—Humane

Humane Society photo

lie Place
S OtrthStetC Manor
753-5678

cjitsgi:Ct

•

753-8272
1 ilik6;

Lee Pinkston's third grade class at Carter Elemen
tary visited the Calloway
County Animal Shelter. Tours such as this are very helpful in educati
ng children
about proper care of their own pets and how they can get
pet at the shelter.

Jack & Benita Covey
Owners
2513 Coldwater Rd.
753-6756

Humane Soclety photo

This litter of kittens at the animal shelter is an example of the pet
Society of the United States has calculated that in just six years s
duce 420,000 cats. A female cat may have two to three litters per ,
her offspring can be the source of 67,000 dogs. A female dog may
dogs may father numerous litters daily. The Humane Society of Cs
encoutage all owners to neuter their pets to prevent overpopulatio
animals.

FUNERAL HOME
753-4612
311 N. 4th

492-8758
Hazel

Shelter statistics listed for 1989

K oTH.s
BAR-B-0
641 N.

CATS
1421
155
1256
1
16

ENTERED
QADOPTED

759-1712

Southern States

Sophie

EUTHANIZED
DIED
RECLAIMED
OTHER (escaped/stolen)
In 1989, 2,617 animals were euthanized
(put to sleep — killed) at the Animal
Shelter.
A majority of them were healthy,
beautiful animals that could not be kept
due to the lack of room. The statistics are
appalling and the reason we require neu-

DOGS
1693
236
1361
17

tering. We will legally force the return of
the Itnimal if it is not altered.
We take in any animal from Calloway
County at no charge. We do ask for
donations. Strays are held for seven days
(by law) to give the owner chance to
reclaim.

753-1423
Murray

Industrial Rd.

ONE HOUR
CLEANERS

Central

Shopping Gomm

75,341325

rn.-4 pen set 7 afin .2

a.na

Dees Bankof
IA•mb4uP FDIC
Hazel, KY

_492-8136

Mandy

Checkers

Grayson

Your insurance Specialist

Warner
Vatarinarg Clinic

Lite-DisaNlity-Annutfies
Daily Hospftal Supp4ement
Woodmen Bldg., 3rd .1 Maple

Tim Scruggs, FIC 753-4377
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
UFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Home Mos Omaha, Nebraska

vp`0644
Bridles to Britches
,

Shoemaker
Seed Co. Inc.

1000~1110
,Horse and Horsemen and their Friends"

- -0

-

VVisewell

753-3213

Old Concord Rd.

753-3808

MCC Chamber of Commerce
Hours: Mon.-Frt. 9:30-5:30; Sat. 9:30-4:00
Hwy. 94E (1 ml.), Murray
759-4408
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Animals Week
and

al PetWeek
3y6-12
)et a double dose
:I care this week
—Humane Society of Calloway County

Adam Meloan, member of the Pets Are Ww
41.371;1 Society (PAWS),
shows a puppy tpan elderly woman at one of the local nursing,homes.
PAWS is in charge of the pet therapy program, which takes pets to
the long-term care unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Fern
Terrace Retirement Lodge and Westview Nursing Home. -

Ruth Daughaday, county intake worker in the Department of Social
Services, was named Humanitarian of the Year 1989 by the Humane
Society of Calloway County at the June Meeting. She served on the
society's first board of directors in 1975 and has been active in various capacities since.

Humane Society photo

DEps
•Pot Sitting

-House Sitting

Call Shawn Maxwell-753-6147
Humane Society Humanitarian of the Year 198/

WAI:MART
Hwy. 641 North - Murray
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6
"Since 1928"

Susan Hutchins, shelter worker, holds Barney, Judy Daniels, shelter manager
holds Pinto and Shawn Maxwell, shelter director, holds Hobo. These dogslta ,
all been spayed and neutered and are available for adoption at the shelter. ve
For
more information about adopting these or other animals at the shelter contact
the Animal Shelter at 759-4141.

ter is an example otthe pet overpopulation problem. The Humane
ated that in just stx years a female cafrand her offspring can proive two to three litters per year. In just six years a female dog and
10 dogs. A female dog may have two litters per year. Male cats and
The Humane Society of Calloway County and the Animal Shelter
ts to prevent overpopulation and the need for destroying unwanted

il

FORD
MERCURY

Parker
Ford Lincoln-Mercury
LINCOLNR
MF
ER
OCRUD Y

LINCOLN

701 Main St.

Murray

Vac Fea

Owning a pet takes responsibility
An adorable little kitten will fit into
your pocket. A cuddly puppy will
snuggle into your lap. But before you
take the plunge into pet ownership, you
should realize that they will not stay
babies forever.
Puppies and kittens will grow and may
create havoc in your household. Animal
shelters are full of pets that were thrown
away once they matured.
Before acqukring a companion pet, ask
yourself a few questions. Are you prepared to give it a lifetime of care? Do
you have to feed. exercise and groom it?

753-5273

Can you give it the daily care and companionship it needs? Can you afford the
financigl responsibility of ownership —
the food, shots, veterinarian fees, licenses
and medicines?
Can your afford to spay or neuter so
that needless litters are not produced? Do
you have an adequate home or yard for a
pet?
If you find yourself answering "no" to
any of these questions, you are not ready
for a pct. If all your answers are "yes,'
then you will have a wonderful addition
to your home.

Adopt

A

Pet

Today!

"Be Kind To Animals"
MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
701 Main St.
0,41. •
N*11
MARY ANN ANDERSON, D.V.M.

Patches

Jeannine Buchanan D.V.M.
404

S. 12th St.

753-7986

FAR LANDS
TRAVEL AGENCY
Vacation & Business Travel
502 Maple St.
100 East So. St.
Murray
Mayfield
753-4646
247-8747

tilt2PM.eijurOill
lutural 11)ottt
Grayson

Silver

Ginger

Npainsk

Peg's Dog
Grooming
All Breeds

753-2915
Hwy. 94 E.

At the Murray Bait Co.

While shopping with us pick up an
extra bag of dog or cat food to putin
our drop box. It will be donated to
your local shelter.

IAT
STOREY'S GIANT
Bel-Air Center

201 South Third St.

753-2411

West Side
Veterinary
Service
Johnny Robertson Rd

753-6749
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No overnight success

Elder resigns from Lady Laker post

Derby success did not come
easy for Unbridled's Nafzger

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Calloway County head
girls' basketball coach Rose
Ross Elder has announced
her resignation after four
years at the helm of the
team she once starred for.

By JIM LIKE
Associated Press Spode Wolter

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Carl Nafzger may have
won the Kentucky Derbys. in his first .try, but
woke no mistake, the man has taken his knocks.
Behind that million-dollar smile are more than a
few false teeth.

"r•-'

70,

Unbridled's 48-year-old trainer once rode bulls for a living,
which explains the denture plate he graciously popped out for
inspection Sunday while regaling a crowd of reporters with tales
,ulled from a rough past.
Nafzger himself got off the bulls and onto horses at the stilltender age of 27, his decision no doubt hastened by a rubbernecked beast known as "Eighty-Four Wildman" who, not content with simply throwing a rider, developed the curious habit
of throwing his head far enough back to catch an unsuspecting
iider flush in the chest.
"Like I said," Nafzger explained, "you've got to love going
against the grain if you're going to ride bulls."
And the same can be said of anyone with designs on the.
Triple Crown. Because staying on top of the racing game as the
nation's top thoroughbreds point toward Pimlico and the Preakness may prove a good deal more difficult than "Eighty-Four
Wildman." And the air gets thinner from here on out.
Only 11 horses have gone on from victory in the 11
/
4 -mile
Derby to win the 1 3-16-mile Preakness and the 1 11 2 -mile Belmont — the first to turn the trick being Sir Barton in 1919,
the last, Affirmed, in 1978. And a glance at the fates that
befell the most recent Derby winners reveals what a formidable
task Unbridled and Nafzger are up against.
• For one thing, the Derby winner is a marked man, or, as
was the case two years ago with Winning Colors, a marked
woman. The filly had only hours earlier broken a jinx of seven
unsuccessful tries with 12 horses for D. Wayne Lukas in 1987
when the trainers he had finally beaten began planning their
revenge.
Everyone knew that the filly could run from the front, and
when she did it again to win the Derby, rumors floated on the
'.:Aside the following morning that more than one of her chalLrgers at Churchill Downs would be coupled with a speedy
en.r) whose only purpose at Pimlico would be to keep Winning
Colors from running into the lead at her leisure.
Then rival trainer Woody Stephens took the scuttle one step
further, vowing that he was prepared, if no one else was, to
use his exceptional colt Forty Niner to ensure the filly wouldn't
have her way in the Preakness.
"
.*1 might finish last," Stephens said, with some bitterness on
_ that Sunday two years ago, "but she'll be next-to-last."
And true to his word, Stephens burned up Forty Niner in a
desperate gambit to send Winning Colors' Triple Crown hopes
up in flames. It ignited one of the more heated controversies in
ruing in recent years, but in truth, it only made public a code
that horsemen have honored for as long as thoroughbreds have
gone to the post
sow, Nafzger doesn't inspire the same sort of passion among
his colleagues that Lukas does. Besides, Stephens isn't drawing
cross-hairs on Unbridled or anyone else for the Preakness. But
1.
:11 doesn't mean the horse and owner who wore
the roses so
recently won't be in for a little extra attention at the Baltimore
track two weeks from now.
"Unbridled likes to run from behind and I guarantee you
this," said Laz Barrera, trainer of the previously unbeaten Derby
favorite, Mister Frisky, "there won't be 16 horses there, there
will only be eight--So.
"I knew Unbridled was a good horse all along. But the race
s•..sterday was made for him. He needed that pace," he added.
'But he might not get it like that again."
Barrera knows better than most the vagaries that lay in wait
I, ambush Triple Crown hopefuls. His Bold Forbes sandwiched
wins in the Kentucky Derby and the Belmont around a loss in
the Preakness in 1976, and it took no less brilliant a colt than
Affirmed — who wound up in Barrera's barn, incredibly
en ugh, just two years later — to win three classic duels with
1.ydar and deliver the whole meaL
Last year, Sunday Silence hooked up with Easy Goer in the
first two legs of the Triple Crown and won both, only to lose
the third jewel to his nemesis. Summer Squall, the Derby's narrow second -favorite, turned Unbridled back as recently as two
weeks ago in the Jim Beam and was the last horse he went by
in the stretch run Saturday.
Whether they have taken the measure of one another remains
to be seen. But at least Summer Squall's trainer knows tactically what not to do if they hook up again.
"He wasn't going to beat Unbridled yesterday if they went
around five more times," trainer Neil Howard said, "but it
might have been a little bit closer. ... We felt like we knew
what kind of horse he was after he ran that great race (to win)
the Florida Derby.
"Everybody worried about the winning time, but if you look
at it, you'll sec he ran a great race. And the only time you
worry about time," he added, "is when you're doing time."
And so Unbridled, like every Derby winner, is no longer an
unknown commodity.
His jockey, Craig Perret, described Saturday's trip as a "golden ride," and the chances of that happening again in either of
the two remaining Triple Crown races are longer than the 11-1
odds the brown colt took to the starting gate Saturday.
Nafiger isn't saying whether he believes the horse can get
three. But as championship coaches delight in saying about, he
is now the only one who can.
-
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After her four-year coaching career failed to return the Lady Laker
program to its former stature, Rose Ross Elder has announced her resignation as head coach of the Calloway County High School girls' basketball
program.
Elder, whose Lady Laker squads have been decimated by injuries to
key personnel in each year of her tenure, said the decision to hand in her
resignation was a painful one.
"I've been involved in basketball for 17 years of my life," said the
28-year-old Elder, one of the Lady Laker program's success stories. "It is
very painful for me not to continue for another season... it was very hard
for me to resign."
Elder first became known to Lady Laker fans as Rose Ross, the guard
who helped lead Calloway County to the school's only basketball state
tournament appearance as First Region champions in 1979, her senior
year.
The second-leading all-time scorer in Lady Laker history, she won AllState Honorable Mention honors in 1979 and was the only guard voted to
the All-Purchase team that year. She went on to play at Vincennes (Ind.)
Junior College, where she is the program's second-leading all-time assists
producer and 12th on the all-time scoring list.
(Cont'd on page 11)

Kentucky Derby

Unbridled heads on looking for Triple Crown
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Unbridled is
headed to the Preakness with a shot at the Triple
Crown. For the rest of them, it's back to earth.
"The Kentucky Derby is the premier race in
the world, and you've got to try every angle to
get into it," trainer Ron McAnally said. "Then,
you go back to reality."
McAnally's horse, Silver Ending, finished
fifth in the Kentucky Derby on Saturday, and
that was enough reality for him. Silver Ending's
going back to California and will skip the Preakness on May 19.
But Unbridled goes to Pimlico after a stunning burst of speed that carried him past Summer Squall at the head of the homestretch, giving him a 3112 -length victory in the Derby.
"It looks like we're going to the Preakness
because the horse came back good," said
Unbridled's trainer, Carl Nafzger, a former professional bull rider who turned trainer in 1968.

Unbridled, winner of the Florida Derby but
third in the Blue Grass to Summer Squall, is
owned by 92-year-old Frances A. Genter, who
_has owned horses for 50 years but never got one
to the Derby.
"This is such a thrill," said Center, who
watched the race from a wheelchair. "I'm really, really thrilled. I couldn't see the race, so Carl
made the call for me. He said, 'He's sixth, he's
fifth, he's going to win it."
Summer Squall, who finished second after
going off the 2-1 second choice, also is going to
the Preakness, along with the 9-5 Derby favorite, Mister Frisky, who finished eighth.
"The Preakness is indicated," said Cot
Campbell, head of the Dogwood Stable syndicate that owns Summer Squall. "We'll give
ourselves a day or two to sort things out, but
we're leaning in that direction.
"The winner was sure impressive, and I'm

delighted for Mrs. Center and for Carl."
Unbridled and Summer Squall. both made
their moves on the final turn, Summer Squall
coming from fourth, Unbridled from sixth. Mister Frisky got his nose ahead of Real Cash briefly in midturn, then Summer Squall went by.
With a quarter-mile left, Craig Perret sent
Unbridled to the lead on the outside and won
going away.
Summer Squall was six lengths ahead of
Pleasant Tap, and Mister Frisky faded to eighth.
Some had discounted Unbridled because the
Florida Derby was his only previous stakes victory this year, and it was run in a slow time of
1:52 for 11
/
4 miles. The time, however, didn't
fool Howard.
"I knew Unbridled was that kind of horse,"
Howard said. "He ran a great race in the Florida
Derby. I don't worry about times. You only
worry about time when you're doing time."

Freak injury costs Lady Racers OVC title
but MSU still claims All-Sports Trophy
Lady Racer coach Magaret Simmons said.
MSU had strong performances in
A freak accident Friday after- the field events, winning five of the
noon in a Murray State dormitory six events. Dianne Woodside won
may have cost the Lady Racers the the high jump with a leap of 5-6,
1990 OVC Women's Track and and Jennie Kelly tied for second
Field Championships.
with 5-4.
MSU's All-American runner SteWoodside won the javelin, with
phanie Saleem tripped and fell a throw of 37.15 meters, and she
down the stairs in her dormitory
was followed by sister Dawn, who
Friday, and without her, the Lady finished second with a throw of
Racers couldn't overcome the 36.66. Dawn Woodside took sechomcstanding Lady Colonels of ond in the shot, where Dedre JackEastern Kentucky, as EKU edged son of Murray won the event at
Murray State to win the 1990 12.55 meters, while Dianne Woodchampionships.
side took fourth place. Jackson was
The Lady Colonels scored 64.5 fourth in the discus.
points, beating Murray by 10, as
Natasha Brown won two events
the Lady Racers scored 54.5:"—Tor the Lady Racers, taking the
Middle Tennessee was a distant triple jump in an OVC record 11.63
third at 34, Tennessee State was meters, and winning the long jump
fourth with 31 points, and Austin in 5.9 meters. Kim Koehler was
Peay scored two points.
second in the long jump and fourth
The second place- finish was still
in the triple.
good enough for the women's
After dominating the field
program at Murray State to win the events, the Lady Racers had two
OVC All-Sports Trophy, edging
winners in the running events, with
out Eastern Kentucky with 75 Dianne Woodside winning the 100
points to EKU's 72.
meter hurdles in 14.22, and Val
Salecm, who finished second in
Bowser winning the 800 in
the NCAA Indoors earlier this 2:16.06.
year, but has been hampered by
Bowser took third in the 1,500
nagging injuries most of the outmeters, and Jenny Edmond was
door season, bruised her right foot, fourth in the 5,000.
and without her, the Lady Racers
• • •
lost valuable points in the running
While the Lady Racers were
events. Murray also was conreting competing in the OVC Championwithout another standout runner, ships, the, Racer track team was
Anna Cherry.
facing top notch competition in the
"Our other people did a great Gatorade Track Classic at the Unijob, but you just can't win when
versity of Tennessee.
you lose two people like that,"
Carl Dillard highlighted the
Staff

Report

Ledger & Times Sports

Murray State efforts, winning the
800 meters in a time of 1:49.59,
edging runners from Tennessee,
Wake Forest, Kansas and Florida
State.
Seibert Straughn took fourth in
the 800 meters, with a time of
46.94.
Leigh Golden had two finishes
for Murray, taking seventh in the
110 meter hurdles, and eighth in
the 400 hurdles. The Racer relay
team was fifth in the 4 x 400.
• • •

Calloway County's James Barrett set two school records in
hurdle events Friday night, as the
Lakers finished fifth in an eightteam meet.
Barrett finished.second in the
110 high hurdles, but he broke his
own school record with a time of
15.88. He won the 300 hurdles
with a time of 41.25, another
school mark, and also broke the
meet record.
Michael Ross won the 800, with
a personal best of 2:03.86. Scott
Dauer won the pole vault by going
over 10 feet for the time ever,
while Robert Tabers took second.
Lee Shouse took second in the
2-mile run, while Teddy Delaney
was fourth in the discus, and Dauer
took fourth in the 200.
The Lakers compete in the Class
2A Regional meet at Tilghman
High School Saturday.
• •

BASEBALL
The Murray State Thoroughbred
baseball team closed out 1990
OVC play by splitting a double-

header with Tennessee State.
The split finished up the Murray
State OVC season at 2-12, a halfgame behind TSU in the OVC
standings.
The 'Breds dropped the first
game, 6-1, with Tiger hurler Clint
Patana tossing a four-hitter at Murray. The lone Murray run came in
the second, after Jon Grzanich
walked, and scored on singles by
Dale Dunn and Jason Sammons.
In the second game, the 'Breds
pounded out 15 hits en rotne to a
14-7 win. After falling behind 1-0,
Dunn led off the second with a
walk, and after Jason Sammons hit
into a force play, Eric Greaser was
hit by a pitch. Bobby Schoen put
Murray on top with a single, and
Danny Alfeldt stroked a two-run
double to make it 4-1.
A double by Dunn led off the
third, and after Sammons and
Greaser walked, Schoen scored
Dunn with a sacrifice fly, and
Alfeldt added an RBI single. Doubles by Dunn and Greaser and
singls by Sammons, David Ball and
Bobby Schoen led to four runs in
the fourth.
A two-run homer by Willie Wilder, and singles by Grzanich and
Dunn that led to two more runs
gave Murray a 14-2 cushion going
into the bottom of the seventh.
Anthony Cox hit a grand slam for
Tennessee State, but Pat Schmitt
picked up the complete game victory for MSU, improving to 2-5.
The 'Breds, now 15-24, will end
their season Tuesday when they
host Vanderbilt.

NBA playoffs

Knicks complete comeback with win at Boston

BOSTON (AP) — The New
York Knicks became only the third
NBA team to win a best-of-5 series
after losing the first two games and
ended their 26-game losing streak
at Boston Garden, beating the Boston Celtics 121-114 Sunday, as
Patrick Ewing scored 31 points.
The Knicks now advance to the
best-of-7 Eastern Conference semifinals against Detroit, starting
Tuesday night at Auburn Hills,
Mich.
New York had not won a
regular-season or playoff _pme at
Boston Garden since Feb. 29. 1984;
and their last playoff victu 7
Boston's home court was April 19,
1974. The Knicks, losers of 10 of
their previous 11 road games,
ended Boston's 13-game home
winning streak.
The only other teams to over-

come 2-0 deficits in five-game
series were the. 1956 Fort Wayne
Pistons-and the 1987 Golden State
Warriors.
The Knicks' victory capped an
amazing comeback from a 157-128
loss eight days earlier when Boston
set NBA single-game playoff
records for points and shooting
accuracy.
Charles Oakley, who missed the
last 17 regular-season games with a
broken left hand and returned for
the playoff opener, scored a career
playoff-high 26 points and grabbed
17 rebounds. Maurice Checks had
_
_-2`i points.
Larry Bird led the Celtics with
31 points, but missed several key
shots down the stretch, including a
dunk attempt with 4:16 to go.
Robert Parish had 22 points for
Boston and Dennis Johnson 21. ,

Suns 104, Jazz 102
Kevin Johrtson's 16-foot jumper with less
than one second remaining — the only Phoenix
puntsio
of the final 25 not scored by Eddie John°. Tom Chambers — gave the Suns •
/104-102 victory over the Utah Jazz on Sunday
in the decoding gams of the best-o1-5 opininground, NBA playoff swim.
Johnson's winning basket, which pew him
26 points for the game, capped a remarkable
Phoenix comeback that sent the Suns into a
Western Conference semifinal Wig against
the Los Angeles Laker's. 11 starts Tuesday night
in Inglewood, Calif.
The Jazz, who lost two playoff games al
horns, have now bet lOur 01 lheir lest five firstround playoff wines.
Jazz !onward Kan Malone tiad the score
102-102 with 14 seconds remaining on an
19-foo jumper. After Johnson's jumper, the
Jazz had one last chance with eight-tenths ot•
second to play, but Utah guard John Stockton
missed a long desperation shot at the buzzer.
Ctiembets, who finished with 32 polMs, foal
been in a shooting slump the entire series but
he broke out of a in Germ S. Az one point in the
lounh owner he Booed 14 of the Suns' 17
Minis
The Jazz loss maim that home learns Mfg
114 in fifth genies of froo-garne sines since
the NBA returned to best-of-5 playoff openers
in 1903-S4

• • •
76ot• 113, Cavaliers 97
Hersey Hawkins, a playoff goat a yew ago,
scored a career-high 39 points Saturday, leadmg the Philadelphia 76ers to a 113-97
victory
over the Cleveland Cavakers and into the
second tound of the NBA playoffs.
The 76ers, advancing io the Eastern Conferonce semifinals for tht first toms since
the
1965-86 season, defeat,.1 the Cavaliers 3-2 in
the first-round woes.
They open rtest-of-7 series Monday night
al
Chicago against the Bulla
• • •
TrallIllazers 107, Spurs

104

The Trail Blazers limeed David Robinson to
nine points Saturday. bult)ing the Spurs with
rough defense and strong rebounding en route
to a 107 94 victory
"They were so much more physical and
mogressive and tougher than we ewe." Son
NKOMO coach try Brown saild..011-Suille
points and hustle plays, they Just completely
dominated the game" He said Ns team needs
a much totter *Hon en the second game of the
best-of-7 series Tuesday night
The Spurs led by km many as eoght pants in
the third quarter, but Portland rallied to edge
ahead, than look control for good with a 15-1
run in the final penod Portland made 10 of Is
last 11 shots in the quarter.

•
• SCOREBOARD

Actions& Reactions
Soccer — TOcai
MURRAY — The Terminators and the Chiefs en)oyed three blowout victories
local soccer play over the weekend, with the boys under-12 Terminators posting in
a
9-0 win over the Wildcats of Trigg County in Cadiz on Saturday while the under-14
girls' Chiefs chalked up back-to-back 12-goal games, beating the McCrack
en
County under-14 mixed Hurricanes 12-2 on Saturday before hosting Trigg's Wildcats on Sunday and posting a 12-0 shutout over the under-12 boys team.
• • .
Scott Eanvood had a goal and three assists for the Terminators on Saturday, while
Stephen Crouch, Greg Miller, Nathan Keller, Man Farmer, Bubba Johnson,
Josh
Arant, Ross Clark and Jeremy Hunt each added goals and Brandon McCoy, Arant
and Hunt each had assists Harley Gamble, Tim Vaughn, Adam Malone and Adam
Seaver each were credited for their defensive play while Terminator goalies Clark
and Earwood combined for 10 saves.
•. •
Kim Johnson, Ellen Uddberg and Maggie Snyder each had three goals on Saturday against McCracken County, with Johnson scoring the first three goals off
assists from Udcberg, Sara Fitts and Jill Miller. Fins added two goals and Miller
scored another for the Chiefs, who also saw assists from Udcberg, Maggie Snyder
and Fitts (two each) and from Miller and Susan Krieb. Snyder, Julie Myan and
Rebecca Britt won defensive acclaim while Allison Cantrell, Uddberg and Johnson
had three saves in the goal
• • •
Jill Miller scored four goals on Sunday to lead the Chiefs, who also saw Kim Johnson and Susan Knob score three goals each and Sarah Snyder one. Snyder, Sara
Fins, Johnson and Miller each posted two assists during the shutout, with
Leah
Stuart, Kelly Williams and Maggie Snyder commended for defensive work while
goalies Allison Cantrell, Ellen Uddberg and Sarah Snyder combined tor four saves.

Golf
IRVING, Texas — Payne Stewart turned back Lanny Wadkins' bold bid and
beat
his own north Texas Jinx Sunday with a front-running, 2-stroke victory in
the $1
million Byron Nelson Classic. Stewart had a final-round 67 and an 8-under-par 202
total in the tournament that was shortened to a three-day, 54-hole format by earlyweek floods. Stewart earned $180,000, bringing his career earnings to $4,103,198.
He is only the seventh player to go past the $4 million mark.
•Stewart lost the Colonial National Invitation in nearby Fort Worth in a playoff in
1984, lost this title in a playoff in 1985 and lost Colonial in 1986, again in a playoff.
• • •
LAS VEGAS — Chi Chi Rodriguez shot a steady 4-under-par 68 Sunday to edge
defending champion Charles Coody and George Archer by one stroke and win the
Las Vegas Senior Classic. Rodriguez, who lost to Coody in a playoff at the Senior
Classic last year, strung together three rounds in the 60s to finish at 12-under-par
204 and win his first tournament of the year on the Senior PGA Tour. Rodriguez,
tied with Archer for the lead entering the final round, birdied the first hole and never relinquished the lead He earned $67,500. Archer thot 69 in the final round,
while Coody had a 67, each earning $36,750.
• • •
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Ayako Okamoto overtook Pat Bradley and Dawn Coe on
Sunday with a final-round, 4-under-par 68 for a 1-stroke victory in the 1425,000
LPGA Sara Lee Classic. Okamoto began the day four shots behind Bradley, who
had lour bogeys on the back nine. Okamoto had four birdies on the front nine,
winning for the 16th time in her nine years on the tour. Okamoto shot a 6-underpar 210, earning $63,750 for the 54-hole tournament. Bradley, Coe, Betsy King,
Colleen Walker and JoAnne Carner all finished one shot back and earned $24,650.
• • •
ST. MELLON, England — Jose-Maria Olazabal of Spain shot a 3-under-par 69
Sunday to take a 1-shot lead over Welshman Ian Woosnam after three rounds of a
$574,000 PGA European golf tournament.
• • •
INAGI, Japan --American Beth Daniel, the only golfer to beat par, shot a 71 Sunday and won the $316,000 Konica Cup World Ladies Golf Tournament by seven
shots. Daniel begah the final round with a 4-shot lead and birdied the fifth and 11th
holes to take control, finishing at 7-under-par 281. She earned $57,000. Taiwan's
Tu Ai-yu shot a final-round 74 to finish second at even-par 288.

Tennis
MUNICH, West Germany — Karel Novacek of Czechoslovakia capped a tournament of upsets Sunday with yet another, a 6-4, 6-2 win over Austria's Thomas
Muster in the final of the $277,500 BMW Open men's tennis. Novacek, ranked 69th
in the world, downed 19th-ranked Muster in a surprisingly one-sided match to claim
his first title of the year and $32,400. All eight seeded players, inducing the topseeded Stefan Edberg of Sweden, were beaten before the third round.
•

I

•

HAMBURG, West Germany — Sloth Graf of West Germany rallied to beat Arantxa
Sanchez-Vicar* of Spain 5-7, 6-0, 6-1 Sunday for her fourth straight title in the
Citizen Cup tournament. With her 62nd consecutive match win, Graf now has the
second longest winning streak in tennis history. Graf, the top-ranked player in the
world, needed mot%) than two hours to fight off a strong challenge from SanchezVicario, the French Open champion who is ranked fourth. In hot weather, Graf was
forced to toil on the slow red clay court at the Rothenbaum Club by an inspired
Sanchez-Vicario before collecting the winner's prize of $70,000.
• • •
MADRID, Spain — Andres Gomez of Ecuador won the $279,000 Madrid Grand
Prix tournament with a 6-3, 7-6 (7-3) victory over Marc Rosset of Switzerland
in the
final on Sunday. Gomez, seeded second, earned $40,400 for his victory at Club de
Campo
•

•

•

TARANTO, Italy — Top-seeded Raltaella Reggi of Italy rallied to defeat Alexia
Dechaume of France 5-7, 6-0, 6-2, on Sunday to win the $75,000 Taranto
tournament.
•

•

•

ROSWELL, Ga. — An injured Andre Agassi defeated Jaime Yzaga of Peru 6-2, 6-4
Sunday to capture the AT&T Challenge exhibition tennis tournament. Agassi
strained a muscle in his right calf, but took home $100,000 for winning the event.
Yzaga pocketed $50,000.

Auto racing
TALLADEGA, Ala. — Dale Earnhardt outmuscled Greg Sacks over the final 17 laps
to win a battle of dominating Chevrolet Luminas in Sunday's Winston 500 at Talladega Superspeedway. Those two were at the head of the pack when the green
flag waved following the final caution flag on the 172nd of 188 laps. Sacks stayed
on Earnhardt's rear bumper until the last trip around the 2.66-mile, high-ban
oval. At that point, Earnhardt was able to pull away a bit then hold on to ked
beat
Sacks by about two car-lengths for his 42nd career victory. Mark Martin was third,
followed by Ernie Irvan, Michael Waltrip and Terrflabonte, the only other drivers
on the lead lap at the end.
•It was Earnhardt's third victory at Talladega but his first Winston 500 triumph. The
three-time Winston Cup champion previously won the summer race here in 1983
and 1984. He won $98,975, averaging 159.571 mph.
• • •
TALLADEGA, Ala. — Dale Earnhardt drafted behind the leaders, then passed them
with a half-lap to go to win the opening round of the International Race of Champions at Talladega Superspeedway on Saturday. Earnhardt passed Darrell
Waltrip
on the final lap and held on tor a one-car length victory over Al Unser Jr. in
the
38-lap, 101-mile race. He averaged 188 055 mph, breaking the IROC record of
186.239 set by Bill Elliott in 1988 at Daytona.
• • •
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Lori Johns claimed her second consecutive NHRA Winston
Drag Racing Series victory when she won the Top Fuel title at the third annual
Chief Auto Parts Mict,South Nationals on Sunday at Memphis Motorsports Park.
Larry Morgan matched Johns' feat, claiming his second straight Pro Stock title and
Mark Oswald recorded his first Funny Car victory of the season.

Wrestling
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. — Troy Sunderland of the Penn State Wrestling Club
defeated Terry Steiner of Iowa on Saturday to win most outstanding wrestler honors at the 1990 University National Freestyle Wrestling Championships Sunderland, who redshirted at Penn State this season at 1491
/
2 , defeated Steiner 7-3. The
Sunkist Kids won the team championships, with Todd Chesbro, Curt Strahm and
Kirk Mammen 'taking individual honors Saturday. The tournament, sponsored by
USA Wrestling, was open to college-age and military athletes

Gymnastics
ATHENS, Greece — Svetlana Boguinskaia of the Soviet Union, the current world
champion, scored a ported 10 on her first vault Saturday night and never let
up,
defending her European gymnastics title with a sweep of all four events. Boguinskaia, 17, who says she will retire this fall, scored 39.874 points, easily outdistancing teammate Natalia Kalinina

Cycling
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. — Amateur Nate Reiss of Boulder, Cob., riding the
longest race of his the, sprinted away from two professiooals with 50 yards remaining Sunday to win the fifth stage of the Tour de Trump- bicycle race Reiss,
26, a
member of the reigning national time trial championship team, negotiated the
mountainous 145 5-mile Richmond to Charlottesville Road Race in 5 hours, 57
minutes and 35 seconds. OveraN race leader Viatcheslav Bobrik, an amateur from
the Soviet Union, finished in 17th place, 13 seconds behind the winner He holds a
2-43 margin over Alcala and a 2 59 cushion over Canadian Steve Bauer
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Calloway County basketball standout Benji Kelly signed
a
intent to attend Campbellsville College Saturday. Lookin letter-ofg on (from
left to right, front row): Joette Kelly, Kelly's mom with
Kelly's sister
Abby; Kelly; Kelly's father Jim; (back) Ken Winters,
Campbellsville
College president; Randy McCallon, CCHS baseball
and
basketball coach; and Russ Wall, Laker basketball coach.assistant

Cinannas
Los Angrios
San Diego
Houston
San Francisco
Atlanta
.
z denote's firs game was a van

Saturday's Games
Chcago 3. San Diego 2, 1st gams
San Otago 6. Chicago 5 2nd game
San Francisco 4, Montreal I
Hanlon 9, New York 5
Atlanta at Plinsbogn, 2. ppd. ram
Los Angelis 3, Philadelphia 0
Cinannat 4. Si Louis 2
Sunday's Games
New York 7, Houston 4. 11 innihis. Is game
New York 7. Houston 6. 2nd game
Pittsburgh 6. AIlifk• 4, 1s1 gams
Pmshurgh 4. Atlanta 2. 2nd game
Montreal 7 San Francisco 0
Philadelphia 9 Los Angeles 5
Cincinnati 5 Si Louis 1
San Dego 8 Chicago 3
Mondays Games

Elder resigns •••

(Cont'd from page 10)
From Vincennes, Ross went on to Texas Tech University, where
played on the Red Raider squad that claimed the Women's National she
Invitational Tournament her senior year.
She was assistant coach at Mayfield High School for two years
and
assistant at Calloway for one season before taking over as head
coach of
the Lady Lakers in 1986.
"it was an very big challenge coming back to my home school
home town," Elder said, adding that she saw coaching at Callowa and
y not
only as a career option but "as a chance for me to give somethi
ng back to
the program that has meant so much to me.., my family's been
here for
generations and we've all gone to Calloway schools."
Elder, daughter of Robert and Frances Ross, expressed her apprecia
tion
at the support her family has extended to her career. "They'v
e been very
supportive all the way through, as
player and a coach," she said.
Elder's coaching career at Calloway was filled with individual awards,
as she was named the High School Coach of the Year in Kentuck
y by the
Citizens For Sports Equity following her initial season, and was
one of
eight state girls' coaches invited to evaluate the talent trying out
for the
Kentucky Girls' All-Star team earlier this spring.
Her stay at Calloway, however, was also marked by the oppositi
on
from ten-time defending regional champion Marshall County
and by competition in the toughest girls' basketball district in western Kentuck
y.
In her first season as head coach, the Lady Lakers went 16-7 and
were
unbeaten outside of the Fourth District. Calloway posted records
of
and 14-10 her next two years before a sophomore-dominated club 16-10
turned
in a 9-13 mark for 1989-90, Elder's only losing season. She
finishes with
a career mark of 55-40 and winning percentage of .579.
She said her biggest disappointment was in not returning the school
to
the girls' Sweet Sixteen. "My ultimate goal was to take us back
state," Elder said. "It was a wonderful experience as a player, I knowto the
how
much it means to a player. That was my ultimate goal."
Elder's coaching career was plagued by injuries, from a twisted
knee
that sidelinGd Joanna Gibbs her first year to Cynthia Garland's
and Pam
Bucy's knet problems over the past two years. Garland and Tina
Butler
were the only two players to stay with the program through all four
years
of Elder's stay.
"I really felt we were plagued with injuries all four years," Elder
said.
"It's been kind of frustrating."
Elder enjoyed, however, her association with the Calloway athletes
and
with assistant coach Tommy Greer. "I came into a very good group
of
athletes," Elder said, adding that she "couldn't have had a better assistan
t
than Tommy Greer."
Elder's resignation was turned in to the Calloway school board
Saturday night. No announcement has been made as to a successor. Elder
will
continue to teach mathematics at Calloway.

Saturday. Games
Texas 9 Cleveland 5
Toronto 5 Detroit 1
lannesota 9. Milwaukee 5
Boston 5. Oakland 1
Chicaga 6, Kansas City 0
New VOril 11 Cakfornia 3
Seattle 5. aarornor• 2
Sundsy's Carnes
Cleveland 9. Texas 5, 1st game .
Cleveland 3 Texas 0, 2nd game
Toronto li. Detroit 7
'
Kansas City 7. Chicago 6, 10 innings
Minnesota 4 Milwaukee 0
Oakland 4 Boston 2
Seattle 5 Baltimore 4
New York 4, California 2
Monday's Garnett
Chicago (McDowell -I) at Tway° !Sbeb

The Space
Saver System.
TOSHIBA
New BD-3810!!
• Front-Load Cassette it slips
completely into the front of the
copier'
•13 Copies per Minute for fast
business copying'
•Stationary Platen the top
doesn't move'
• Plus. . Edge-to-Edge Copies!
Auto Exposurel 99-Copy Keyin! And morel
Save space' And get topquality copies every time'

Quality Concrete On Time

C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
]
.
753-3355

GB Lb0 Streak
z-7-3 Won I
7-3 Lost 1
7-5-5 Low 2
7-6-4 Won 5
7-6-4 Won 2
3-7 L061 4
2-8 Won 1

Homo Away
6-4 12-2
93
4-5
73 69
3-3
9-9
4-6 ' 8-8
57
55
6 10 1 6

---- 635 pm
Kansa! City (Amer 0-0) at Cleveland (Black
301 6 35 p m
Detroit (Moms 2-3) at lAlwaukse (Knudson 2-0).
7 35 pm
New York (Leary 1-21 at Oakland "(Moore 2-11.
9 05 p m
'
Boston (G Harris 21) at Seattle (Hanson 301.
905 pm
Flatmate (Tibbs 0-3) at California (Bhleven 1-2),
9 35 p rn
Tuesday's Gentile
Now York at Oakland. 215 pm
Chosgo at Toronto, 635 pm
ClisWand at tannest:4a. 715 p in
Neon at Milwaukee 735 p in
Kansas City at Texas, 7,35 pins
Boston at Seale 906 pm
Bamfwe at cam.,"
935 pm

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)
.

753-9627

Dwight McDowell
Joins

Four Time Consecutive
Presidents Award Winner
1986-1987-1988

The Highest Honor
A Ford Dealer Can Receive.
Dwight McDowell, 28, well known in Murray, has joined the
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury sales staff.
A native of Murray and lifelong resident. Dwight's previouls7.
work experience includes seven years with Fisher-Price Toys.
, After graduating from Murray High School in 1980. flight
attended Murray State University.
He is married to the former Keren Jones of Eddyville, who is
employed at the Happiness Place. They have one 3 year old son,
Justin Bennett McDowell.
Dwight is the son of Bobby and Joyce McDowell. He also has
one sister, Anita,(Mrs. David Poynor) and one brother. David
McDowell.
At Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury, Inc., Dwight joins Ron
Wright. Nick Ryan, Keith Williams, Rodger Mayer, Thomas
Jones, Larry McCully and Joe Rovv land on the dealership's sales
staff."We appreciate our sales staff and what they mean to our
business and to their customer service dedication which has
helped us win our fourth consecutive President's Award for
Customer Satisfaction — the highest honor a Ford Motor
Company dealership can receive," David Parker said.
As we celebrate our 62nd year in business, we invite you to call
on Dwight or any one of our salesmen who will be glad to help you
find a new or used vehicle or to assist you with any question or
problems you may have.

--411
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GB Lio Streak Hone Away
7-7-3 Lost 2
5-4
9-4
4-6 Won 2 11-5
4-6
7-6-4 Lost 1
ifa 5
34
7-7-3 Won 2
9-3
41
7-5-5 Won 3
68
4-5
3-7 Lost 2
6-8
4-7
2-8 Lost 2
5-8
4-9

Jane Rogers Insurance
_

• • •
Bruins 3, Capitals 0
Andy Moog, who had no shutouts in 50 playoff games before this season, got his second in
16 days as the BOSIOR Bruins beat the
Washington Capitals 3-0 Saturday night to take
a two-game lead in their Stanley Cup semifinal
senes.
Moog, who has started 10 consecutive
games, winning eight, stopped 28 shots. His
first playoff shutout was a 1-0 victory over Montreal in the opener of the Adams Drvsion fina/
The nem two games of the best-of-7 Wales
Conference final are scheduled Monday night.
and Wednesday night at the Capital Centre.
The Bruins had the NHL's best regular season
road record, while the Caplan were only
19-18-3 at home
Bobby Carpenter, an ex -Capital, broke up a
goaltending duel between Moog and Don Beaupre by scoring at 3 23 of the second penod
Linernatee Cam Neely and Craig Janney each
capitalized on 2-on-1 breaks early in the third
period to give Moog some insurance

Concrete Block

Horne Away
6-3 11-2
8-7
6-5
74
5-4
51
6-6
211 75
41
37

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.

Larmer's goal at 12:32 of the
first period, a double-poke shot,
gave Chicago a 2-1 lead.

year. aevaiers ahem

GB 1.10 Streak
7-7-3 Won 4
5-5 Lost I
z-4-6 Won 2
5-5 Lost 2
44 Loin 1
5-5 Lost 2

San Francisco (Garrions 0-3) at Montreal
(2 Smith 2-21 635 pm
Handal (Clancy 1-1) at Now V0111 Mole 5-0),
6 35 p in
San C44190 (Hurst 1 3) at PmetAirgh (We& 1-3),
635 pm
Atlanta (Clary 1-1) at Chicago (Harkey 3-1). 705
pro
Cincinnati (Browning 2-2) at Si Lou* 10401110h
2
7,35 pm
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta at Chicago. 1 20 pm
Los Angeles at Montreal, 615 pm
San Franasco at New York. 6 35 O
San )ego at Pinsturgh. 6 35 pm
PhladetOaa at Houston 7 35 pm
Only gams scheduled

East Division
W L Pci
ii4hvauriee
. 14 8 636 —
Toronto
15 11 577
1
Boston
13 11 542
2
C lovetand
13 11 542
2
Nevi Yoh,
10 13 435
4A
Baltimore
10 15 400
5A
Detroit9 17 346
7
West Diyitilon
W L Pot
Oakland
15 6 750 —
Chicago
13 8 619
3'Ai
Texas
13 12 520
5'A
iannesota
12 12 500
6
Seattle
12 14 462
7
caitornia
10 15 400
ll'A
Kansas City
7 16 304 10A
7-denotes Wel gams was a win

Blackhawks take 2-1 lead

Federal Materiall Co.

Horne Away
44 12-4
6-5 $4
74
6-6
9-7
34
3-7
114
3-11
7-7

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Stanley Cup playoffs

CHICAGO (AP) — Steve Larmer scored twice and Dirk Graham
added a shorthanded goal in the
third period Sunday night, leading
the Chicago Blackhawks to 5-1
victory over the Edmonton Oilers
and a 2-1 lead in their best-of-7
Stanley Cup semifinal series.
Larmer broke a 1-1 tie in the
first period and scored his seventh
playoff goal in the second period
before Graham, who had missed
most of the first two series with an
injured kneecap, put the game beyond reach in the third period.
With Denis Savard serving a
penalty, Graham took a clearing
pass from Greg Gilbert, broke
through two defenders in the neutral zone and faked left and shot
right past Bill Ranford for his first
playoff goal and a 4-1 lead. Wayne
Presley added rebound goal at
13:51.
Greg Millen, making his second
straight winning start in goal for
Chicago, turned back 31 shots.
The Oilers took an early lead at
6:01 of the first period on a powerplay goal by Craig Simpson, his
ninth of the playoffs. Steve Konroyd drew a tripping penalty at
4:57 and Simpson scored on a feed
from Mark Messier.
Edmonton's Esa Tikannen went
off for interference at 6:35 and five
seconds after the penalty expired.
Bob Murray tied the game with a
rebound of a shot by Dave Manson
that ticked off Savard's stick.

011 LIO Streak
14-2 Won 2
74-4 Won I
4-4 Won 1
7-44 Won 2
6-5 Lost 2
7-44 Low 4

FORD

Since 1928

MERCURY
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Parker - 111
Ford Lincoln-Mercury
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New Ideas Front The Area's Meat Experienced Dealer
118 N. 7th, Mayfield
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Efficiency important in global pecking order
Moreover, the report said, improved genetic stock and management
have reduced the time to "grow out" a broiler from 14 weeks in 1940 to
6 or 7 weeks currently.
Consequently, based on 1986 figures, U.S. broiler producers are able to
turn out ready-to-cook birds for an average cost of 29.9 cents per pound.
Given the great size of the overall U.S. chicken factory, that should
rank American producers at the top of the heap for efficiency. Collectively, the No. 2 producer, including chickens consumed domestically and
those exported, was the EEC, which produced 13 billion pounds in 1988.
The Soviet Union was third at 7.02 billion pounds, followed by China,
5,29 billion; Brazil, 4.4 billion: Japan, 3.24 billion; and France, the leading EEC producer, 3.16 billion.
Feed conversion rates and costs of production were not available to
agency researchers for the EEC, although the 1986 cost of production of
broilers in France was 34.8 cents per pound.
In the Soviet Union, the third-ranked broiler producer, it required 3.6
pounds of feed to grow 1 pound of broiler, compared with 5.3 pounds in
1965. No costs were shown. Also, it takes a Soviet chicken 66 to 77 days
to grow enough to be eaten, more than 40 percent longer than the U.S.
broiler.
"Much of the differential between Soviet producers and producers in
other countries can probably be attributed to the low protein content of
Soviet poultry feed, because most protein meal must be imported," the
But U.S. broiler efficiency is being challenged by some other countries.
Thailand, a relative newcomer to broiler production, turns out birds at a
cost of 29.9 cents per pound of ready-to-cook weight, matching the U.S.
cost. Feed conversion also is at the U.S. rate of 2 pounds of feed for each
pound of live weight.
New Zealand is producing broilers with 1.9 pounds of feed for each
pound of growth, but its costs were reported at 33.6 cents per ready-tocook pound.
The report showed that consumer broiler prices in the United States in
November 1988 averaged 85 cents per pound. Only Brazil was lower at
68 cents.
Others included in a selected list of prices for broiler meat in capital
cities in U.S. dollars, included Australia, $1.69 per pound; Canada, $1.24;
France, $2.22; Japan, $2.90, and Mexico, 93 cents.

By DON KENDALL
AP ewe Writer

and wet ground further increase the • WASHINGTON — No country is ready to knock .the United States
danger. High nitrogen fertilization from its roost as the world's top poultry producer. But in the global game
of soils with high potassium con- of chicken there is a beak-to-beak race to see who is the most efficient.
Efficiency can translate into profits for producers and lower prices for
tent contributes even more tq the
consumers. Efficiency also is a big factor in one country's having an
problem.
Cows are most susceptible when export advantage over another.
The world's poultry trade is one of the many items under discussion in
they graze heavily on new, lush
growths of grase and refuse other the current Uruguay Round of negotiations under the General Agreement
feed. A regular feeding of grain on Tariffs and Trade, which is scheduled to conclude by the end of this
year.
helps to prevent grass tetany.
According to Agriculture Department analysts, the GATT talks —
Grass tetany must always be
considered an emergency requiring which are aimed at general liberalization of world trade — could lead to
immediate veterinary attention, and greater traffic in poultry meat and lower consumer prices in many
about two-thirds of treated cows countries.
'Basically, the department's Economic Research Service says in a recent •
will recover.
Treatment consists of slow, report, efficient producers such as the United States, Thailand and Brazil
intravenous administration of mag- would reap benefits from successful GATT negotiations.
"Poultry is the fastest growing source of meat, representing about 22
nesium and calcium compounds*
and a sedative may be needed to percent of all meat production in 1988," the report said. "The countries
control convulsions. To prevent with industrial market economies accounted for about 54 percent of total
relapses, treated cows should be world poultry production and 59 percent of world exports in 1988."
The five major poultry importers in 1988 were Japan, Saudi Arabia, the
removed from pasture and fed hay
Soviet
Union, Hong Kong and Iraq. The five biggest exporters were the
and grain, plus a magnesium supUnited
States, the European Economic Community, Brazil, Hungary and
plement for at least a week.
Animals do not store magne- Thailand.
sium, and the daily requirement - "Poultry's relative share of total meat consumption after trade liberalimust be furnished on a day to day zation would probably continue to grow because costs of poultry producbasis. However, cows don't like tion could continurto be lower than for other meats," the report said.
The United States produced about 20.7 billion pounds of poultry in
magnesium oxide, so it must be
1988,
based on estimated ready-to-cook weight. That was almost double
mixed with other substances. It can
lie mixed with feed or silage, or the output of 1970. Broilers make up most poultry.
In 1940, U.S. broilers — once called fryers — required more than 4
include in a free-choice mineral
pounds
of feed for each pound of live weight gain. Today, the ratio is
mix, but it is important that each
cow get the minimum daily about 2 pounds of feed for each 1 of gain.
requirement.
Ideally, the mineral mix should
be offered one month before anticipated need and should be continuously available until soil temperaLouisville, Ky. — Programs to Barren, Boone, Madison, Pulaski and nel stand ready to help farmers adapt who will submit water samples to be
ture reaches 60 degrees.
determine
whether
Kentucky's Johnson counties will participate only in ways that protect their farming tested. Analysis of those samples will
Your veterinarian is competent groundwater supplies have been con- in the nitrate testing.
operations as well as the state's envi- be done by laboratories at Heidelberg
to quickly diagnose and treat the taminated by fertilizers or pesticides
The joint testing program is being ronment," Little said.
College in Tiffin, Ohio.
disease, and can also help you will soon get under way.
undertaken, according to one of its
Meetings have been scheduled in
Test results from each sample will
devise a way to prevent the disease • A nine-county pilot program to test sponsors, as a part of a broad effort to
within in your herd. Prevention is water from rural wells and springs for assess Kentucky's groundwater qual- each of the nine counties to distribute be made available to the individual
testing kits and invite participation in participants, with summary informathe preferrid method.
evidence of nitrate contamination has ity, and determine whether current the program. Those local organiza- tion compiled for the state committee
been announced as a first step in a farming practices are having an ad- tional sessions will be held over the spearheading the program. Findings
broad assessment of groundwater verse impact on that quality.
next 30 days.
will be-analyzed over the summer and
quality in Kentucky.
Kentucky Farm Bureau President
Sponsors hope to attract around • used to implement the statewide testThe new program, unveiled at an Ray Mackey says his group has given 200 participants from each
county ing effort later this year.
April 11 news conference in Lexing- the program top priority because of
ton, is being jointly conducted by the importance of clean water to rural
Kentucky.Farm Bureau, the Univer- areas and the need for the agricultural
sity of Kentucky College of Agricul- industry to take the lead in this
ture and the Kentucky Association of sensitive environmental area.
Conservation Districts.
"This gives us the opportunity to be
WASHINGTON (AP) — The their points known in House and
A concurrent effort in four of the proactive in dealing with environ- National Farmers Union is in town Senate
test counties will assess levels of mental concerns, and it uses the best this week to lobby Congress for Yeutter offices on Wednesday,
was telling a rival organiagricultural pesticides in the water. technology available to provide us tighter federal management, of the zation — the
American Farm
That testing, under the auspices of the with this vital information," Mackey nation's agriculture.
Bureau Federation — that advoKentucky Department of Agriculture, said.
But the NFU's bid for higher cates of bills to boost farm program
will screen for triazene herbicides and
Another sponsor, Billy Joe Miles,
price support loan rates and benefits ignore budget realities.
related chemicals.
who serves as president of the conser"Maybe these big, high numbers
Residents in the counties will be vation association, says groundwater "sound supply management mea- make good campaign material
back
invited to submit water samples from assessment is a logical next step for sures" as partof the 1990 farm bill home, but the day of reckoning
is
being drafted on Capitol Hill coming,"
wells and springs for laboratory the state, which has long been a leader
he
said.
analysis. Cost of the nitrates test will M efforts to upgrade soil and water doesn't ring just right for AgriculSome 1990 farm bill amendture Secretary Clayton Yeutter.
be S12 with various state and federal conservation activities.
ments
have been approved or are
As NFU members were making
grants reducing that fee by $3 to S6 for
"Farmers and their organizations
under consideration by congresindividual participants.
are the original environmentalists,"
sional subconuniuees that exceed
Lab costs for the chemical analysis Miles noted. "They're the ones who
limits set by Capitol Hill and Bush
are being underwritten by a budget depend on conserving natural resouradministration budget-cutters.
appropriation and will be free to ces to make a living. And they would
Recent examples include action
individuals. ,
to sweeten programs for sugar, cotbe the ones hurt most if those resour,Most testing in the nine pilot ces were being damaged."
ton and rice. Other commodities,
counties is expected to be completed
including soybeans, wheat and feed
Once the groundwater database has
by the end of May. Results will be been established, much of the test
grains, would be affected by supanalyzed through the summer, and information will be tumed-over to the
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
ports or payments being tied to
officials hope to expand the program
University of Kentucky for study and More than 200 agriculture leaders costs of production.
statewide later this year and in 1991. incorporation into its educational and from across the U.S. are expected
Yeutter said these proposals will
The pilot counties, which.are scat- extension programs serving farmers. for the 1990 conference of the be eliminated or watered down by
tered across the state, were selected
College of Agriculture Dean C. Southern Association of State the full congressional agricultural
because of the number of wells found Oran Little says his research and Departments of Agriculture from committees during floor debate cc'
locally, the areas'. agricultural and extension personnel are poised to June 9-13.
in conference meetings to settle
geographic diversity and the level of quickly review groundwater data
It will be sponsored by the Ken- differences between the House and
o Lucky Department of Agriculture Senate versions.
local interest in water quality assess- once it becomes available.
ment. Hickman, Todd, Christian and
The subcommittees are "living
"If there are changes that are -whose commissioner, Ward
Henderson counties were chosen for needed in the use of farm fertilizers "Butch" Burnette, is the 1990 in a drain world" and will have to
' both nitrate and pesticide checks_
be dragged back to reality 'by the
and pesticides, our technical person- president of the association.
The organization includes agri- crunch on federal spending, he
culture departments in 17 southern said.
states, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Yeutter mentioned "two-tier"
Islands. Members share informa- dairy price support proposals,
tion on programs and serve as an which he said would contradict
During All American Trading Snapper VValk Mowers are
advisory group on farm policy to U.S. objectives to liberalize world
gays your Snapper dealer serious cutting machines
Congress.
trade.
will cut at least $75 off the designed to take on tall
price of any Snapper self- and tough grass. So if
propelled walk mower
you're serious about getting
when you trade in* your old a great looking lawn and a
lawn mower. And it s
really great
not just Snapper's
deal,trade in that
great deal that
300 South 4th
old lawn mower
753-9566
CtetiVt
will make you feel
for America's nogood.You're getnonsense lawn
Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot
ting the foremost
machine. Snapper
Traria ailowances ar.ai90
name in lawn care.
swab* on win mowers

Though it is near the end of the
season when grass tetany is usually
seen (most cases are seen between
November and May in Kentucky)
the diFase is of such severity when
it occurs that it is necessary to be
aware of its possibility.
It usually shows up suddenly,
without warning, and typically
affects beef cows at least four
years old which are nursing young
calves while grazing grass or
small-grain pastures in late winter
or early spring.
Cows with grass tetany may die
suddenly and their need for treatment :bust be considered an
emergency. Some are found dead
after appearing to be normal a short
time before. Heavy milk producers
seem most susceptible, and the
economic loss is acutely felt
because normally it is a sleek, big
cow with a calf at side which dies.
Grass tetany is caused by a deficiency of magnesium. Signs of
grass tetany usually begin with
nervousness, then progress to a
stilted giat, staggering, convulsions, coma and death.
• Weather plays a big part in the
danger of disease. Cows are at risk
when the soil temperature is
between 40 and 60 degrees Fahrenheit, and a warming trend that stimulates plant growth while the soil
is still cold tends to bring on new
cases of the disease.
High levels of soil potassium
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Read the
want ads daily

"Myold mower
couldn't cutit
anymore...so
Iuseditto cutthe cost
ofanew Snapper."

National Farmers Union lobbying
Congress for tighter ag management

Southern Assoc.
of State Ag Depts.
to hold annual
June conference

Planting Time is Here!
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High yield profits start
with a good fertilizer program.
Your friends at Hutson Ag would like to help
service you during this busy season.

HUTSON AG
SERVICE -Chestnut St.
753-2571 or 753-4110
Hrs: 7:30-5:30 kl-F; 7:30-5:00 Sat.
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Two will share the

Outstanding seniorMurray State award
Janice Hatler of Madisonville
and Diane Kolenich of Paducah
will share the outstanding senior
award in nursing at the senior recognition ceremony at Murray State
University on Friday evening, May
11.
They are among 40 seniors to be
honored by the department of
Nursing at 7 p.m. in the Mississippi Room of the Cams Center for
completing the bachelor of science
degree in nursing.
Melissa Easley of Murray will
receive the Sigma Theta Tau award
sponsored by the honor society in
nursing. All graduating seniors
receive a pin that signifies graduation from the Murray State
program.
Students are also recognized for

outstanding academic achievement
and leadership in school and professional organizations and for
other campus honors and awards.
Their degrees will be formally
conferred at commencement on
Saturday, May 12.
-Twenty-one of the nu.sing
seniors completed the baccalaureRita Cummings, RN (left), checks the fetal heartbeat from the moniCarol Perlow, RN, clinical specialist in newborn
ate degree by progressing through
care and pediatrics,
tor on a patient who is in labor. Rita and Lori Morris, RN,(right)
assists
a Murray State University nursing student in getting
the traditional four-year program
the foot
work on the Foruth Floor in the Obstetical Department.
prints of a newborn baby.
on the campus, while 19 were RNs
who completed the BSN degree by
taking the required nursing CQUI-SeS
offered by Murray State in either
Paducah or Madisonville.
Ms. Hatler earned her degree
through the four-year program,
This is the time of year for
while Ms. Kolenich is one of the
theme of: "We Salute the Greatest the State Board of Examinations
everyone to acknowledge and recRN-to-BSN students.
Pain Relievers—MCCH Nurses!" for licensure. Once that has been ingApplicants successfully completthe exam are awarded a license
ognize nurses for their professionThe day-long picnic will accomo- completed successfully, the man or to
practice nursing as a practical
alism and commitment to the
date all shifts of the hospital's woman obtains a license to practice nurse.
health care system and well-being
nursing staff. It will be held on nursing as a registered nurse. EduThe
of our country.
"The Terrace" at MCCH at 1 a.m., cation programs are also available sists MCCH nursing staff conof 70 nursing assistants, 120
Day-long activities will mark
11 a.m., and 5 p.m. All MCCH for training as a licensed practical
R.N.s, 80 L.P.N.s, 25 unit clerks,
Murray-Calloway County Hospinurses will receive a special appre- nurse.
and an administrative secretary.
tal's observance of National Nurses
They require one year of study
ciation gift from the hospital.
National Nurses Day and Nurses
Day, Monday, May 7. A joint city"We are happy to honor our in a vocational school setting, and
Week gives you an opportunity to
county proclamation named May 7
nurses. They serve our patients and again, successful completion of a express your personal appreciation
Self-employed people will find ployment Social Security taxes. Con- Nurses Day in Murray
and
Callocommun
ity 24 hours a day, seven State Board Examination is for those special people we call
significant changes in computing tact IRS for copies of this publication way County, as
well as proclaiming
days a week by giving competent, required.
their 1990 Social Security taxes, Bet- and for information on how to com- May 6-12 as Nurses
nurses.
Weel: in our
compassionate care," Lynn Muerer,
tye W. Williams, Social Security pute self-employment taxes.
community.
MCCH Director Nursing said.
District Manager in Paducah, said
If you need additional information,
"Nurses Together in Caring" is
EXCLUSIVE!20 LB.CAPACITY
"Nursing is a highly technical,
today. Both the Social Security tax contact either the Paducah Social the theme designated
by the Ameri- sophisticated, and
NEW GENERATION
exacting scirate and the formula used to compute Security office located at 546 Lone can Nurses Association
Washer
for this ence," said Stuart
•Exchisrve 14 hp motor
Poston, hospital
the taxes have changed this year. Oak Road,telephone 443-7506; or the year's celebration.
LAUNDRY PAIR
'Automatic sell cleaniag lirt system
administrator. "Recognizing our
The 1990 tax rate for self-em- Mayfield Social Security office loA big picnic is scheduled at
'it-position water temperature con
nurses on National Nurses Day is
ployed people is 15.3 percent,up from cated on U.S. Highway 45 North, MCCH during May 7 accordi
trol
ng to an appropriate way
of focusing
1989's 15.02 percent rate. In 1989,a 2 telephone 247-8095. Social Security Nursing Recruiter Lyn Ryan,
'White Oura 10'' wash basket
who public attention on
.11610 warranty
the many conpercent credit reduced the effective also has a toll-free telephone number: is coordinating the activities.
The tributions they make
to the health
tax rate to 13.02 percent.
1-800-2345-SSA.
picnic celebration will have a
care system by providing underBeginning with the 1990 tax year,
standing, comfort, and education to
the credit has been replaced by two
those in their :care."
new deductions which reduce the tax
.17:0,efat
ir:
Cu tryidrye
ng sryst
dru
emm
--.41p-tront lint filter
There are well over two million
'Permanent press cycle
liability for the self-employed. The
'Flu
ff
nurses
in our country, and they
cycle
new deductions are designed to treat
W20-2
YE Y020 2
o
drying
the self-employed in much the same
•make
lined
up
the
largest
dry
group
The
of
Murray
cycle
health
Civitan
Club
will
has
receive
$
-200
each
semeste
r
manner as employers and employees
Nhagic Chef*
selected its annual Murray State toward their registration expenses. care professional in the United
are treated for tax purposes. For many
States.
University-Civitan Scholarships for
Each year MSU students that are
self-employed people, the result will
A bachelor of science in nursing
the 1990-91 school year. The reci- majors in Special Education and
be lower taxes than in previous years. pients
We Service What We Sell!
are Treasa Gail Barnett, a members of the Student Council degree can be earned through four
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) junior
years
of
work at the university
from Calloway County; for exceptional Children submit
Publication 505, Tax Withholding Janet
Monk Lawrence, Murray, a applications for the Civitan Scho- level. An associate degree in nursand Estimated Tax, provides informa- senior
and Bonnie G. Horn a junior larship. Twenty-five special educa- ing can be earned upon completion
tion on the change in 1990 self-emfrom Harrisburg, Ill. Each recipient tion majors have received these of two years work at the junior colawards since they began in 1977. lege level.
Village Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 North
Completion of one of these prog"The funds for the scholarships
(Next
to
Cain's
rams
AMC Jeep)
means the graduate can take
759-1505
come from the Civitan Candy Mint
Boxes in about 20 businesses in
Murray and we are certainly thankful for this local support that comes
basically from pocket change,"
Frances Drake
explain
ed John Emerson, Civitan
FOR TUESDAY, MAY 8, 1990
president.

Day-long activities to mark Nurses Day

Tax rates change significantly
for many self-employed people

Barnett awarded Civitan scholarship

Underwood Appliance

Your Individual
Horoscope

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19).
Pit
An original idea works for you in
business. You may receive financial
backing today for a pet enterprise.
Evening hours don't quibble about a
financial concern.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Overall, this is a day that favors
togetherness, but you must avoid a
tendency to be too critical of others
tonight. Couples should plan a holiday together.
GEMINI '•
(May 21 to June 20)
Try not to let friends distract you
from your work, as this is a day of
opportunity for you. Exercise originality and welcome new chances to
make career progress.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
There's a tendency to let business
Ode today, as matters of pleasure are
foremost on your mind. Outings with
children and loved ones are favored
now. Tonight a friend may be irritable.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Accent family now and el-0y a
celebration together. Freelancers
• may receive new assignments now.
Follow through on commitments
made to others in business.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
An opportunity for good times
comes through a friendship. You'll
enjoy doing something different in
the way of entertainment. A friend is
a bit peevish tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You'll be making some beneficial
changes at home. A chance to
improve income and status arises
now. Try not to get upset about
inconsequentials after dark.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
You have innovative ideas now, but
you could also be slightly lazy today.
Travel plans may be made on the spur
of the moment. A tendency to probe
could irritate others.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Today's financial developments are
quite positive, an opportunity comes
from an unexpected quarter. Clandestine meetings aren't favored. Communications are mixed tonight.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
It's better to visit with others than
to have company over at present
You'll be making new friends now,
but try not to be fault-finding with a

glIE

romantic interest.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You and a relative may. not quite
understand each 'other today. In
business, you'll meet with opportunities for advancement now.-A -surprise
development is positive.
PISCES
).alcr
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
.sokeit
YOu'll be hearing from someone
YOU haven't heard from in awhile.
Pleasure outings and travel are
highlighted now. Someone you deal
with tonight is a bit callous.
YOU BORN TODAY are ambitious
and usually good at handling money.
You have an interest in both business
and the arts and may combine them
to your advantage. It is important that
you like your work, or your efforts
will soon slacken. You thrive on large
enterprises and may have an interest
in real estate. Though a realist, you
also are drawn to the unusual
Birthdate of: Roberto Rossellini, film
director; Fulton Sheen, religious prelate; and Mary Lou Williams, jazz
musician.

th Even Dan Quayle enjoys
a DQ hot fudge sundae .

WACO, Texas (AP) -- It mom
became apparent why helicopters
-were hovering over the Dairy
Queen, and men in dark suits filed
out of cars and took up strategic
spots behind shake machines last
week:
Vice President Dan Quayle
walked in and ordered a hot fudge
sundae.
"He said he liked our hot fudge
sundae. That's what he ordered.
One with nuts on it,--klut the two
employees who were waiting on
him forgot," Vitelli said.
"He just stood there a few seconds looking down at it and then
asked very sheepishly if he could
have the nuts," she said.
Quayle was in Waco on Wednesday campaigning for a Republicaa
congressional candidate.

ATTENTION

Extended-to -May 15th, Peppers Chryslers
will be selling ---

All NEW CARS for
FACTORY INVOICE
This is NOT a MISPRINT, Peppers
Chrysler will be selling all New Car
Inventory at Factory Invoice.

YOU Keep The Rebate!

KIDS EAT 0°/*APR
CA
O%

FREE

s $211000
"131A-"e;

RS - TRUCKS - MINI VANS!

No Balloons - No Hot Dogs- No Bull
Advantage: Peppers

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

^

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.
Bel-Air-Center —
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car/truck dealer"
00East Wood St., Paris, TN • 6424661 • 1,-800-748-8816
Prices will be plus Tax, Title, License* Doc Fee Dealer Hold
BaCk and any Factory to Dealer
Incentives will be retained by the dealer Applies to dealer-stock only

Lirnited to Dealer stock "0% APR on Selected Models.
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od named outstanding ROTC cadet at MSU
Cadet David M. Haywood of
commissioned a second lieutenant,
Grayville. HI., a senior engineering
aviation branch, in a military ceretechnology major at Murray State
mony on campus Friday evening,
University, has been named the
May 11. He will take the Officer
outstanding cadet of the year in the
Basic Course at FL Rucker, Ala.,
Reserve Officers Training Corps
after graduation.
(ROTC) program at Murray State.
Presentation of the President's
Haywood, 21, was named as the
Sabre climaxed the recognition
recipient of the year's most prestiprogram in the CUrTiS Center theatgious honor, the President's Sabre, re during which cadets were honat the annual President's Day
ored for individual achievement in
Awards program Thursday, May 3. both general and class-level
The fourth-year cadet will be-- -categories.

REBATE
/2 Am)
To soiniii)

,\June 8th

rNOMAD

764i Nylon,'24% Polypropylene
Berber
136" Width- Only
9 Colors

HFATHERTON
100% Monsanto Wear-Dated
Nylon with Locked-In
StainBlocker Frieze
15 Colors

(CLASSIC TEXTURES
100% DuPont Stainmaster
Continuous Filament Nylon
Textured Saxony.
24 Colors

CARTE BLANCHE
100% Monsanto Wear-Dated
Nylon with Locked-in
Stain Blocker Saxony
30 Colors

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

The other awards were:
ROTC Marksmanship Award to
Brian D. Epperson of Louisville,
sponsored by the Kiwanis Club.
ROTC Sportsmanship Award to
Mickie J. Skaggs of Louisville,
sponsored by the MSU Athletic
Department. He also received the
Outstanding Pershing Rifle Award,
sponsored by the Disabled American Veterans.
Outstanding Ranger Award to
James A. Duncan of Dawson
Springs, sponsored by the U.S.
Army Rangers.
Outstanding Color Guard Member to Richard E. Palmer of Murray, sponsored by the Daughters of
the America Revolution.
Military History Award to
Michael W. Garrison of Murray,
sponsored by the Association of the
United States Army and Daughters
of Founders and Patriots of
America.
Society of the War of 1812
Award to Sherri L Uzzle of Hopkinsville, sponsored by the Society
of the War of 1812.
El Tigre Award to Michael N.
Rice of Owensboro, sponsored by
the American Veterans of World
War II (AMVETS).
Scholastic Excellence MS I to
William C. Adams of Murray,
Sponsored by the Lions Club.
Scholastic Excellence MS II to
Russell W. McCuiston of Paducah,

"A man surprised is half beaten.- Thomas Fuller.

"I was so surprised to find a finesse working for me that I blew
the hand," confessed South. "I
would have been much better off
had the finesse lost to a singleton
king offside."
South won his club king and
pushed out the diamond jack, West
covering with the king. South won
dudimy's ace in a fog, and dummy's
diamond queen brought bad news.
East's discard meant the diamond
suit wasn't going to run. South then
tried the spade finesse in desperation, and the net result was down
two.
Winning West's diamond king was
a big mistake. With five sure winners outside the diamond suit, South
,had absolutely no reason to try for
seven diamond winners. Instead he
should have allowed West's diamond king to hold, ensuring six diamond winners on any 3-1 split.
As South admitted, he would have
made the game had the diamond
jack lost to a singleton king in the
East hand. However, the jury is still
out on another possibility..Had East
had K-10 and ducked the diamond
jack:Would South have repeated the
diamond finesse or would he have
pickled the now singleton king?

sponsored by the Rotary Club.
Scholastic Excellence MS III to
Elizabeth A. Bieber of Waukon,
Iowa, sponsored by the Civitan
Club.
Scholastic Excellence MS IV to
Barbara L. Heathe of Murray,
sponsored by the'American Legion.
Sojourners' Award to Jamey
Henderson of Sedalia, sponsored
by Chapter 177 of National Sojourner's, Ft. Campbell.
Reserve Officers Association
Award MS II to Daniel S. Wall of
Murray, sponsored by the Reserve
Officers Association.
Reserve Officers Association
Award MS III to Chester P. Haynie
of Hanson, sponsored by the
Reserve Officers Association.
Reserve Officers Association
Award MS IV to John H. Deboe of
Murray, sponsored by the Reserve
Officers Association.
Leadership Award MS I to
David A. Meinschein of Carrsville,
sponsored by the Woodmen of the
World.
Leadership Award MS II to Thomas M. Bauer of Danville, sponsored by the Daughters of the
Confederacy.
Leadership Award MS III to
Bradley A. Hendrix of Madisonville, sponsored by the Association of
the U.S. Army.
Leadership Award MS IV to
Dale E. Davis of Hopkinsville,

sponsored by the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
General Military Excellence
Award MS I to Thomas Y. Hiter II
of Benton, sponsored by the Sons
of the American Revolution.
General Military Excellence
Award MS II to David A. McCuiston of Murray, sponsored by the
Military Order of the World Wars.
General Military Flreitence
Award MS III to Kevin 15.- Downs
of Clarksville, Tenn., sponsored by
the Retired Officers Association.
General Military Excellence
Award MS IV to Timothy K. Clement of Paris, Tenn., sponsored by
the America Legion.
Outstanding Guardsmen Award
to Thomas R. Taylor of Murray,
sponsored by General Dynamics
Corp.
Outstanding Reservist Award to
Stanley H. Humphries of Cadiz,

sponsored by General Dynamics
Corp.
Superior Cadet Award MS I to
Lori F. Bradley of Palmersville,
Tenn., sponsored by the Department of the Army.
Superior Cadet Award MS II to
Mary Poyner of Farmington, sponsored by the Department of the
Army.
Superior Cadet Award MS III to
James k.-Duncan of Dawson
Springs, sponsored by the Department of the Army.
Supeior Cadet Award MS IV to
Lowell W. Dunn of Almo, sponsored by the Department of the
Army.
Gen. George C. Marshall Award
to William W. Willis III of Princeton, sponsored by the department
of the Army.
Dignitaries from on and off the
campus made the presentations to
the cadets.

Federal agents serve warrants
to confiscate millions in Miami

MIAMI (AP) — Federal drug
agents served warrants to confiscate $17.6 million in South Florida
financial institutions as a nationwide drug money laundering crackdown focuses on suspicious
accounts, a spokesman said
Saturday.
Federal officials froze $400 million in more than 750 accounts
nationally when Operation Polar
Cap was launched three weeks ago,
and investigators have been working since then to pin down the origin of the funds, said Drug Enforcement Administration spokesman
EAST
John Fernandes.
.
10 9 8
The seizure warrants served FriK 984 3
day in South Florida, covering
•2
$17.6 million, were for accounts in
+6432
which investigators have concluded
SOUTH
that there was "probable cause" to
4A Q 4 3
believe the money was drug proV A J62
ceeds, Fernandes said Saturday. He
•J 7
said he didn't have any detail on
4AKQ
what seizure orders might have
Vulnerable: Both
been issued in other parts of
Dealer: South
country.
The bidding:
The warrants were served on
bank officers for 72 accounts at 20
South West
North East
2 NT Pass
3 NT
All pass South Florida banks — a legal step
in the process of transferring the
Opening lead: Club jack
suspected drug cartel money to federal coffers. In all, accounts had
been frozen in 78 Miami banks.
The government also could pro4 A Q 107 i
secute bankers and the account holQ53
ders after tracing the money, Fer•J 10
nandes said.
4K 10 7
"If we show complicity on the
East
South
West
North
part
of a bank or bank official or
1•
2 IP
some
representative of a corporaPass
Pass
Pass
tion
or
a front corporation or what
ANSWER: Diamond jack. Partner's
spade raise doesn't guarantee the have you, that would be a separate
—spade king — maybe East has it--_pan of the civil action," the DEA
spokesman said.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
Meanwhile, the account holders
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
are preparing to fight the freezing
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1990 United Feature Syndicate
or loss of funds, with some arguing

they were involved in "flight capital" — sending of assets from
troubled foreign countries to the
United States — and not money
laundering.
"It's the only way people in
Colombia can have dollars in the
United States to avoid inflation and
other problems with the Colombian
economy," said Fred Schwartz, an
attorney for a Colombian industrialist with $600,000 in frozen
accounts.
Schwartz and other attorneys say
their clients bought dollars in Latin
America on the black market — a
huge pot of money swelled by the
cocaine trade — without blowing
the cash was drug-tainted.
The money then was transferred
to U.S. accounts, often in violation
of currency laws abroad, as a cushion against the vagaries of Latin
American economics and politics.
Javier Murcio, a flight capital
expert with DRI-McGraw Hill, a
Lexington, Mass., consulting firm,
said the DEA seizures "must
induce some nervousness on the
part of these individuals."
But he doubted flight capital
would be driven from Miami banks
because of the enforcement, saying,
"People who are going to take it
out of their countries will always
do so regardless of the
circumstances."
Fernandes indicated the seizure
warrants covered some drug money
that was laundered through foreign
currency black markets before it
was deposited in U.S. banks.
"I wouldn't want to stereotype
it," he said. "Playing with the
black market is only one-way-agetting the (drug) money through.
The technology used is only limited to the imagination of the
money launderers."

Power Disc
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Republic Savings Bank has the loan you need
to buy or build the home of your dreams. Plus
we've got loan options that top them all:
• Lot Purchase Financing
• Fixed Rate Construction Financing
• A Variety of Mortgage Loan Options
- Up to 30 year terms
- Fixed or'Adjustable Rates

So,if you have time for just one call about
a mortgage loan—call us!
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Possibility of new taxes included in budget talks
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer

a
a

WASHINGTON — Leaders of
Congress say serious budget negotiations with.the White House now
appear likely, with everything on
the table — including the possibility of new taxes.
The leaders left the White House
Sunday night after a private 90-minute meeting with President Bush
saying they would be back for
more talks with the president after
consulting with other lawmakers.
They said they discussed no specifics with Bush, but established
that whatever negotiations take
place will be without
preconditions.
House Speaker Tom Foley,
asked if things now were on track
for full-scale budget negotiations,
said, "I think that's going to be the
outcome."
Asked if Bush stood ready to
drop his no-new-taxes pledge,
Foley said no specifics were discussed, but he added, "The
assumption is that all matters
would be on the table, that we
would not enter any talks with
preconditions."
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell said, "There was a general agreement that any discussions
will be without preconditions, if
and when they occur."
Senate Minority Leader Bob
Dole said the lawmakers expect to
meet again with Bush late Tuesday
after conferring, with colleagues,
including leaders of the key budget
and tax-writing committees.
The White house had no comment on the talks, deputy spokesman Stephen Hart said.
House Minority Leader Bob
Michel also took part in the unusual 90-minute session in Bush's private residence. The talks took place
after Bush, the congressional leaders and 200 other guests attended a
lecture on Theodore Roosevelt's
presin eicy by author David
McCullough.
The full House and Senate
Budget Committees approved
Democratic versions of the 1991
budget last week.
Congress and the White House
have made repeated efforts in
recent years to forge grand compromises on the deficit. Most have
fallen short of expectations.
Congress. has ignored the $1.2
trillion budget blueprint that Bush
submitted Jan. 29. That budget was
supposed to meet the GrammRudman target of a deficit no larger than $64 billion for fiscal 1991,
which begins Oct. 1.
Sluggish economic growth and
rising interest rates have driven up
the deficit since then. I Foley said

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
"The Game," a million-dollar telephone trivia quiz promoted as "a
direct line to the 'American dream"
may violate interstate gambling
laws, a Tennessee congressman
says.
Participants in "The Game,"
scheduled to start Monday, either
lose the $2.99 cost of calling the
900-prefix telephone number or
win prizes ranging from $5 to $1
million, says Rep. Ban Gordon.
"Participants in this game are
effectively betting $2.99 that they
will win money, much as participants in a lottery pay for the chance
to win cash," Gordon said Friday,
calling for a federal investigation
into the contest.
"Only one of every 100 participants wins even the $5 prize," he
said.
In "The Game," produced by
the Los Angeles-based 900 Million
Productions, contestants call in and
compete with as many as nine
other callers to be the first to
answer a trivia question.
The winner gets a toll-free number to call to compete with other
first-round winners for a $5 prize.
Second round winners proceed to a
third round with $100 prizes.
The winner of seven rounds is
supposed to win SI million, which
gives contestants odds of one in 10
million, said Kent Syler, a spokesman for the Democrat. Gordon sent a letter to Attorney
General Dick Thornburgh on Friday asking for an investigation into
whether the game requires skill or
dumb luck, said Kent Syler, administrative assistant for Gordon.
Syler said the only skill required
by the game would be the dexterity
of contestants' fingers in pressing
the numbers on the telephone.
"It is, at best, borderline gambling," Syler said. "I can't think
of another opportunity a person has
to pay a fee and win some
money."

he expects more lasting results this
time.
"All of us who took part in this
meeting today feel that we need a
major and meaningful effort that
has been somewhat lacking for various reasons in past years" to narrow the deficit for next year and
over several years, the speaker
said.
"I think there's goodwill on all
sides in attempting to deal with the

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please comment
on substances claimed by health-food
advocates to be "vitamins."
DEAR READER Real vitamins
are trace elements essential to human
metabolism. In the past, non-vitamins
or phony vitamins have been touted to
cure various ailments. Such substances include:
•Vitamin BT is not a vitamin and is
abundant in animal tissue. More familiarly known as carnitine, it was
discovered in 1948 and was originally
believed to be a vitamin; subsequent
scientific studies have proved that is
not a dietary essential.
• Vitamin P is not a vitamin. The
designation "vitamin" was withdrawn when the compound, now recognized as a mixture calted bioflavonoids, was discovered not to be
essential for humans. Bioflavonoids
were discovered in 1936 and, at that
time, were believed to cure scurvy
and help prevent colds and flu. These
claims have not been substantiated by
scientific testing.
•Vitamin Q is a substance that purportedly aids blood coagulation. It is
not now recognized as a vitamin or an
essential nutrient.
• Vitamin U, known by the chemical name metanoic acid, has no
known metabolic function. It is not
now recognized as a vitamin, al-

fiscal problems the country faces,"
said Foley. "We're going to, I
think, find a way to deal effectively
with them."
Bush was joined at the meeting
by White House Chief of Staff
John Sununu, budget director
Richard Darman and Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady. Brady came
directly from talks on Capitol Hill
with finance ministers from the
Group of Seven nations — the

though it was, upon its discovery,
thought to cure ulcers.
• Vitamin B-15, known by the
chemical name pangemic acid, is neither a vitamin nor a nutrient. It was
discovered in 1949. and its investigators claimed that it played a role in
reproduction and was useful in treating a wide variety of conditions including heart disease, glaucoma and
liver inflammation. Reputable scientific studies have proved that it has no
known role in treating illness or maintaining health.
• Vitamin B-17 (laetrile) a substance extracted from apricot pits,
enjoyed short-lived popularity a few
years ago as a cure for cancer. No
reputable scientific study has shown
any benefit from it. In fact, because
laetrile contains cyanide, it has
caused cyanide poisoning in patients.
It's all too easy for unscrupulous
promoters to pin the label "vitamin"
on any quack cure. The alert consumer should shy away from unsupported
health claims, reserving real vitamins for their proven benefits — and
only in the recommended doses.
To give you additional information.
I am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report "F s I — Vitamins
and Minerals." Ot r readers who
would like a copy sh
with their name and address
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3
Be sure to mention the title

other major Western democracies.
The 1990 deficit was supposed
to be $99 billion under a budget
deal that Bush and Congress struck
in April 1989. But that has been
undone by higher spending and
slower than expected growth of tax
revenues. Now the non-partisan
Congressional Budget Office
expects the 1990 shortfall to reach
$159 billion, up from $152 billion
in 1989.

DEAR DR. GOTT. I drink decaffeinated coffee because I've read that
it decreases the risks of heart attacks.
Yesterday, I read it increases the risk
of heart disease. Can you enlighten
me?
DEAR READER: I'm just as confused as you are by conflicting claims
concerning coffee. One week, regular
coffee is bad. and decaffeinated brew
is OK; next week, the situation
reverses.
I've adopted prudence in my advice
to patients: A couple of cups per day
of either type won't hurt. If you drink
more coffee than this, you may — or
may not — risk some major — or minor — health. problem. All kidding
aside. I hope future studies will clarify the relation, if one exists, between
regular: decaffeinated coffee and
health issues.
© me NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

PI-4W NOTICE
The Murray Planning Corrunissioe\has received a request to rezone a tract of
land located at 1106 Mulberry Street from R-2(Single-Family Residential) to
B-4 (Medium Density Business).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday, May 15, 1990 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Council Chambers, Second Floor, City Hall.. All interested persons are invited
to attend. A description follows:
A 9333 square foot tract of land as serveyed by\the firm of F.T.SEARGENT
AND ASSOCIATES of Murray, Kentucky, on APtil 26, 1990. located at 1106
Mulberry Street in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky and being
more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a #4 rebar(found)on the north right-of-Weyof Mulberry Street
(40 foot right-of-way). 220 feet, more or less, east of the,centerline of 12th
Street (US Highway 641) and being the southwest corner of the herein
described tract of land and the southeast corner of the Billy Dan Crouse, Van
Haverstock and Gary Haverstock property;
North 02° 39' 36" West — 140.00 feet with the east boundary-of the
Crouse. Haverstock and Haverstock property to a #4 rebar (found)at
the southeast comer of the Keith Brandon property and the southwest
corner of the Leslie Humphreys property;
North 87° 20' 24"'Bast — 66.67 feet with the south boundary of the
Humphreys property tp_a_#4 rebar (set)on the south boundary of the
Lamon Peeler property and the northwest corner of the C. D.
Hopkins property:
e
South 02° 39' 36" East — 140.00 feet with the west boundary of the
Hopkins property to a #4 rebar (set) on the -north right-of-way of
Mulberry Street;
•
South 87i 20' 24" West — 66.67 feet with the north right-of-way of
, Mulberry Street to the point of beginning.
This pro-Perty is subject to all previously conveyed right-of-ways and
Deed Reference: Deed Book 113, Page 261
If further information is needed, please contact the Department of Planning
and Engineering at 762-0330.
Robert Dunn, Chairmen
Murray Planning Commission

— Mac Fitts, ('its Planner
Dept. of Planning & Engineering
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Notice

The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone a tract of
land located at 701 Main Street from R-3 (Multi-Family Residential) to B-3
(Central Business District).
A public hearing wiU bf held on Tuesday. May 15, 1990 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Council Chambers, Second Floor, City Hall. All interested persons are invited
to attend. A description follows:
A 1.120 acre tract of land located west orSeventh Street. north of Poplar
Street and south of Main Street, and being more particularly described as
follows:
Beginning at the southeast corner of the herein described tract of land, said
point being located North 02° 18 14" West - 125.60 feet from a point on the
north right-of-way of Poplar Street, 20.00' north of the centerline, and being on
the west boundary of the Robert James Stubblefield, et al. property;
South 86° 5857' West - 183.48 feet and generally along an existing
fence to a point on the east boundary of the Tremon Farris property;

thence,

North 01° 15' 49" West - 287.17 feet with the east boundary of the
Farris property and the H. T. Waldrop property to an iron pin at the
southwest comer of the Catherine Purdom property;

thence,

North 86° 03' 12" East - 178.33 feet with the boundary of the
Purdom property to a

thence,

South 02° 18' 14" East - 289.95 feet to the point of beginning.

sic

Deed Reference:

Deed
Deed
Deed
Deed

Book
Book
Book
Book

105, Page 303
125, Page 398
123, Page 114
156, Card 2175

If further information is needed, please contact the Department of Planning
and Engineering at 762-0330.
Robert Dunn, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

Mac Fitts, City Planner
Dept. of Planning & Engineering

PUBLIC NOTICE •
The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone three
tracts of land located at 1632 Hamilton, 408 N. 17th Street and 410 N. 17th
Street from R-2(Single-Family Residential)to R-3(Multi-Family Residential).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday. May 8, 1990 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Council Chambers. Second Floor, City Hall. All interested persons are invited
to attend. A description follows:
PROPERTIES OF: JAMES RICKMAN AND LINDA ANN WARD
Legal description of a tract of land to be rezoned from R-2 to R-3.
A 1.0894 acre tract of land located on the north side of Hamilton Avenue and
west of North 17th Street in the City of Murray, Kentucky and being more
particularly described as follows:
Being all of Lots #10,#9 and all of Lot #8 except 7' off the east side of Lot #8
of the College Terrace Subdivision as shown by plat of record in Deed Book
111, Page 85..
Beginning at an iron pin 20' north of the centerline of Hamilton Avenue and
248.81' east of the centerline of North 17th Streret, the southwest coiner of the
Delarose Dowler property;
thence;

thence;

thence;

20'from and parallel to the centerline of Hamilton Avenue south 859
44' 40- west 218.91' to a point RV east of the centerline of North
17th Street, the southwest corner of the Linda Ann Ward property;
along the arc of a curve to the right, the chord of which bears north
479 1641' west 14.36' to a point 20' east of the centerline of North
17th Street:
20' from and parallel to the centerline of North 17th Street north 49
23' 00" West 239.38' to the southwest comer of the L. C. Miller
property;

thence;

with the L. C. Miller properties south 70°42'05- east 171.06' to the
southwest comer of the Sherri] Hicks property (deed book 162,card
65);

thence;

north 88° 11'07" east 80.65' to the northeast corner of the Delarose
Dowler property;

thence;

with the west line of the Delarose Dowler property south 1°36' 18"
east 178.28' to the point of beginning.

Deed Reference:

;

Deed Book 175, Card 2355;
Deed Book 174. Card 2208;
Deed Book L71, Card 2,124.

I, TED F. BILLINGTON,do hereby certify that I am a Professional Land
Surveyor, registered in compliance with the Laws of the State of Kentucky and
that the above is a true and correct description of the land as surveyed.
Ted F. Billington
Kentucky Registered Land Surveyor No. 697
If further information is needed, please contact the Department of Planning
and Engineering at 762-0330.
Robert Dunn, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

Mac Fins, City Planner
Dept. of Planning & Engineering
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CANCER
INSURANCE

WANT
TO BUY
Large Safe

No age lima to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 /Oars old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree information call

60" to 70" Tall.
Will move it.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.

.7cSe 10Cal Claim service'

_

Home Cooking
Plait Lunches
Ilickery Smoked Bar-B-Q
Pond Raised Catfish
• Calering Services •

The One...
The Only...
t

S

HIH
BURGER

Inn

Lease For Less at
°CAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Beretta GT loaded
$314 86 mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease
025
Personals

If you are under age 65 and qualify
for Medicare due to disability we offer
an excellent Medicare Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's Part B co-payment amount.
This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We also
pay 20% of the $75 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are paid in or out
of the hospital. The 1990 rate is
$50.53. per month if you do not have
diabetes or heart/circulatory trouble
and $56.04. if you do.
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
"free local claim service"

(Own. MmAlst.

as•4 p.m

40 ewe ale 711841•11
BAD Credit? Learn exactly
how to fix your credit report
- get loans - credit cards,
etc Amazing recorded
message reveals details
305-770-5307
PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography, 753-8809
VIDEO DATING Paducah,
Murray, Benton, Mayfield
Confidential
For complete details send SASE
to P V S PO Box 1911,
Murray. Ky. 42071
WANT to lease: 3br, 2 bath
_Mow in or neer Murray.
753.561&.

KeyMiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
Sizes from 5x10 to 10x30
7534642 If no onowor:
71340711, 753-0WS

250

PART-TIME housekeep- MOWER blades over 403
ing. Must be reliable Apply sizes in stock 30in Snapin person Eagle Inn Hwy per blade $6 99, Snapper
68in belt $599, Snapper
641So. Murray
drive disc $4.49.Wailin
WORK from your home, Hardware Downtown Pans
while your earn, with Decor MARINE starting batteries
More Party Plan. New 85amp, $39 99, Marine
500-item catalog, filling trolling batteries 105arnp
Supervisor positions Free $49 99 Wallin Hardware
training, paper supplies Downlown Paris, TN Open
and samples For informa- all day Saturday's
tion call collect,
502-685-2614.

years
manly over the road, permanent
every
home
employment
weekend. Y ou et ill earn excellent
wages and. full benefit. Feckage
re-lading marts modest. volts()
and dents/. Tete:mem program
and ouch more We tell) be
siterveretng at the Holiday Inn,
Murray, KY. Wedgy-Saturday
For Intern...call 502-753 5966
aak for Homer Wrught with Rol
DCS Must pass DOT Ore
cal examineron and substance
abuse lest Fepeal Opporturury

DEDICATED
CARRIAGE
SERVICES, INC.
ORGANIST needed for
local church by audition
Please call after torn to
arrange an appointment
753-3673.
ROUTE SALES Good Payl
Good Future! Good Bensfits! Schwan's Sales of
Kentucky. No investment,
peed training and excellent
advancement opportunities. Must be at least 21
years old and have a good
driving record. Now interviewing. For an appointment call 1-800-3367580.
E0€.
SALES Illitifillitifttive,
part-time lit local Christen
newspaper Looking for
Christian person with extra
time on their hands lAust
be wiling to work hard For
interview, contact Darvin
Stem at 354-9144 after
50m-

1989 WOODS commercial
mower with 241 hours on it.
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61' mower deck
437-4171
TILLERS, 5hp Briggs &
Stratton engine, chain
drive. $299 99. Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris.
Open all day Saturdays.
WATER heater round
electric 30 or 40gal
$12999.Wallin Hardware
Downtown Parts Open all
day Saturdays

240
allsoollanoous
GASOLINE air compressor, 4 cycle, 3hp Briggs &
Stratton engine Used less
than 5 hours $350
753-8439
OUR good grade 8x12 storage buildings on sale for
$795. Acree Portable Buildings 1-247-7831
PRINTtD caps. 12 dozen
$2. each, 6 dozen $2.50
each, at Faye's. 753,7743.

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years aty and state investigation experience.
'Accident 'Criminal •Civil
'Personal or Corporate
*Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
C6ntidential Investigations,
(502)753-44 I
270

House*
For Rent

Public
Sale

NICE 28R, stove and retngerator, 8 miles SE of
Murray. No pets References and deposit.
492-8594.

3 Party
Yard Sale

NICE 3BR. 1 5 bath. Close
to town_ Garden spot and
more. Coleman R.E.
753-9898.

Mobil.
Homes For Sale

NICE house, country
$225 753-3942

10x52 mobile home Blood
River boat dock on Ky.
Lake Good condition, fully
furnished Porch with roof,
cablevision, $4500.
489-2256, 753-7443

VERY nice 2BR with gas
heat, appliances furnished
Nice deck and yard. Coleman R.E. 753-9898.

3BR,2 bath, excellent condition, awning over patio
and outbuilding. Set up in
Fox Meadows. Call
753-3855 or 753-7462.

WELL insulated 1'4 story
house, near Murray Eat-in
kitchen, DR, LIR, bath, 2BR
on 1st level. Garden, garage $300/mo. No pets References. 753-7551.
360

MOBILE Home 1977,
For Rent
14x52,2BR, 1 bath, kitchen
Or Lin.
in front, central heat and air
(electric), washer/dryer. RENT or rent to own 2BR
$5800. After 5 30pm, Jeff mobile home in Getaway
753-0023,
Bay. Recreational develop
ment near Aurora, Ky Recreational facilities avail29n
able to renters or owners
Mobile
For information call
Homes For Rent
753-2613, after 5 30pm
2 OR 3 bedroom,furnished 753-0840
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gas1711
electric, air conditioned.
Livestock
Shady Oaks, 753-5209.
& Suppliss
300
Business
Rentals
EXECUTIVE office space
for rent: First Floor National
Hotel. Lease agreement includes: utilities and office
maintenance Telephone
system available.
753-0762.
STORAGE Building.
1850aq.h. with a loading
dock and a double door.
Prime location Call
753-8809
320
Apartments
For Rent
1BR furnished apartment
dose to university and hospital. Some utilities paid.
753-4012 or 753-8756.
1BR furnished apartment
by campus. $225/mo. Low
utilities. 753-0800 nights,
759-4577 days.
1BR nice apartment, furnished, all utilities paid,
cable_ 753-2075.
2BR duplex, Northwood
753-4487
2BR duplex (Northwood),
garage with electric
opener, economical gas
heat/air, lawn maintenance
included 1 year lease No
pets 753-7688 9-6pm
759-4703 5-10pnt.
2BR duplex in Northwood
$300/mo. 759-4406
APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
2 bedroom, near downtown. Lease required.
753-4109.
DUPLEX apartment. 1
block from MSU. $175 per
month. 753-1914 or
753-2649
LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back. Coleman
RE 753-9898.

WANT to lease or buy
trained roping horse for
team roping Competition
at MSU for fall, 1990 Call
Erin, 762-2920 dl May 11,
(714)962-8309 after May
18.

Mon. 7 thru Fri. 11
from 7 a.m. till ?
94 east to Post Oak Dr.
6th place on left.
furniture,
Baby
clothes ect. womens,
men's,
clothes,
dishes,
jewelry, some furniture.

430
Real
Estate

I

27.8 ACRES vacant land
with frontage on North 16th
St and Hwy 121 BYPass
near MSU football stadium.
105 acres zoned commercial, balance zoned R-4.
Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222.

ti

ir
b.

BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651,
489-2266

jc

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L.
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Lots

For Sok

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
380
by 3 roads) center of MarPets
shall County. Look down on •
Benton's lights! Deer and
I 814:90
“
AKC Cocker puppies, 2 wild turkey $62,500 Joe
males, 1 female. $75. W Nanney, 753-9622_
1-328-8715
3 ACRE wooded lot, natural
AKC puppies, various gas Butterworth Rd
435-4263
breeds 901-746-5355

AKC Registered Collie puppies (Lassie type) sable
and white, $100 Will deliver May 11-13 Call after
5pm, 1-901-422-6467
AKC Registered adult Boston Terriers. Male, 1 year
old, $100. Female, 2 year
old, $100. Female, 7 year
old, $50. 901-642-2394,
Paris, Tenn Cash only
CFA Registered Himalayan
kittens 435-4597.
CHINESE Sharpe puppies
for sale 901-247-5252
Peg's Dog Grooming
753-2915
-110
Pubic
Sale

29 Family'

Yard Sale
May 8th & 9th
7 til
From
Mayfield
take Hwy.80 East 2
miles, turn left at
Hwy. 131, 5 miles.
Guns, tools, dolls, antiques, furniture, glassware, quilts, toys, children & adult clothes, lots
of misc.

SA
Sh
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51
50:
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lot
L.F
bur
tas
car
to
be
75Zi

FOR SALE
4.619 acres of business
zoned land located on SW
corner of Johnson Blvd. and
Whitneb Street
-Call 753-4751
753-9439 (after 5 p.m.)

SRr
hon
owe
161

.160
Homes
For Sib
1513 London Dr. 3BR, 2
bath brick ranch Privacy
fence, deck, many extras
$89,900 753-5703_
2BR house for sale by
owner New carpet/tile LR.
Ashley wood stove, large
lot with fruit trees, deadend
street $18,000 Call after
4ixn 7538528.

F111

Pr)'
7,:
219
Rd

3500sq tt. 1 -story brick at
1306 Doran Rd., liv., din ,
den ern/atilt coil & wd.
burn fp., p full baths, 3
bdrms. w/dress, area, exercise & jacuzzi rm. 7 closets,
lg. kit. & breakfast area
w/pantry, laund. rm., lg. 2
car garage, lg attractive
brick & quarry tile patio, 1g
lot (150'x225') phone
753-0335 after 6,00 P.M.

PRI
20

iron

12
99

Plea
753-

10 5

41A
ha

38R, 14 bath brick home
Owner anxious to sell Low.
$60's Phone 753-7566

'RI
,

I..l

NEW 2BR house size
apartment Low utilities,
central gas heat/air, appliances furnished. Deposit
$375/mo.
required
753-8828.

S.
25
NF.A
air

99,5,
59.1

NICE 2 bedroom duplex.
Central H/A, all appliances
furnished. Coleman RE,
753-9898_

IRE
hoi
imula
ome
roPlai

NICE 2br, central H/A, 641
So. $250/mo. 492-8634.
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
38R apartment. 1-3BR
house, 1-4BR house, both
near MSU Days 753-6111,
after 4:30pm, 753-0606.
ROOM for rent Furnished,
1 block from campus, air
conditioned $85 per
month, plus utilities.
759-4104.
VERY nice 38R, 1.5 bath
townhouse Central H/A,
appliances furnished. Coleman RE, 753-9898.

1978
torcyd
Good
753-31

LOVELY SETTING
3 BR,2 bath, double-wide on P/2 acre lot. Owner
says sell! Upper $20's.

1982 t
ter cool
moles,
$1000
527 00

Kopperud Realty
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Articles
For We

$5,000 GOLD CARD Guaranteed! No credit check No
090
deposit! Cash advances!
Situation
Appliances
Also easy VISA/MC, no deWanted
posit! Free call.
FOR Sale Air Conditioner,
1(800)677-5103, anytime. DEPENDABLE lawn mow- $120, freezer $75: washer
ing and trimming
$100 Located near MurO90
753-7639
ray Call 442-1940.
Help
GENERAL house and ofHOTPOINT washer/dryer,
Wanted
fice cleaning References matched set Excellent
Accepting Resumes for supplied 753 4897 or condition Call 759-9200
Medical Insurance Billing 753-6737
Clerk for a Murray based
WILL mow yards Satisfac-40
company Experience re160
ton guaranteed. Free estiquired in computerized
Horns
759-1546.
mates,
Call
Medicare, Medicaid, and
Furnishings
3rd party billing. Send re
sume to P. 0. 1040N, Mur- CHRISTIAN woman would 3 MOBILE homes full of
ray, KY 42071.
like to care for children 4-8 new and used furniture for
years of age during school sale, "cheap' Call
BABYSITTER needed in
vacation. Call after 3,30pm, 753-2922 and ask for Neal
our home for 6 month old
753-2708.
KING size waterbed, mirJune 18-Aug. 10, Mon.,
rored headboard, baffle
Tues., Thurs, Friday. Remattress, drawers underferences and own transpor100
neath. Call 474-2772.
tation required. Call
Susi/toss
753-5639 anytime.
Opportunity
RUST color couch and
COURIER Journal is look- STRIKE IT RICH! With chair, good condition.
ing for possible carrier Solid State Video Bowling. $100. 436-5541.
prospects in Murray! A spare time ALL CASH
SEARS humidifier $50;
Calloway County, to deliver business. 1-800-749-4900. couch with rocker and ottoa morning paper route.
man $100; recliner $25,
Must have reliable car. EARN money at home: for
end table $10. 489-2826.
Cash bond is required If info, send an S.E S A. and
interested, please contact $10 cash or money order WALNUT Grandfather
David
Hussey, (no checks) to S.A. N.D.I.S. Clock, made by the late
1-800-866-2211.
8094 Essex, Warren, Mich. Julius Cooper. Has been
stored - is in mint condition
48089.
DISHWASHERS
Call 753-3213.
weekends only. Apply in EXCELLENT BUSINESS
person Fern Terrace Lodge OPPORTUNITY. Local
1505 Stadium View Dr. sub-yogurt shop. Doing 'a
165
EOE
very good business and
lots of growth potential Call
Antiques
EVA'S Custom Sewing.
for
appointment
Seamstress wanted will
ANTIQUE
English oak sec
618-524-3388
train. 753-2728.
retary and chair, in excel
NEED investors for several lent condition. Priced to
FOR YOU! Over 100 cornsmall business opportuni- sell. 753-7128.
panes that pay $242 to
ties. High return. Call Lee
$550 weekly. Assembly,
502-753-4362 between 4
190
work at home, they supply
and 8pm.
Farm
materials and instructions
Equipment
Any area, guaranteed. De110
tails 817-888-2381. This is
B Allis Chalmer tractor
it, Texas style, no
completely re-built 42in.
Instruction
gimrnicks!
/
cut Wood mower Call
GOLDEN Corral is now tak- BE A PARALEGAL Accre- 753-0079
ing applications for a meat dited 1976, Attorney In*cutter and waitresses. structed, Home Study, MASSEY-FERGUSON 50.
Fin Aid, Free Catalog, SCI Good condition Call
753-3822.
492-8566 after 5pm.
1-800-669-2555
LOCAL company has posiPERFORMANCE TESTED
tion open for sales/
1110
Simmental and Maine
marketing representative.
Want
Anjou crossbred service
Multi-state marketing area.
To Buy
age Bulls and Heifers,
Client base hospital and
banks. Must have college ANTIQUES by the piece or ready for breeding. Only
degree or equivalent sales collections Call 753-9433 top performance animals
offered for sale. All animals
experience. Excellent op- after 5pm
portunity for aggressive self BUYING: aluminum cans, guaranteed to breed. Smith
motivated individual. Sal- battery, scrap metal, cop- Broadbent Farms Cadiz,
42211
Day
ary based on experience per and junk cars. KGA KY
and qualifications. Also in- Recycling 492-8183 days, (502)235-5182 Night
(502)235-5170.
centive and company ben- 498-8785 nights.
efits. Send resume to PO
Box 548 Paris, Tenn, GOOD automatic shot gun
200
and pistol Also a child's
38242.
Sports
pedal tractor. Reasonably
Equipment
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- priced. Call 1-247-5222
INGS. NEED a job? A
E-Z-GO Golf Carts
GED? Hope for the future'? MOVING, -cleaning out Electric, 753-1152, at SulliYou may qualify if. 'You do house or sheds, used or van's Par 3 golf course
not have your GED or high antique furniture, glass,
school diploma; 'You are tools, quilts. One piece or
210
between the ages of 16 & house full. 642-6290,
21. We are an E.O.E. This 492-8594 after 6pm.
Flrewozd
project is funded by the
SCROLL saw, sander, A FIREWOOD for sale.
Western Kentucky Private
sabre saw, joiner, table 437-4667
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
saw, planer, radial saw, drill
Cat J.T.P.A. Out Of School
press, vises, router, vari- WOOD for sale 436-5481
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
able drill. Call 759-1059_
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
220
WANTING to buy house in
DRIVERS
Murray Price range not
Musical
over $30,000 354-8801,
TRACTOR TRAILER
after 5pm
CASIO Keyboard Professional model HT6000.
DRIVERS
Brand new $400 complete
150
Irrainedree operung for DOT
with warranty and instrucwelded trac-tar trader drivers in
Ardcles
MURRAY. KY with at least 2
tions Phone 753-6190.
For Saki
expersence Work ts

Efft174.7r,

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

150
Ft*
Wonted

PUBLIC NOTICE

thence,

Miirray Ledger & Times

,MWS
., SO:

Mrray Ledger & Times

Roos*
For Red

753-1222

711 Main
•

ROOMMATE needed for
summer. 3BR apartment
on Farmer Ave. Call
753-9768

1986 1
miles,
753-61;

11

110

Roues,
For kat
FOR Fall Semester, 3br
furnished house, one block
from University. 753-4974

— SPECIAL —

(

This Mother's Day get morn something
special like a fresh baked,shaped cakefrom...

2 BE014001A new duplt,-garage plus opener. aft._ _
Northwood Dt. Deposit Out
Perfection
$450/mo Days, 753-76611,
nights 750-4703.

Pam's Cake Hut

NICE MR house and also
a 1BR aparvrient Both recently remodeled Lease
required. 753-4109

and Quality for the best "Morn"
Call your orders in early
or stop in at 410 Main

759-4492
441.4
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CLASSIFIEDS
.170
Weise
For fisto

it)

Used
Cars

3BR brick, on a wooded lot 1987 HUSGVARNA
in a very nice neighborhood CR-250, good condition.
with a 6,4 % assumable Race reedy. 354-8706.
loan Priced to sell Call
753-4000 (daytime), 1988 BANSHEE good condition. 753-8832
753-1047 (nights).
BEAUTIFUL 14 story 1989 SUZUKI Quadracer.
house in Woodgate Subdi- Approximately 60hrs.
vision 38R, 2 baths, den $2800. 759-4632.
and dining room, kitchen USED go-cart. Keith's
and utility room. Extra large Lawn & Garden.
walk in closets, breezeway
and 2 car garage Priced in
the $90's Call 753-4449
.190
BEAUTIFUL 3BR home in
Used
Canterbury Estates CenCars
tral heat and air, all appliances, all curtains
custom-made, exquisite
landscaping Backyard
fenced, automatic lawn
sprinkler. Excellent condition, Priced to sell. Call
owner 759-1073.
Inc
BY OWNER: IMMACULATE 2 story, 3-4BR, home
in Candlelite Estates 2
bath, 2 car garage, large
walk-in closets Also 2 adFinancing On The Spot
joining lots available.
$75,000. Call 753-0864.

•I/t$4

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

GEORGIAN home located
on Riverwood Road,4 bedrooms, 4'h baths, formal
living room and dining
room,library, game room,4
fireplaces. Includes 21/,
lots and tennis courts Call
Kopperud Realty 753-1222
for further details on the
many other extras.

YES

Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

1983 CHEVROLET Caprice Classic, 1983 Chevrolet Celebrity diesel
527-9729
1983 FORD Escort station
wagon: 5-speed, air, new
engine, excellent condition.
Highway 280 next to MSU
golf course, $1295.
759-1559 or 753-2079
anytime
1984 BUICK Regal take
over payments 753-2429
1985 BUICK Somerset:
5-speed, dark red, good
condition. $3000.
527-7174.
1985 FORD Escort: 2 door,
5-speed, $2000; 1983 Plymouth Turismo, 2 door,
hatchback, auto. with air,
$1600. Call 759-4550 after
2Pm1985 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency Brougham: excellent condition,60,xxx miles,
$7750 OBO. 753-8099 after 5pm.

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Price 8 Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

Net"'
Inc.

r

1955 FORD Crown Victoria
$4000. 15ft. Runabout boat
100hp Evinrude $1500.
436-2831.

1960 CHEVY origin-al,
GREAT PIXER-UPPERI 37,000 actual miles,$4000
(:hoice location. Well 753-0260.
insulated. Needs new roof &
1975 MERCURY Comet, 4
some work $16.500
1002 door,
Poplar St. 753-6546
6 cylinder, power
steering and air, runs good.
,Reposseined
101lCi s. alaa- Call 733 $275. 753-8266 after
0375_ far _
4:30pm.
Call for FREE list
of PROPERTIES

1976 TOYOTA wagon, 4
door, 80,400 miles. $600.
Cal 753-0252.
1977 CHEVROLET Caprice good condition. PW/
PL, best offer. 753-0919.

1977 MONTE Carlo: tan.
runs excellent. Call
1978 HONDA CX 500 mo435-4174 weekdays only.
torcycle with windshield
Good condition. Call 1978 BUICK Regal $650.
753-3114, after 5pm.
Call 753-1073 after 5pm.
1982 HONDA GL500: wa- 1978 PLYMOTH Fury,
ter cooled,shaft drive, 5500 good condition, 4 door,
miles, excellent condition automatic, am/fm, a/c,
$1000. Call after 5pm, $795; 1980 AMC Eagle,
527-0047.
good shape, good engine,
1986 Virago 1100. 4700 $750. 762-2758
miles, excellent condition 1980 CHEVROLET Ca753-6125
price $500 489-2746

SEPTIC TANK,
INSTALLATION
Trenching & Boring

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service
753-6156
492-8529

Used
Cars

1982 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Navy, looks and runs
good See at 405 S 8th ST
Cal 753-3584

CARS
'88 Pont. 6000
'4987
HOUSE and 33 acres, 3BR
'88 Dodge Arles Wgn '4987
brick, 2 bath, workshop,
'88 Ford Festiva
barn with 2 side sheds at'87 Ford Taurus V6
'4987
tached, tractor and tool
shed. 5 miles west of Ben-. '87 Chevy Calebrlty
'3987
ton on Hwy. 1311. '87
Plym. Horizon
'3987
1-527-8963.
'86 Isuzu I Mark
'3,987
SMALL house Pine Bluffs
'86 Mustang LX.
_4987
Shore Good view of lake
'86 Caviller Wgn.
Make offer. Alice Hopkins
'3487
515-842-5899 To see
'86 Mercury Lynx GS Wgn '4487
502-436-5413
'85 Nissan Stanza
'4987
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bed'82 IJAC Eagle
'2987
room brick located on large
'81 Toyota Corolla
'1987
lot in Canterbury Estates.
L.R., DR. Den wtwood
TRUCKS
burning fireplace, break'86 Chevy. Astro Van '4987
fast. Lg foyer, 24 baths, 2
136 Fad Rrigr ET Er cee_'4987
car garage. Owner anxious
to sell. Phone 753-8050
'84 Ply. Voyager Van '4987
between 9 and 4 or
84 Chevy S10
'4987
753-0914 after 6 pm.
'84 GMC S15
'4987
SPACIOUS 4BR, 2 bath
'84 Dodge Van
'3987
home Double lot, gas heat,
'82 Ford Van
owner financing $59,900
'3987
1613 Farmer 753-5703
81 Ford 350
'3987
81 Ford Van
'3987
'77 Chevy Van__
'2487
HOMESELLERS
Have You Been Turned
REALTY
Down Elsewhere?
753-0375
505 S. 12th St.
Credit Problems V OK
RIG REDUCTI•
No Credit V OK
Owner wants to !ell quickly.
Divorce V OK
Price reduced from 85,000 to
77,500. 3bd., 3ba. ow 359
We sal) dependable,
219 lot. In peat shape. Neal
affordable cars to poops
Rd. 763-1699 A slicer brit
who want to establish or
re-establish their cretin.
PRICED 820,000 UNDER
Low Weakly Payments
C0511 New 3hd., 2ba.
rom square. Original price of
Other Locations:
125,000 now offered at
Mayfield Paducah
199.950 for new home on 3
acres._ Serious about buying?
Please check this out today!
See Sammy Bradshaw
7534673
or Jim Irby
GREAT INVESTMENT!
1113 Sycamore
10.5 adi ro11,186' frontage on
94W. across from Williams
Murray
Chapel Church. S21.9000
owner 7534114
759-4999

GREAT GARDEN SP011
fbcl„ lba with 2ac
landscaping. gilve &
lackberry. Prica_sedami
epl44„090. Hwy 12IN. 753-l
6815 Owner wants offer!
NEAR MURRAY U. &
Quiet Neighborhood. ebd.,
2.ba. Dining room Well kept
$99.500 1704 Audubon 7594593. Good landscaping.

Mirnay Ledger & Times
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1985 TOYOTA MR2: blue A-1 TREE Service and
exterior, black interior, new Slump Removal. Spraying
ores, sharp car, 70,000 and feeding. Also free estmiles, sunroof $5100. See males. 35 years experiat 609 S. 4th SL
ence. Glen Joiner owner
753-0906.
1986 CAMARO. V-6 fuel
injected, excellent condi- AA Bushhogging and Gradtion 753-2056. Can be ing driveways and yards
seen at Sirloin Stockade. Cal 492-8254
1986 CUTLASS Supreme ALPHA Builders. CarpenBrougham: 1 owner, Hops, try, remodeling, porches,
all extras. Extra sharp. roofing, concrete, drive753-4575 after 6pm.
ways, painting, mainte
nanoe, etc. Free estimates.
1986 FORD Tempo:
489-2303_
5-speed, air, GL package,
p/s, pib, sport instrument
center, console monitor, APPLIANCE SERVICE.
styled road wheels, 1 Kenmore, Westinghouse,
owner, low mileage. Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Used Appliances.
436-5684.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848.
1987 MUSTANG GT, 5
speed, V8, low miles, BACKHOE Service - ROY
loaded. Very sharp. Call HILL Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience.
Kenny at 437-4712.
Septic system, driveways,
1988 COUGAR LS- loaded, hauling,
foundations, etc.
1 owner, 19xxx actual 759-4664.
miles, black with red inside.
$10,000. Call 753-9586 BLOCK & brick & concrete
days, 435-4572 after 5pm. finishing. Driveways, porches, new foundations, and
1988 SABLE GS, 32,000 chimne
y and repair work.
miles 1988 Taurus GL wa- 753-54
76.
gon, 46,000 miles. Both
loaded. $7950 each. DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
437-4723.
lawn need mowing? Or is
1989 PONTIAC Sunbird landscapin
g what you
LE. Red, with gray interior, need? Call
automatic, air, only 11,000 free estimate759-9706 for
miles. $6800 OBO.
753-5934.
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration. InstallaIgS
tion and repair. Free estimates. 753-7203.
Vans
BUILDING Contractor 1984 CHEVY cargo van Home improvements
, pole
with tinted glass. Air, barns, portable buildin
gs,
power, tool racks, ready to decks, gazebos. Custo
mer
go. $3500 firm. 753-5344. satisfaction guaran
teed.
Free estimates. L.E. Williams 489-2663.
500

CARS_
'89 Toyota IIR2
'13,487
19 Toyota Cola
1,487
'89 Toyota Camry '11187
19 Muria 323
1,487
18 Ford T-Bid
1,981
'88 Pont, Bonneville 1,987
18 Tolot Celia GT 10,487
FENCE sales at Sears
Used
19 Toyota Corolla
now. Call Sears 753-2310
Truck*
5,987
for free estimate for your
18' TRI axle Gooseneck
18 Toyoti Corolla LE 1,487 has
needs
box with overhead
door.
GARA
$250
GE doors, sales and
11 Toyota Camry
0
firm.
10,487 753-5344
service. Call Bob Dial
17 Mazda 6 U
1,987 1962 FORD 2 ton dump 489-2739.
ed, fike new. LAW GENERAL Repair plumb17 Mustang 11 Caw 1,987 grainb
miles, $3500 firm. ing, roofing, tree work.
17 BP 325IS
436-2642.
'17,987 753-5344.
1970
GUTTERING By Sears:
FORD
Bronc
o,
17 Toyota Supra
'11,987 wheel drive. 1-247-7524.4 Sears
residential and com'87 Toyota Cefa GT 1,487 1972 DATSUN pickup. De- mercial continuous gutters
pendable. $750. 1981 Ford installed for your specifica'87 Cr LE
tions. Call Sears 753-2310
1,987 Escort:
4-door wagon, full
for free estimate
power
17 Toyota Tercel
'4,987 437-4539-and air. $1200.
17 Plymouth keret 1,987 1978 JEEP CJ7: 51,000 HANDYMAN - Carpentry,
plumbing, electrical, mamiles, excellenttcondition, sonry,
'86 Fad Escort I
roofing. Large or
1,987 asking
$3500. 753-2001, small
jobs. Quality work at
'86 PM, Grand Am LE '6,487 before 2pm.
good prices. Free esti1984 CHEVROLET 4x4, mates. 753-1550,
16 Olds Fitful
5,487 white, custom deluxe,stan- evenings.
dard transmission, 6 cylin- HAULI
16 Bud LeStre
1,987 der,
NG, yard work, tree
good condition. Call remova
l, mowing. Free es
after
5pm,
16 Olds Delta 88
759-1578.
1,487
timates. 759-1683.
1985
S-10
CHEV
ROLE
T
'86 Pontiac Gral Prix 1,987 pickup. Excellent
condition.
16 Bud Estate Wgn 1,987 1 owner. 489-2360 after INBOARD/Outboard
re6Pm.
pair. Service calls
15 Topti Cm&
'al MUST SELL: 1989 Ford 502-43
6-2502.
Ranger XLT; Excellent
15 Fad Crnin
1,837 Condit
INSUL
ATION
Blown In By
ion; LWB; Blue &
Silver; 15,m miles; 4 cYl• Sears: TVA approved
85 Fonl LTD Vip
14,187 Auto.;
Bedliner; 'Super Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sears
15 inks 191E._ 14,437 Nice Truck.'753-1916, Ask 753-2
310 for free estimate
for Greg.
85 Qs Ciera
1,987 TRUCK topper for a LWB. Jim's Hauling and County
sanitation service for all
14 Bud Dolly Wgn.-$4,411 437-4832.
your hauling around the
home, yard and shop Free
14 Cavalier Typ 10 Corrri,487
estimates. You call we
13 Toyota Celia GT .....
haul. City or county.
436-5574.
12 Toyota Tercel
'1,917 1976 CHAMPION motor JOES Lawncare Residenhome. 268. completely self- tial 8 Commercial Mowing
TRUCKS
contained. Generator, mo- and Trimming. 345-2312.
19 Toyota Sai 4X4 13,417 tor rebuilt, all new inside. KITCHEN CABINET RE$11,500. Call 753-0079.
MODELING with wood
19 Toyota ti Ex. C 13)17
21ft. 1978 STARCRAFT grain formica, all colors
travel trailer. 75 Ford LTD Free estimates. Wudfs Re19 Toyota 11
1,117 with
covery Murray 436-5560
hitch.
11 Chevy Silverado 12,917 MURRAY 753-8019.
family needs to LICENSED electrician.
James Gallimore electrical
rent
campi
ng
18 Fad Ranger
1,417 Lake vacationtrailer for Ky. service
. Commercial and
from June
residential. Fast, courteous
Bodp Ciro 1,117 17-June 24. Day 753-4703, service
. 759-1835.
night 753-9909.
11 Taict 414
10,417 SUDE in camper for pickup MASON with 3 years exce seeks employ11 Sok &rural 5,887 truck. Stove, refrigerator, perien
.hot water heater, furnace ment Call 435-4161
18 Toyota Tnal
1,987 shower, sleeps 6 MOODY'S mower repair.
Pickup and delivery All
'87 Toyota 4 kw 12,187 759-4671
work guaranteed. ,
753-5668
17 Asto Val
1,117
Bib
PAINTING, quality work& Motto
17 Toyota Val
'10,987
manship Free estimates
1981 Ebbtido runabout, References Call Craig,
16 Toyoti 4 Runner 10,917 walk-t
hrough windshield. 436-5245.
16 ft., 115 hp Evinrude.
16 Toyota WI
'5,411 Must a•II. $3800, PAUL'S Painting Service
15 years experience inter16 Fad Bran II '6,917 753-9414.
ior and exterior. Reason181 PRO Stratos, able rates Free estimates
15 Chevy Bluer
1,07
150 OT Johnson, 2 Also other small jobs done
flashers, 3 new bait, 3 new Call now 492-8545.
15 Chefy Sihserko 4X4 1,987 trailer
tires. 753-6266,
PLUMBING/24 hr
15 Toyota Ex Cab '5,917 437-4855
emergency service Free
1988 198. CHEETAH Ru- estimates Reasonable
12 Chery S10
1,417 nabout
165hplia 911.
rates. Same day service
Open til 7 p
p-

TOYOTA

000
Days 753-7688, nights
759-4703.

85 15.38. RINKER deep-V
runabout. 60hp Mercury
4onvertib4 top, excellent
ondition. $4800
436-2150.
PONTOON boat slips for
rent Also, pontoon boats
for rent For more information cell, Cypress Bay Resort 901-232-8221.
YAMAHA Wave Jammer
and trier 4362436

530

ilerrkes
Offered

All work guaranteed
753-4200.
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL cleaning, commercial and rev
denbal carpet cleaning.
window cleaning, etc
753-7533 or 753-7617
QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist.
4362617 or 753-1126

Undoes
011.1041
ROCKY COLSON Home SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Repair Roofing, siding, Removal Insured with full
painting, plumbing, con- line of equipment including,
crete. Free estimates Call 60ft aerial tr uclurend brush
474-2307.
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower comROGER Hudson rock haulpetitive cala. Free estiing and services 753-4545
mates without obligation
or 753-6763
Day or nitro, 753-5484.
ROOFING, plumbing, tree TREE
trimming and brush
removal, yard mowing, remova
l. Also handyman
driveway sealing. Call work, dock
repair and
753-2860 or 436-5895
inboard/outboard repair
Service calls 436-2502
SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
STEEL grain bins Built, Service Center, cleaningmoved, repaired and con- servicing $15. most repairs
crete work 436-5615
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5
STEWART'S Upholstery - Mon -Fri
; 753-0530
Large selection of material
Free pickup and delivery WILDEY'S Welding Portand free estimates 10% able and Shop Hwy 121
discount on fabric and labor Coldwater 489-2125
on all items through May
31. 436-5236 and WILL break and disk garden also landscape, level
436-5280
driveway. bushhog. Free
estimate 436-5430.

560
Services
Offered

Free
Coluata

WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435-4169

FREE ID good home:4
old Alasktan Malamute,
needs fenced in yard.
901-247-5252

WYATT Masonary bnck,
tiodt, stone or concrete,
will do any type of large or
small lobs 753.2056
RESIDENTIAL plumbing
436-2156

year

WARM, loving, timid, small
mixed breed, great for kids.
474-2382.

CUS108 117GNEN KAMM
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types 01

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by I sew our showroom

Hunrly areadi

Now that we are entering our "garage'sale season
"
we want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better ser
ve
you. Deadlines are 3P.M. Mon.-Fri. and 10A.M.
on Sat. Yard sales do have to be paid in advance
and .are $7.50 per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Mrray

Ledger & Times

classified department.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone
753 2571

r
alg
aNite
st

Rick's Home Improvement & Electric
Specializing In
REMODELING • ALL REPAIRS • ELECTRICAL
NO JOB TOO SMALL

437-4455

Poison Control

753-7588

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
47. No Job Too Small'

41

Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Additions.

436-5272

489-2739

Murray-Mai1- e Windows - Siding-Fencing
Downspouts 6 Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
JERRY ATKINS A ASSOC7ATES
121 By-Pass

Gentry Painting Co.
Residential Painting
Interior- Exterior

Phone 435-4268

Wm. Gontry
Pt 4 Bon 17704
Ky. 42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

753-84u,

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952
McClure's
Tropical Fish
759-9513

call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad
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Reed pronounces himself in good health

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Vermie Bishop

p

•

Mrs. Vennie Bishop, 82, New
Concord, died Sunday at 7:47 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
She was married April 13, 1927,
to Bernice F. Bishop who died Jan.
22, 1983.
Born Jan. 8, 1908, in Weakley
County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Harris Curtis and
Myrtle Jordan Curtis.
Survivors are six daughters, Mrs.
Junior (Geneva) Bell; Detroit,
Mich., Mrs. Robert (Myrtle) Garner, New Concord, Mrs. Sidney
(Agnes) Self, Cumberland Furnace,
Tenn., Mrs. James (Nancy) Futrell,
RL 5, Murray, Mrs. Dan (Nell)
McCuiston, Huntersville, N.C., and
Mrs. William (Joyce) Robinson,

Benton; two sons, Charles Bishop,
Murray, and Wiley Bishop and
wife, Mary Jo, New Concord.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Betty Smith, McEwen, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Ila Likins, Vine Grove; a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Ruth Curtis,
McEwen; 23 grandchildren; 27
great-grandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Dennis Norvell will officiate. Music will be by Mrs. Juanita Lee and
Mrs. Bobbie Burkeen.
Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday at the funeral home.

Mrs. Eva Hurt Mayfield

a•

Final rites for Mrs. Eva Hurt
Mayfield were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. John Dale and Charley
Bazzell officiated. Mrs. Oneida
White was organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Pete Waldrop,
Billy Mayfield, Ronald Rogers,
Dewayne Smith, John Baker and
Herman Roach. Burial was in Antioch Cemetery.
Mrs. Mayfield, 91, of 219 South
15th St., Murray, died Friday at

-

3:20 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by a daughter-inlaw, Mrs. Neva Mayfield, and a
son-in-law, Paul Bailey, Murray;
five grandchildren, Ernie Rob Bailey, Mrs. Becky Smith, Dr. Bill
Bailey, Keenan Mayfield and Ken
Mayfield; four great-grandchildren;
four step great-grandchildren; two
step great-great-grandchildren.

Grandville (Goatman) Hinton
Grandville (Goatman) Hinton,
69, Corinth, Miss., died Friday at
Northeast Mississippi Medical
Center, Baldwyn, Miss.
He was a retired farmer, a Navy
veteran of World War II, and a
member of Veterans of Foreign
Wars and American Legion.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Sarah Maxine Hinton; one daughter,
Mrs. Wanza Benson, Booneville,
Miss.; four sons, Otis Hinton, Paris, Tenn., Ed Hinton, Memphis,

Tenn., Frank Hinton, Murray, and
Ray Hinton, Corinth; one sister,
Mrs. Dovie Nethery, Wenasoga,
Miss.; two brothers, Jesse Hinton,
Corinth, and Dudley Hinton, Jackson, Tenn.; 12 grandchildren.
Mr. Hinton was a member of
Holly Baptist Church, Corinth,
where the funeral was Sunday at 2
Burial was in the church cemetery with arrangements by Memorial
Funeral Home, Corinth.

Tobey Aaron Egstrom
Funeral rites for Tobey Aaron
Egstrom will be Wednesday at 3
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Thomas
Schellingerhout will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 10 a.m. Wednesday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to Dream Factory of
Paducah or Murray's Living
Memorial.
Tobey, 13, Lancaster, Calif.,
died Wednesday at 3:20 p.m. at
Antelope Valley Hospital Medical
Center, Lancaster.
He died from injuries after being
hit in -the head with a -dirt clod
while playing with friends on Sunday, April 29.
In a published story in Antelope
Valley newspaper on Friday, Jill
Harris, mother of Tobey, said "My
son was out playing. He was being
a little boy. He was doing what
little boys do. He was a 13-yearold California little boy — a skateboard rider, blond haired, blueeyed California boy."
Tobey was a seventh grade student at Piute Junior High School at
Lancaster. He had attended East
Calloway Elementary School. He
was born Feb. 24, 1977, in
Paducah.

Tobey Aaron Egstrom
Survivors are-his father,- Larry
Egstrom and friend, Patti McIntosh, Rt. 6, Murray; his mother and
stepfather, Jill and Howard Harris,
and three sisters, Moriah Harris,
Lacey Harris and Ellen Harris, all
of Lancaster, Calif.; maternal
grandparents, Joe Carlene Belcher,
Rt. 6, Murray; paternal grandparents, Win and Avis Worthan, Carson City, Nev., and Clair Egswtrom, West Point, Calif.; two greatgrandmothers, Mrs. Geneva
Belcher, Murray, and Mrs. Alma
McKay, Hawaii; three uncles,
Doug Egstrom, Palmdale, Calif.,
and Brad Belcher and Tim Belcher,
Murray.

Video conference set for MSU
•••

•
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ANDREWS-AIR FORCE BASE, —15111 P6e1, kri-Biws eonrenince,
Md. (AP) — Freed hostage Frank said he would be surprised if Reed
Reed pronounced himself in good left by Wednesday and that his
health Saturday, saying "I'm beau- departure would not be until the
tiful, I'm OK." He said his kidnap- end of the week ahead at the earpers "treated me fine" the last six liest. "Maybe a day or two shorter
months of his captivity and joked or a day or two longer," he added.
In the interview, Reed, 57,
that "room service was pretty
sounded in high spirits despite
good."
His doctors said they were being blindfolded and bound much
pleased with how he looked even of his more than 3%2 years in capthough his weight had dropped tivity and his weight loss. He was
from about 185 pounds to about released last Monday in Beirut by
140 now.
Lebanese kidnappers.
"Our early evaluations are
"So far everything is fine," he
good," said Brig. Gen. Robert W. said. He added that he was just getPoel, commander of the Malcolm ting life-giving muscles and that he
Grow Air Force Medical Center. needed vitamins. His doctors said
Reed, in a telephone interview
they were giving him vitamin
with The Associated Press, said he supplements.
was looking forward to going home
"Every muscle in my body is
to Malden, Mass., on Tuesday or completely out of shape," Reed
Wednesday for the first time in said. "When you stand up, you're
eight years to see his 91-year-old going against the force of gravity. I
mother, Leota Sprague, for the haven't even done that very
"real celebration of success."
much."
The town north of Boston is
"I've eaten quality food but
planning a big celebration for him haven't had much of it," he said.
and residents already have started "We used to joke — John (McCarhanging out yellow ribbons on thy), Brian (Keenan) and I — that
homes and buildings.
room service was pretty good when

Local cities to benefit from film
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
Filming of "A League of Their
Own" doesn't begin until next
month, but the Evansville and Henderson, Ky., area are starting to
reap financial rewards.
The film, by PAP Productions, is
expected to bring approximately $3
million dollars into the area communities during its production.
Observers say the undisclosed
budget for the film about a World
War II-era women's baseball
league is mid-sized by Hollywood
standards.
• Local businesses are hoping it
could result in a summer windfall.
About 35 to 40 percent of the

average film's production budget
winds up in the community where
it is shot, according to the Film
Development Office of the Indiana
Department of Commerce.
"We're enjoying it," said Mary
Shoettlin, sales manager at the
Executive Inn in Evansville which
is profiting from the filming. The
production company has reserved
120 rooms for the six-week peak
production period at an average
cost of $45 per night Movie production and support staff have been
using about 20 rooms since Easter.
They are expected to remain until
mid- to late July.

Youngster wants to graduate
medical school before he's 18
NEW YORK (AP) — He's 12
years old and his goal is not to set
video game scoring records but to
be the youngest doctor in the
world.
Meet third-year pre-medical student Balamurati Krishna Ambati, a
prodigy who wants to graduate
medical school before he turns 18.
While the would-be "Doogie
Howser" is causing some nervousness at New York University,
Friedrich Ulfers, director of the
Presidential Scholars program,
which awarded him a full scholarship, is pleased with his pace.
"What if we had told Mozart he
was too precocious?" Ulfers said.
The youngster mastered calculus
at age 4 and described himself as
"a prodigy with a purpose" on his
college application.
He said that after learning that
an Israeli, at 18, was the youngest
medical school graduate, he
decided that he wanted to beat that
record.
A reference to the TV program
"Doogie Howser, M.D." about a
teen-age doctor, doesn't draw much
of a response from Bala, as he is
known. He's never seen the show,
preferring the news, "Jeopardy"
and "Star Trek, the Next
Generation."

He was born in India and was 3
when his parents moved to Buffalo.
As his father, Ambati Murati, an
industrial engineer, and his mother,
Gomathi Rao, a mathematics teacher, moved around the country, Bala
skipped grades and excelled.
Some of his professors don't
share the enthusiasm of Bala and
his family.
"I worry that it is the parents
that are pushing," said physics
professor Leposava Vuskovic. "It
is one thing to perform and be
creative, but he just wants to get
the degree."
The boy's father said he has had
to fight school administrators to get
Bala skipped to higher grades. And
the idea of a 14-year-old medical
school applicant doesn't sit too
well in some quarters.
"I think questions might be legitimately raised about his emotional
maturity," said Dr. Andrew Frantz,
chairman of the admissions 'committee at Columbia University's
medical school. "Why does he
need to? Why not wait?"
The boy's father won't listen to
that kind of talk.
"As we have set this goal, even
if he only gets into the worst medical school in New York, we will go
for it," Murati said.
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we got extra coffee, popcorn-or— Prices as of 1000 AM
something." Reed was held hostage with McCarthy and Keenan at
.varying times.
industrial Average...---.+10.36
Poel said Reed was decompressPrevious Close
.2710.36
ing and it was probably too early to
Air Products
54/
1
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say whether he had any specific
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1
4 B 34%A
problems.
(AT&T
40% use
"His laboratory tests all look
Bank of Murray —117% B 150A
quite good," Poel said. "He shows
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
32 +%
a little bit of what you would
Chrysler
16% +%
expect of a man that has been held
CSX Corp
33% +/
1
4
in captivity for a prolonged period
Dean Foods
32% -1
/
4
of time. He has lost a great deal of
Dollar
Gen.
Store...10B
10
/
1
4
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weight. He's also tired.... He needs
Exxon
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recovering
his
to work at
Ford
45/
1
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strength."
General Motors.... 457/6 +%
Poe said it was too early to
Goodrich
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make a specific diagnosis of his
Goodyear
35% +%
mental state but that Reed's "spirI.B.M.
1111
/
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its are great. He speaks with vigor
Ingersoll Rand
5.5% +1/4
and is happy to be where he is. He
Kmart
33/
1
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is incisive. Ask a question and he
Kroger
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Ky. Utilities
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speaks out. His memory is etat."
Lou. G & E
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Poel said counselors planned to
McDonalds
/
4
32 +1
speak with Reed.
JCPenney
62% +%
Reed was being fed nutritional
Quaker Oats......
48% -%
meals and dined on lobster by
Sears
36% -1
/
4
candlelight Friday night with his
Snap-On
34% -14
wife and two grown daughters by a
Texaco
58% +V.
previous marriage who have been
Time-Warner.............95% +1%
staying with him. Saturday mornUST
28/
1
2 +%
ing he asked for pancakes for
Wal-Mart
503/. +%
breakfast
Woolworth
60% +%
He has been receiving visitors
C.E.F. Yield
7.70
and met Saturday with Peggy Say,
the sister of Terry Anderson, The
Additional Information Available
Upon Request.
irr'" •
Associated Press' chief middle east
correspondent and longest held
hostage with more than five years
C.7
C
414 Main St.
in captivity.
-tr I
, , 2•••• -Murray, Ky
Reed had spent some time with
753-3366
"
d:
Anderson in captivity and gave Say
a firsthand account of his
condition.
On Sunday, Reed planned to
attend a brunch and news conference sponsored by the humanitarian organization No Greater Love.
.0
\
%?sf .)est investment
It was to include former hostages
......------'—
is you.
held in Lebanon and their families.
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NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

Can Happen Again!
Are you protected?

Can you stand the financial hardship?
Call your insurance agent
for more information.
Flood insurance is available
and easy to obtain.
DON'T DELAY

Kentucky Flood Control Advisory Commission
Frankfort. Kentucky Phone 502/564-2979

Before the Need Arises. .

be of particular interest to speech"Communication Aids for
Cognitively-Impaired Children" language pathologists and
will be the topic of a video confer- audiologists.
Interested persons may contact
ence on Thursday, May 10, at Murthe Center for Continuing 'Educaray State University.
Scheduled to begin at noon in tion and Academic Outreach at
the Mississippi Room of the Curris 762-4229 or 1-800-669-7654 from
Center, the video conference will outside Calloway County to regisaddress recent advances in technol- ter in advance. The registration fee
ogy for communication aids and of $5 may be paid at the time of
the program.
assistive devices.
More program information may
The program sponsored by the
Department of special education be obtained by contacting Dr. Jody
and the Center for Continuing Deem in the Department of Special
Education/Academic Outreach will _41ucation at (502) 762-2855.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo, Inc.

Stock Market

What
Can
You
Lose?
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Keith York, Kelvin York, James Coleman and Jerry Lassiter

Ask Us About

Two New Lower Cost
Weight Control Programs.

Forethought® Funeral Planning

Call For Details...No Obligation!

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

WEIGHT
CONTROL
FOR UFE!"

Call
762-1533
today.

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.

753-6800

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL,
Medical Arts Building•300 South 8th StreeteMurray, KY 42671
r.
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